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AIMS, SCOPE AND METHODOLOGY 
AIMS & SCOPE: 
The present study 1n the form of annotated 
bibliography resembles together all the significant literature 
dealing with 'SCHIZOPHRENIA' Although the bibliogrpahy 
is selective in nature, an attempt has been made to cover 
all aspects of the topic. I hope this bibliogrpahy would be 
helpful to those who wish to know about the subject. 
METHODOLOGY 
The procedure followed 1n compiling the bibliography 
1s as follows: 
(I) The secondary sources were consulted 1n Maulana 
Azad Library AMU, Aligarh, to find out the location 
of the articles. These are: 
(i) Index India (Rajg_sthan university Jodhpur) 
(ii) Guide to Indian Periodical Literature (Delhi Library 
Assocation. 
2. The primary sources are consulted in these libraries 
(i) Maulana Azad Library, AMU, Aligarh 
(ii) Psychology Department, AMU, Aligarh. 
(iii) Medical Library AMU, Aligarh 
STANDARD FOLLOWED. 
The Indian Standards recommended for bibliographical 
references (IS: 2381.1963) and classified catalogue code 
(CCC) of Dr. S.R. Ranganathan have been followed. In 
some cases where lSI db not given any guidance, I have 
taken appropriate decision. 
ARRANGEMENT 
The entries are arranged under subject heading which 
are arranged alphabetically following letter by letter 
method. The entry element of the author is in capitals, 
followed by the secondary element in parenthesis using 
capital and small letters and then the title of the articles. 
subtitle, (if any) then name. of the periodical being 
underlined followed by volume number, issue number, the 
year, month and date giving by using inclusive notation of 
the pages of the articles. 
Entries of periodical articles are arranged as follows. 
a) Serial number 
b) Name of the Author I Authors 
c) A full stop. 
d) Title of the contributin including subtitle and 
alternative title if any 
e) A full stop (.) 
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f) Title of periodical being underlined. 
g) A full stop (.) 
h) Volume number 
i) Comma (,) 
j) Issue number 
k) Semi colon (;) 
1) Year 
m) Comma (,) 
n) Moth and date of publication 
o) Semi Colon (;) 
p) Inclusive pages of the article 
q) A full stop (.) 
SPECIMEN ENTRY 
DAS (Inderjit), ESSALI (Mohammad Adib), 
DEBELLEROCHE (Jacqueline) and HiRSCH (Steven R). 
Elevatd platalet phashatidylinos for Disphasplat in 
medicated Schizophrenics. Schiro ph Ycni<it Reasearcl:!_. 
12, 3; 199t;265-68. 
1ll 
ABSTRACT 
The entry's in the bibliography contains abstracts 
given the essential information about the articles. Attempts 
have been made to papers indicative abstract, so that in 
most of the cases users needs are fulfilled with abstract 
itself. 
SUBJECT HEADING: 
Attempt has been made to g1ve co-extensive subject 
headings much as possible, it will facilitate their readers 
to find out desired article(s) from this bibliography. 
INDEX 
The index part contains the author index, and title 
index arranged alphabetically. The index guides to the 
specific entry or entries in the bibliography~ It is hoped 
that it will be found useful in consultation of the 
bibliography. 
lV 

SCHIZOPHRENIA 
It 1s the commonest maJor mental dis~~ ·)~jand so 
called mystary of psychaitry. Its etialogy is indoubts 
and its' pathology unknown. Characterized by bizzare 
forms of behaviour and by anomalous thinking it has 
been called the insanity of adolescents. Thediseases 
contributes a problem of vast magnituded and 
accounts for about one third of all the cases in the 
menta hospitals U.S. Although the cause is unknonw 
the diseases arises in those who from early life have 
exhibited maladjustment to modern living conditions. 
Such persons display a tendency to escape from the 
ordinary activities of mankind and to indulge in 
fantasies day dreams, and· wishful thinking. Adolf 
Meyer ( 1866-1950) has called the "shut in persanlity 
schizophrania makes its first appearance 1n young 
adults from 18-25 years of age. Neither race, Nor sex 
nor wedding seems to excercise any direct influence 
upon its development. 
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HISTORY OF THE CONCEPT 
KRAEPELINS AND BLEULER'S EARLY 
DESCRIPTIONS 
The concept of schizopshremia was )nitially 
,formulated by two European psychiatrists, Enail kraepelin 
and Eugeon Bleular. Kraepelin first presented his concpet 
of dementiapraecox, the early term for schizophremia, in 
1898. Two kanor groups of endogenous, or internally 
caused, psychoses were diferentiated, manic depressive 
illness and dementia pracecos. Demential pracecox 
included several diagnostic concepts - dementia paranoides, 
catatonia, and hebepohernia.; already singled out and 
regarded as distinct entities by clinicians in the previous 
few decades. Although these disorders are Symptomatically 
diverse, Kraepelin believed that they shared a common 
core. His term dementia praecox, reflected what he 
believed the common core to be an early onset (praecox) 
and a progressive intellectual deterioration (dementia). It 1s 
important to note that the dementia i dementia praecox 1s 
not the same as the dementias we will disucss in chapter 
17 on aging. The latter are defined principally by severe 
memory impairments, whereas Kraeplin saw 1n 
schizophrenia what he termed a general "men tal 
infreblement". Among the major symptoms that kraepein 
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saw 1n such patients were hallucinatio, delusion, 
negatirism, attentional difficulties, stereotyped behavior and 
emotional dysfunction. thus Kraepelin focussed on both 
the course and the symptions in defining the disorder, 
although he often emphasized the former over the latter. 
Kraepelin did not more much beyond a narrow 
definition of schnizophrenia and an emphasis on 
description. In the eight eition of his text book, for 
example, he grouped the symptoms of dementia paraecox 
into thirty six major categories, assigning hundreds of 
symptoms to each. He mae little efforts to interrelated 
these seperate symptoms and stated ony that they all 
reflected dementia and a loss of the usual unity 1n 
thinking, feelings and acting. The view of the next major 
figure; Fugen Bleuler, however, represented both a specific 
attempt to define the core of the disorder and more away 
from kraepelin's emphasis on prognosis in the definition. 
In describing schizophrenia, Bleuler broke with 
Kraeplin on two major point: he believed that the disorder 
in question did not necessarily have an early onset and 
that it did not inevitably progress towards dementia. Thus 
the label dementia praecox was no longer considered 
appropriate, and in 1908 Bleuler proposed his non term, 
schizophrenia, the Greek words Schizein, meaning "to 
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split", and phrem, mean1ng "mind", to capture what he 
reiwed as the essentialnature of the condition. 
With age of onset and deteriorating course no longer 
seen as defining features of the disorder, Bleuler faced a 
conceptual problem. Recognizing that the symptoms of 
schizophrenia could vary widely . among patients, he had to 
provide some justification for putting them into a singhle 
diagnostic category. Bleuter therefore, tried to specify a 
common denominator or essential property that worled link 
the various disturbance together . The metaphorical 
concept that he adopted for this purpose was the 
"breaking of associtive threads". For Bleuler asocative 
threads joined not only words but thoughts. thus goal 
directed, efficient thinking and communication were 
possinle only when these hypothetical structures wre 
intact. The notion that associative threads are discrupted 
in Schizophrenics was then used to account for other 
problems. The attnetional difficulties of schizophrenics, for 
example, were reiwed by Bleuler as resulting from a loss 
of purposeful direction in though, which in turn casued 
passive responding to objects and people in the immediate 
surrounding. In a similar rein, blocking, a seeming total 
loss of a train of though, was considered as complte 
disruptio of the associative threads for teh subject under 
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discussion. 
Although Kraepelin recognized that a small percentage 
of patients who originally manifested symptoms of 
dementia praecox did not deteriorate, he preferred tolimit 
this diagnostic category to patitns who had a poor 
prognosis. Bleuler's work, 1n contrast led to a broader 
concept of schizophreania and a more pronounced 
theoritical emphasis. He placed patiens with a good 
prognosis in his group of schizophrenias and in addition 
included as zhizophrenic "many atypical mmelancholias 
and manias of other schools, especially hystorical 
melancholias and manias, most hallucinatory confusions, 
some "nervous" people and compulsive and impulsive 
patients and many prison psychoser" 
THE BROADEND AMERICAN CONCEPT 
Bleuler had a great influence on American concept of 
schizophrenia. Over the first part of teh twentieth century, 
its breadth was extended considereably . At New York 
state Psychiatirc Institue, for example about 20 percent of 
the patiens were diagnosed schizophrenic in the 1930s. 
Thenumbers increased through the 1940s and in 1952 
peaked a remarkable 80 percent. In contrast teh Europian 
concept of scizophrenia remained narrower, The percentage 
of patiens diagnosed scizophrenic at mundsley Hospital in 
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ondon stayed relatively constant at 20- per cent, for a 
forty year period (Kuriansky Deimg Gurland, 1974) 
The reasons for theincrease in teh frquency of 
American diagnoses of schizophrenia are not difficult 
tofind. Several promient figres in the history of American 
psychiatry figures in the history of American psychiatry, 
following bleuters leady, expanded the conept of 
schizophrenica to an even greatr extant. 
Adolf Meyer ( 1866-1950) considered by many the 
deanof American psychiatry 9e.g. Zilboorg Y phenry, 1941), 
argued that diagnostic categoreis wre often arbitary and 
artificial (e.g Meyer , 1917, 1926). His appraoch to 
schizophrenia was flexible and did not rely on either 
specific symptoms or progressive deterioratio for a 
defination of the disorder. 
The American conception of schizophremia was alsoo 
breadened by investigators who sugested additional 
schizathremic subtypes. (Both Kraepelin and Bleuler had 
suggestd that schizophrenia could be divided into two 
specific types but the esubtupes discussed here were 
cnisdereably beyond their proposals.) For example 1n, 1933 
kasamin described nine patients who had al been 
diagnosed with demention praecose. teh onset of the 
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disorder had been sudden of all of tern and thier recovery 
relatively rapid. Noting that theirs could be said to be a 
combination of both schizopereuic and affection symptoms, 
kasanin suggested the term "schizoaffective psychosis" to 
describe the disturbances of these patients. Tis diagnosis 
subsequently became part of the American concept of 
Schizophreunia and was listed in DSM-I ( 1952) and DSM 
-II (1968). 
The schizophrenia category was further expanded by 
Hoeh and his colleagues who argued that schizophresia 
masquerades as othe disorders. They suggested the terms 
pseudoneurotic schizophrenia (Hoeh & Dinaif, 1953) to 
describe a concius, withdrawn peson with serious to 
describe anocius, withdraw perosn wth serious 
interpersonal problems who also have neurotic of or 
psycopathic symptoms. Hoch argued that even though 
these patiens often lack the more clasic symptomsof 
schizophremia, the reveal on closer examination, the 
congitie and emotional disarganization, he considered the 
hallmark of the disorder. As a result of such opiniOn may 
patients who would have been other wise diagnose as 
sufferering from neuroses, mood disorders and personaity 
disorders were considered schizophrenic n limited states. 
In 1960s & 1970s the "Process reactive dimension 
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was anothe rthey kenas of maintaning the broad aconcept 
of schizophrenia in United states. 
As soon as Bleurier had observed tha the onset of 
schizophrenia was nt alwyas at a young age and that 
deterioration was not certain course clicians began to 
observe other differences betweenthose whose onset was 
earlier and deteriorated eater. Som schizophremics had 
been relatively deviant, apathetic individuals for many of 
the young years sufferenig gradualbut insideious depletion 
of thought emotion, interests and acitvity others usually 
later inlife had a rather rapid onset ofmore severe 
symptoms. he term "process", indicating some sort of 
basic physiological malfunction in the brain was choosen 
for insideiously developing schizophrenia, and reactive" for 
what appeard suddenly after stress. For the lost forty 
years in united Stats, the process-reactive dimensio has 
been extensively studied. Earlir socialandsexual adjustment 
as measured for example, by Phillips scale (1953), 
becomes a mean of disgyishng schizophremix and 
determining their changes of recovery. Those with a good 
pre morbid" adjustment were likely to have ony episodic 
problem and to have a good prognosis. On the other hand 
process schizophrenia follwowing an earlier poor 
adjustment of patients at school, work and in their sexual 
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and social lives, was equated with Kraeplins original 
descripton and domentia praecox. The inclusion of reacige 
patiens in definition helped extend the american concept. 
A prevailing interest intreatment als played a role in 
brocedenign the American concept of Schizopharenia, Both 
bleuloe and Neyer had rejected the notion that 
deterioration was inevitable, thus allowing the possibility 
of intervention and restiction of reason. Harley Stack 
sullivan, ( 1892-1949) showed this optmisitc review and 
became the first major the oristic to develop a systematic 
psychologicaltratment for schizophrenia. He emphasized the 
eunderlying emotional and conguitive factors motivating 
what he cosidered the schizophrenic's withdraw! from 
interpersonal relatioships. Other behaviour did not play 
an dimportant role in Sweellirans definition of disorder. 
Becuae he beliveved that personality could be observed 
only in interpersonal relations, he i fact, maintaied that 
there were no fundamental criteria for the disorder 
(Sullivan 1929). this v1ew 1s not held by many 
contemporary researchers. 
THE DSM IV DIAGNOSIS 
Subsequent to the publication of DSM III, the 
American concept of schizophrenia has moved considerably 
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from the broad definition that narrows the range of 
patients diagnosed schizophremic in fever ways, "first the 
diagnostic outer are presented in explicit and considerable 
diaseracre specifically excluded. Many patiens with DSM-II 
diagnosis of schizophrenia actually had a mood disorrder. 
(cooper et al, 1972). schizaphrenica actually, schizoaffective 
type, is now listed as schizoaffective disorder in a separte 
sectio as one of the psychotic disrders. Schizoaffective 
disorder consists of a mixture of symptoms of 
schizophremia and mood disorders. 
Third D.S.M. IV requires at last s1x months of 
disturbance for the diagnosis. The six month period must 
include at least one month of the active phase, defined by 
the presence of symptoms such as delusions, 
hallucinations, disorganised speech, grosly disorgnaised on 
catatonic behaviour and negative symptoms. The remaining 
time required can be either a prodromal (before the 
active phase_ or resideral (after the active phase) Period. 
Problems during either the prodromal or residual phass 
include social withdraw!, compaired role functioning, 
effected or inappropriate affect lack of initiative, rague and 
circusmtantialspeech, inspariment in hygiene and grooming, 
old beleifs or magicial thinking and unusal aperpectual 
experiences. Thus are eliminated patients who have a 
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bried psycholic episode, often stress related, and then 
recovere quickly. D.s.M. III's acute schizophremic episode 
is now diagnosed as either schizophren form disorder or 
breif psyehotic disorder, which are alsolisted in thenew 
section. The symptoms of schizophremiform disorder are 
the same as those of schizophreuira but last only from 
one to six months. Brief psychotic idsorder lasts for one 
day to one month and is often brought on by extreme 
stress such as bereavement. forth, what DSM-II regarded 
as mild forms schizophrenia are now diagnosed as 
personality disorders, schizotypal and borderline. 
TYPES OF SCHIZOPHRENIA 
There are vanous types of schizophrenix disorders 
now included in DSM-IV- disorganized, catatonic, paranoid 
residual type and undifferentiated tyupe were initially 
proposed by kraepelinmany years ago. The presetn 
descriptions of karaepekin's original types provide further 
information what schizophrenia is like and on the great 
diversity of behaviour that relates to the diagnosis. 
1. DISORGANIZED SCHIZOPHRENIA 
Kraepelin's hebephrenic form of schizophrenia IS called 
disorganized schizophrenia by DSM IV and IS 
characterized by a number of rther diffuse and regressive 
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symptoms. Hallucinaiion and delusions sexual, 
hypochondriacal, religions and persecutory are profuse and 
poorly organized. The pateint may be subjected to bizzare 
ideas, often involving detrioration of body.The poatient 
speaks in coherently, stinging together similar soundring 
words and evne inventing new words. He or she may have 
flat effect or be constanty changeable, breaking into 
inexpericable fits of laughter and crying, all in all the 
patients behaviour is very organized. He or she may tie 
a rubbon aroudn a bigh to or move incressantly, pointing 
at objects for no apparent reason. The patient frequently 
deteriorates to the point of incontnious voiding anywhere 
and at any and completely neglets his or her apparence, 
never bathing, brushing teeth or combing hair. 
2. CATATIONIC SCHIZOPHRENIA 
The most obvious symptoms of catatonic schizoph 
renica are the motor disturbances discussed earlier such 
individuals typically alternate between catatonic immobility 
and wild extiment but one or other type of motor 
symptom may predominate. These patients are negativistic, 
resisting instructiio.tis and suggestiosn and often echo 
(Repeat Back) the speech of others. The onset of catatonic 
reactions may be more suddenthat other form of 
schizophrenia, although the perosn have probably alrady 
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shown some apathy and with drawl from reality.The limbs 
of hte immobile catatonic may become stiff and swollen; 
inspite of apparent obliviousness, he or she may later 
relate all that occured daring stapor. In excited state the 
catatonic may shout or talk continuously and 
incoherrently, all the while pacing with great agitation. 
This form of schizophrenia may be seltom seen today, 
perhaps because the drug therepy works effectively on 
these bizzare motor processes attenratively Boyle ( 1991) 
has aranged that high prevalnce of catatonia during the 
early part of the century reflected misdiagnosis. 
specifically she details similarities between encepthatics 
tethargica (sleeping sickness ) and catotonic schizophrenia 
and suggests that many cases of the former were 
misdiagnosed as the alter. This point was dramitized in 
the film "Awakenings" base on .the work of silver sachs" 
3. PARANOID SCHIZOPHRENIA: 
A diagnosis of paranoid schizophrenia is assigned to a 
substantial number of incoming patient to mental 
hosptials. The key to this diagnosis is the presnece of 
prominent disillusion individuals may have an exagerated 
sense of their own importance, power knowledge or 
identity. Or they may be plagued by delusional jealosuly 
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beleving their sexualportner to be unfaithful. These 
patients often develop what are reffered to as ideas of 
refrence, they incorporate unimportatn events within a 
dellusional framework, reading personal significane into 
trival activites of others. They think that segments of 
overheard conversations apply to them, and frequence 
appearance of person on a street here they customaritly 
walk means that they ar being watched. What they see on 
television or read in magazines also some how reffers to 
them. paranoid schizophreuics are afitated, argumentive, 
angry and sometiems voilent. But they remainemotionally 
responsive, although they may be somewhat stilted , 
fromaly and intense with others. They are more alert and 
verbal than other schizophrenics. Their thought process 
although deluded have not fragmented. 
4. UNDIFFERENTIATED TYPE 
A pattern of symptoms in which there is rapidly 
changing mixture of all or most of the primary indicators 
of schizophrenia. Commonly observed are indicatios f 
perpesity, confession, emotional turmoil delusions of 
refference, excitment dream liek autism, depression or 
fear. Most often these picture is seen in patients who are 
in theproces sof breakdown andbecoming schizophrenic. It 
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1s also seen however, when maJor changes are occouring 
inthe adjustive demands inspiring on persons, with an 
already established schizophrenic psychosis. In such cases, 
it frequently foreshadows an inpending change to another 
primary schizophrenic subtype. 
5. RESIDUAL TYPE: 
It is mild indicationsof schizophrenia shown by 
individuals in remission following a schizophrenic episode. 
SYMPTOMS OF SCHIZOPHRENIA 
The symptoms of schizophrenic patients involve 
disturbances in several major are as thought, perception, 
and attention, motor behvaour, effect or emotion, and life 
functuring . The range of pronlems of people diagnosed as 
schizophrenic is extensive, although patients who are so 
diagnosed typically have some of them. The DSM 
determines for the diagnostician how many problems must 
be presetn, and in what degree to justify the diagnosis. 
Unlike most diagnostic categories that we have considered, 
there 1s no essential symptoms that must be present. 
Thus schizophrenic pateints differ fromone another more 
than to patients with other disorers. The heterogenity of 
schizophrenian suggest tha it would be appropriate to try 
to subdivide schizophrenias into types who manifesto 
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particular constellations of probems and we will examine 
severla recognised types later in the chapter. Here we will 
review the major symptoms of schizophrenia. These 
symptoms derive from the DSM criteria as well as 
frominformation collected in alrge scale investigatio of 
schizophrenia, the International Pilot study of 
Schizophrenia (IPSS) conducted by world health 
organisation (Sartorias Shapiro &Jablonsky 1974). We will 
present the main symptoms of schizophrenia divided into 
two categories, positive and negative, an also described 
some symptoms that do not fit into these two categories. 
although the symptoms are described in detail, it must be 
kept in mind that diagnostically the duration of the 
disorder is regarded as at least as important if not more 
so, in distinguishing schizophrenia from the symtomically 
similar schizaphremifoem disorder nd brief psychotic 
disorder. 
POSITIVE SYMPTOMS 
Positive systems consist of aecesses, such as 
Hallucinations, Dellusions and Bizzare behaviour 
HALLUCINATION 
Themost dramatic distortions of perception ae called 
hallacination, sensory experiences in the absence of any 
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stimulation, from the environment. They occur most often 
in the in the auditory modality and less oftenin the 
visual. Seventy foru percn tof ht e(IPSS) sample ae 
reported haivng anditory hallucinations. 
Some hallucinations are thought to be particular 
important diagnostically because th occour more oftenin 
schizophrenia, than in other psychotic patients. Schreider 
( 1959) described these, and agian relly on Mellor ( 1970) 
for examples. 
1. Audible thoughts: A thirty tow year old housewife 
complained of a mansvoise speaking in anintense 
whisper from a point of about 2 feet above her head. 
While the patient would think "I must put the kettle 
on" and after a pause the voice would reply the 
opposite "Don't put the kettle on. 
2. Voices Arguing: A patient reproted hearing vo1ces 
from nurses office. One noice of deep pitch said 
"G.T. 1s a bloddy paradx" and another higher in 
pitch said" He is that he should be locked up", A 
female voice interrpupted" He is an lonely man". 
3. Voices commentingA ~orty one year oldhouse wife 
heard a voice coming from a house across the raod 
sue head critical comment about her doings "She is 
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peeling potatoes got hodl of the potato, she is 
putting it back because she thinks it has a knobble 
liek penis, she has a dirty mid, now shes washing 
them. 
DELUSIONS: 
Deviance in the content of though seems more control 
to schizophrenia than confusion inspeech and in the form 
of thought. the thoughts. The throughts of 97% percent of 
schizophrenia in the IPS were found idsordered in a very 
finder metnal way, through lack of insight. when asked 
what they thought was wrong or why tey had seen 
hospitalized, schizophranic seemed to have no apprecaiton 
of their condition an dlittle realization aht their behaviour 
was unsual. 
No doubt all of us at one timeor another were 
concerned because we believe that others think badly of 
us. Perhaps much of the time this belief is well justified. 
Who, after shall can be unviersially loved Fortunately, we 
either learn to live withthisbelief or it if is false. are 
radily able to dispet it. Many schizophremies, however, are 
subject to dellusions of reality. 
Simple persecutory delcusion were found in 65 percent 
of IPSS sample. Schizophrenics Dellusion may also take 
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several other forms. Some of themost important of these 
were described by the GErman psychiatrist hurt schneider 
( 1959). The following descriptin are derived from Mellor 
(1970). 
1. Somatic Possitively: The patient is passive, unwilling 
recepietn of bodily sensatios impsed by an external 
agency. 
2. Tought Insertions Thought which are not the patients 
own, have been placed in hsi her mind by an 
external source. 
3. Though broad cast 
The patiens thoughts were transmitted, so that others 
know them. 
4. Thought withdrawl: The patients thoughts are stolen 
from his orher mind by an external force suddenly 
and unexpectedly. 
5. Made Feelings: A twenty three yea old female patient 
reported, {I ery, tears roll donw my cheeks and I look 
unhappy but inside I have a cold anger because they 
are using me in thus way and it is not me who is 
unhappy but they are projecting unhappiness unto my 
bran. The projecting unhappines into my brian. The 
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project uponme laughte, for no ;reson and you have 
no idea how terrible is it to lagh and look happy and 
know it is not you but their emotions. 
Negative Symptoms 
Negative symptoms consist of behavior! deficit, such 
as evoliation,alogia, anhdeonia flat affect. 
A volition A volition or apathy, refers to a lack of 
energy and seeming absence of interest 1n what are 
usually routine activities. Patients may be inattentive to 
groom and personal hygiene, when unco bed hair, dirty 
nails unbrused teeth and disheveled clothers, they have 
difficulty persisting at work, shcool or household chors 
and spend much of thier timejust silting around doin 
nothing. 
Alogia: Alogia can be considered a negative thought 
disorder and has several components. In poverty of 
speech, the amount of speech is greatly reduced. In 
poverty of content of speech, the amount of discourse as 
adequate but it conveys like confirmation tending to be 
rangue and repetitive pateitns are typically very slowly in 
respondig to questions and sometiems don't respond at all. 
Anhedonia: Andhedonia refers to an inability fo 
experience pleasure. it manifests itself as a lack of 
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interest in recreational activities, failure to develop close 
relationships with other people and lack of interest of in 
sex. patients ae aware of this symptom and report that 
what are usually considered pleasurable activities are not 
enjoyable for them. 
Flat affect; In patiens with flat affect virtually no 
stimulus can elicit an emotional response. Tehpatint may 
state vacantly, the muscles of the face placed the eyes life 
less. when spoken to he or shw ansers in a flat toneless 
voie. Flat affect was found in 66 per cent of IPSS 
schizophrenies. 
OTHERS SYMPTOMS 
Several other symptoms of schizophrenia do not fit 
neatly into the positive negative scheme we have 
presented. 
Like catatonic cimmobility whre a person aquues 
unusual postures are adopted and maintained for very 
long periods of time. A patient may stand on oneleg with 
other lucked up towards the buttocks and remain in this 
positin virtually all day. CAtatonic patietns may also have 
what is reffered to as wasay flexibility: another person can 
move the patietns limbs into strange positins that will be 
maintained for long perod of time. 
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Some Schizophrenic patients have inappropriate affect. 
They may cry on heaving soe good news abot them or 
laugh or hearing the death of his or her near and dear 
ones. 
RESEARCH ON THE ETIOLOGY OF SCHIZOPHRENIA 
THE GENETIC DATA 
Suppose you want to find anindividual who you know 
will one day be diagnosed as. a schizophrenic and you 
cannot consider any behavior patterns of other symptoms. 
This problem, suggested b y Paul Meehl (1962), has one 
solution with close to an even chance of picking a 
potential schizophrenic. find and individual who has a 
schizophrenic identical twin. There now exits a conv1nc1g 
body of literature indicating that a predisposition for 
schizophreia is transmitted genetically. The major methods 
employed in this reseach as in other behaviour gneics 
research projects, are family, twin, and adoption studies. 
It is important to note at the outset ahta most of the 
major genetic studies of Schizophrenia were consducted 
before the publication of DSM-III. Fortunately, genetic 
investigaors collected extensive descriptive data on their 
samples, allowing them to b rediagnosed using newer 
diagnostic criteria. Reanalyses using DSM_III criteria have 
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substantiated the conclusions reached earler 9e.g., Kendler 
& Gruenber, 1984). 
FAMILY STUDIES 
Table 14.1 prsents a summary, complied by 
gottesman, McGuffin, and Farmer ( 198 7), of the rsk of 
rschizophrenia in varios relatives of schizophrenic index 
cases. In evaluating thefigures of this table, bear in mind 
that the risk for schizophrenia in the general populatio 1s 
a little less than one percent. Quite clrarly, relatives of 
schizophrenics ar at increased risk, and the risk increases 
as the genetic relationship between proband and relative 
becomes closer. Therefore, the data gathered by the 
familymethod support the notio nthat a predisposition for 
schizophrenia can be transmitted genetically. an yet 
relatives of a scizphrenic prband share not ony genes but 
also common experiences. A schizophrenic parents's 
behaviour could be very disturing to a developing child. 
Thhe influence of the envirnment cannot be discounted as 
a rival explantati nfor the ghiger cmorbidity risks. 
Table 14.1 Summary of Major European Family and Twin 
Studies of hte Genetics ofSchizoprenia 
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Relation to Proband Percentage Schizoophrenic 
Spuse 1.00 
Grandchildren 2.84 
Nieces/nephews 2.65 
Children 9.35 
Sibings 7.30 
DZ Twins 12.08 
MZ twins 44.30 
TWO THEORIES OF SCHIZOPHRENIA 
PSYCHOANALYTIC THEORY 
Because Freud dealt primarily with neuroses, he had 
relatively little to say about schizophrenia. He did 
occasionaly speculate onits origins, though, using some of 
the psychoanalytic conepts that he applied to alldisordered 
personalities. His basic notion was that schizophrenics 
have regreswed to a state o primary narcissism, a phase 
early in the oral stage before the ego has differentiated 
fro the id. There is thus no separte ego toengage in rality 
testing. By regression in narcissism, Schizophrenics have 
effectively lost contact with the world; they have 
withdrawn the libido from attachment to any objects 
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external tothemselves. Freud thought that the cause of the 
regressio was an increase, durng adulthood, inthe intensity 
of id impluses, especially sexual ones. Contemporary 
psychoanalytic theoriss give primacy toa ggressive 
impulses. Wheather the threats of th eintesen id impulses 
provoke schizophrenia or a neurosis depends on the 
stength of the ego. Neurotics, haivn developed a more 
stable ego. will not regress to the first psychoesexual stae, 
as schizophrenics do, and consequently will not lose 
contact with reality. 
Few data bear on the psychoanalytic position. the 
theory has generated intriguing and speculative analysis of 
case history material but littel research. Studies showing 
th at schizophrenisc have congnitive deficits could be said 
to demonstrate that the agos of schozophrenics have been 
imparied. But even so, ego impariement need not be 
precipitated by an increase in id impluses, nor need it 
end in regressi to a childhood state. Finaly, no one has 
preseneted evidene that ego impairemnts cause 
schizophrenia. 
PSYCHOANALYTIC THEORY 
Because Freud dealt primarily with neuroses, he 
had relatively little to say about schizophrenia. He did 
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occasionally speculate on its ong1n, through, us1ng 
some of the psychoanalytic concepts that he applid to 
all disordered personalities.His basic notio was that 
schizophrenics have regressed to a state of primary 
narcissism, a phase early in the oral stage before the 
ego has differentiated from the id. There is thus no 
separate ego to engagein reality testing. By regressing 
to narcissism, schizophrenics have efectively lost 
contact with the world; they have withdrawn the libido 
from attachment to any objects external to themselves. 
Freud thought that the cause of the regression was an 
increase, during adulthood, in the intensity of id 
impulses,especially sexual ones. Contemporary 
psychoanalytic theorists given primacy to aggressive 
impulses. Whether the thrats of the intense id 
impulses provoko schizophrenia or a neurosis depends 
on the strength of the ego. Neurotics, haivng 
developed a more stable ego, will not regress to the 
first psychosequal stage, as schizophrenics do, and 
consequetly will not lose contact with reality. 
Few data her on the psychoanalytic posiiton. The 
theory has generated intriguing and speculative 
analysis of case history material but little research. 
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Studies showing that schizophrenics have cognitive 
deficits could be said to demonstrate that the egos of 
schizophrenics have been impaired. But even so, ego 
impairment need not be precipitated by an increase in 
id impules, nor need it end in a regression to a 
childhood state. Finally, no one has presented evidence 
that ego impairments cause schizophrenia. 
LABELING THEORY 
In a readical departure from the traditional 
conceptualizaiton of schizophrenia. Scheff (1966) 
suggested that the disorder is a learned social rote. 
This posiiton also known as labeling theory, is 
essentially unconcerned with etiology. Rather, Scheff 
argues that the crucial factor in schizophrenia is the 
act of sassigning a diagnostic label to the indivudual. 
Presumably this label then influences the manner In 
which the person will continue to behave, based on 
the stereolytic notions of mental illness, and at the 
arne time determines the reactions of other people to 
the indivudials; behavior. The social rote, therefore, IS 
the discorder, andit IS determined by the labeling 
process. Without the diagnois, Scheff argues, deviant 
behavior - or to use his term, residual rule breaking 
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would not become stablized. It would presumably be 
both transient and relatively inconsequential. 
By residual rules scheff means the rules that 
areleft over after all the formal and obvious ones, 
about stealing and violence and fairnes, have been 
laid down. The examples are endless. "Do not stand 
still staring vacantly in the middle of a busy 
sidewalik". "Do not talk to the neon beer s1gn in the 
delicatessen window". "Do not split on the piano. 
"Scheff believes that one time violations of residual 
rules are fairly common. However, normal people, 
through poor judgememen t or bad luck, may be 
caught violating a rule andbe diagnosed as being 
mentally ill. Once judged so, they are very likely to 
accept this social role and will find it very difficult to 
region thesane. They will be denied employment, and 
other people will knew abot their pasts. In the 
hospital they will receive attention and sympathy and 
be free of all responsiblities. So once threre, they 
actually perceive them. 
EVALUATION OF THE GENETIC DATA 
All the data collected so far indicate that genetic 
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factors play an important role In the development of 
schizophrenia. Earlier twin and family studies deserved 
the criticism of environmentalsiss, who found that 
investigators had not acknowledged upbringing as a 
possible contribuitng factor. But later studies of 
children of schizophrenic mother sand father, who 
were reared in foster and adoptive homes, plus the 
followup of relatives of adopted scizophrenics indicate 
the importance of genetic transmission. because the 
potential biasing influence of the environment had 
been virtually removed. As Seymour Kety, the highly 
regarded schizophrenia r.esearcher, quipped. "If 
schizophronia is a myth, it is a myth with a heavy 
genetic component" (1974). 
We cannot conclude, however, that schizophrenia is 
a disorder completely determined by genetic 
transmission, ofr we must always keep in mind the 
distinction made between phenotype and genotype. The 
diathesis stress medel, introduced in Chapter 2 seems 
appropriate for guiding theory and resarch into the 
etiology of schizophrenia. Genetic factors can only be 
perdisposers for a behavioral disorders can only be 
predisposers for a behavioral disorder. Stress 1s 
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required to render this prodisposition anobservable 
pathology. And yet the exact sources of stress are 
ratehr vague at this point. Low social class and 
certain patterns of family interaction are two areas we 
willdiscuss. There is also some evidence that in the 
weks preceding hospitalization, schizophrenics 
experience an increased number of stressful life events 
(Brown and Birley, 1968). But on the whole additonal 
research is needed on how particular environmenal 
stress trigger schizophrenia in an already predisposed 
person. 
BIOCHEMICAL FACTORS 
Speculatoin concerning possible biochemical causes 
of schizophronia bean almost as soon as the syndrome 
was identified. Kraepelin thought in terms of a 
cehmical imbalance, as already indicated,for he 
believed that poisons secreted from the sex glands 
afected the brain to produce the symptoms. Carllung 
suggested the presence of "toxin X", a mystery 
chemical that he thought would eventually be 
identified. The demonstrated role of genetic factors 1n 
schizophrenia also suggest that biochemical should be 
investigated, for it 1s through the body chemistry and 
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biological processes that heredity may have an efect. 
The extensive and continuing search for possible 
biochemical causes facesa key difficulty. If an aberrant 
biochemical is foudn inschizophrenics andnot in 
control subjects, the difference 1n biochemical 
functioning may have been produced by a third 
varable rather then by the disorder. Most 
schizophrenic patients for example, take psychoactive 
medication. Although the effects of such drugs on 
behavior diminish quite rapidly once they are 
discontinued, traces of them may remain 1n the 
bloodstream for very long periods of time, making it 
difficult to attribute a biochemical difference between 
schizophrenic and control subjects to schizophrenia per 
se. Prolonged drug therapy may also lead to chanes in 
the very process of neural transmission. 
Institutionalized patients may also smoke more, drink 
more coffee, have a less nutritionally adequate diet 
than various control groups and they may be relatively 
inactive. All these variables can conspire to produce 
biochemical differences between schizophrenic and 
control patients that confound attempts to seek 
deviant biochemicals in schizophrenics. Nonetheless, 
thesearch for biochemical causes for schizophrenia 
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proceeds at a rapid rate. Improved technology now 
allows a much greater understanding of the relation 
between biochemistry and behavior. At present no 
biochemical theory has unequivocal support but 
because of teh great amount of effort that continues 
to be spent inthe searhc for biochemical causes of 
schizophrenia, we shall rev1ew one of the best 
researched factors. 
THE BRAIN AND SCHIZOPHRENIA 
The search for a brain abnormality that causes 
schizophrenia, like the search for a biochemical, began 
as early as the syndrome was identified. But the 
research did not prove promisig, for studies when 
replicated did not yield thesame findings. Interest 
gradually waned over the years. In the last two 
decades, however, squrred by a number of 
methodological advances, the fiedl has reawakened and 
yielded some promisig evidence (Seidman, 1983; 
Weinberger, Wagner, and Wyatt, 1983). A percentage of 
schizophrenics- the exact number cannot be specified -
have been found to have obserable brain pathology. 
The controversy is whether these abnosmalities are 
localized in a small number of brain areas or are 
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widespread. 
Postmortom analysis of the brains of schizophrenic 
patients is one source of this evidence. these studies 
consistently reveal abnormalities in schizophrenics' 
brains, although the specific problems preported very 
from suty to study (Weinberger et al, 1983). However, 
the most consistent findings indicate structural 
problems in limbic areas, the diencephalon, and the 
prefrontal cortex (Bones et al, 1992). 
If schizophrenics brains are damaged early in 
development, why does thedisorder begin in 
adolescence or early adulthood? Weinberger (1987) 
proposed one answer to this question. He hypothesized 
that the brain injury interacts with normal brain 
development and that theprefrontal cortex is a brain 
sturucture that catures late, typically in adolescence. 
Thus an injury to this area may remain silent until 
the period of development when the prefrontal cortex 
egins to play a larger rolein behavior. Notably, 
dopamine activity also peaks in adolescence, which 
may further s e t the s-tage for the on s e t o f 
schizophrenic symptoms. Further work on the brain 
and Schixophreia is proceeding at a rapid rate and 
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will no doubt lead to more insights about this 
disorder over the next years. 
PSYCHOLOGICAL STRESS AND SCHIZOPHRENIA 
This far we have discussed several possible 
diatheses for schizophronia. We now turn to the role 
of stressors. Data show that Ike many of the 
disorders we have discussed general life stress can 
precipitate a relapse of the condition (Ventura and 
Neuchterlein, ( 1989). But more specific stressors have 
also played an important role 1n schizophrenia 
research. We now consider two of them - social class 
and the family. Note that these are psychological 
stressors, to be contrasted with the biological stressor 
of exposure to a virus just discussed. 
SOCIAL CLASS AND SCHIZOPHRENIA 
Numerous studies have shown a relation between 
social class and the diagnosis of schizophrenia. We 
have known for many years that the highest rates of 
schizophrenia are found in central city areas in habitd 
by the lowest socioeconomic classes (e.g. Hollingshead 
and Redlich, 1958; Srole et al, 1962). The relationship 
between social class and schizophrenia does not show 
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a continuous progression of higher rates of 
schizophrenia as the social class becomes lower. 
Rather, there is a decidedly sharp difference between 
the number of schizophrenics 1n the lowest social 
class and those in others. In the classic ten years 
Hollingshead and Redlich study of social class and 
mental illness in new Haven. Connecticut, the rate of 
schizophrenia was found to be twice as high in the 
lowest social class as in the next to the lowest. The 
findings of Hollingshead and Redlich have been 
confirmd cross-culturally by similar community studies 
caried out in countries such as Denmark, Norway, and 
England (Kohn, 1968). 
The corelations between social class and and 
schizophrenia are consistent, but hey are still difficult 
to interpret in causal terms. Some people believe that 
being in a low social class may in itself cause 
schizophrenia. This is called the sociogenic hypothesis. 
The degrading treatment a peson receives from others, 
the low leel of education, and the unavailability of 
rewards and opportunity, taken together may make 
membership in the lowest social clas such a stressful 
experience that the individual develops schizophrenia. 
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The Family and Schizophrenia 
Many theorists have regarded family relationships, 
especially those between a mother and her son, as 
crucial in the development of schizopluenia. The view 
has been so prevalent that the term schizophrenogenic 
mothe was coined for the supposedly cold and 
dominant, conflict-inducing parent who is said to 
produce schixophrenia in her offspring {Fromm-
Reichmann, 1948). these mother have also 
beencharacterized as rejecting, overprotective, 
selfsacrificing impervious to the feelins of others, rigid 
and moralistic about sex, and fearful of intimacy. 
Another prominant early view is the double- blind 
theory proposed by Bateson and his colleagues ( 1956). 
These writers believed that an important factor 1n the 
developemnt of schizophrenic thoughr disorder 1s the 
constant subjection of an indivudial to a so-called 
double- blind situation which includes the following 
elements. 
1. The individual has an intense relationship with 
another, so intense that it is espcially important 
to be able to understand comunicaitons from the 
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other person accurately so that the individual can 
respond appropriately. 
2. The other person expresses two measages when 
making a statement, one of which denies the 
other. 
3. The individual cannot comment on the 
mutuallyocntradictory messages and cannot 
withdraw from the situation or ignore the 
messages. 
HIGH-RISK STUDIES OF SCHIZOPHRENIA 
How does schizophrenia develop, we know that the 
clinical symptoms begin in adolescence and early 
adulthood, somewaht earlier for men thanfor women. 
But what are these individuals like before their 
symptoms begin? An early method of answering this 
question was to construct developmental histories by 
examining the childhood records of those who had 
later become schizophrenics. This research did indeed 
show that those who become schizophrenic were 
different from their contemporaries even before any 
serious problems were noted in their behavior. Three 
decades ago. Albee and Lane and their colleagues 
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repeatedly found pre-schizophrenics to have a loer IQ 
than membes of various control groups, which usually 
consisted of siblings and neighborhood peers (Albee, 
Lane and Reuter, 1964; Lane and Albee, 1965). 
Investigatios of thesocial behavior of preschizophrenics 
yielded some interesting findings for example, teachers 
described male schizophrenicsas disagreeable in 
childhood and female schizophrenics as passive (Watt 
et al, 1970; Watt, 1974). Both males and females were 
dexribed as delinquent and withdrawn (Berry, 1967). 
In the wake of Mednick and Schulsinger' s 
pioneering study a number of other high-risk 
investigations bean. Some of them have also yielded 
information concernign the prediction of adult 
psychopathology. The New York High-risk Study found 
that a composite measure of alternational dysfunction 
predicted behavioral disturbance at followup (Comblatt 
and Erienmeyer-Kimling, 1985). Furthermore, low IQ 
was a characteristic of the first high-risk children to 
be hospitalized (Erlenbeyer Kimling and Cornblatt, 
1987). In an Israeli study, poor neurobehavioral 
functioning (poor concentration, poor verbal ability, 
lack of motor control and coordination) predicted 
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schizophrenialike outcomes, as diet earlier 
interpersonal problesm (Marcus et al., 1987). As 
subjects in other studies mature we will gain further 
glimpses of the development of this debilitating 
disorder. 
SHOCK AND PSYCHOSURGERY 
The general warehousing of severely disturbed 
patients in mental hospitals earlier in this century 
coupled with the shortage of professional staff,created 
a climate that allowed,perhaps even subtly encouraged, 
experimentation with radical ;biological interventions. 
In the early 1930s, inducing a coma with largedosages 
of insulin was introduced by Sakel (1938), who 
claimed that up to three-quarters of the schizophrenics 
he treated showed significant improvement. But later 
findings by others were less encouraging, and insulin 
coma therapy, which presented seriiys risks to health, 
including irreversible coma and death, was gradually 
abandoned. 
In 1935 Moniz, a portuguese psychiatrist, 
introduced the prefrontal lobotomty, a surgical 
procedure that destroys the tracts connecting the 
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frontal lobes to lower centers of the patient's brain. 
His initial reports, like those of Sakel for insulin 
coma therapy, claimed high rates of success (Moniz, 
1936),and for twenty years therafter thousands of 
mental patients underwent variations of psychosurgery, 
es pecially if their behavior was violent. Many fo them 
did indeed quiet down and could even be discharged 
from hospitals. But during the 1950s this intervention, 
too, fell into disrepute for several reasons. Many 
patients suffered senous losses in their cognitive 
capacities-which IS not surpnsing, given the 
destruction, given the destruction of parts of their 
brain believed responsible for thought-and became dull 
and listless, or even died. The principal reason for its 
abandonment however, was the introduction of drugs 
that seemed to reduce the behavioral and emotional 
exeesses of many patients. 
Electroconvulsive therapy (ECT) has been used 
since its development in 1938 by Cerlitti and Bini. 
Electrodes are placed on both temples, more recently 
on only one temple, and a current of between 70 and 
130 volts is applied for a fraction of a second. A 
seizure is thereby induced, followed by a period of 
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unconscioysness. In the treatment of schizpphrenia, 
ETC has, like psychosurgery, proved to be basically 
ineffective and has g1ven way to the several 
psychotropic medications, although it reman1ns an 
effective treatment for profoundly depressed patients. 
DRUG THERAPIES 
Without question the most important development 
1n the treatment of the schizophrenia disorders was 
the advent 1n the 1950d of several drugs collectively 
referred to as antipsychotic medications. They are also 
called neuroleptics because, in addition to their 
beneficial effects, they have side effects similar to the 
behavioral manifestations of neurological diseases. One 
of the more frequently prescribed neuroleptic drugs, 
phenothaiazine, was first produced by a German 
chemist in the late nineteenth century and used to 
treat parasitic worm infections of the digestive system 
of animals. Howerer, it was not until the discovery of 
the antihistamines by Bovet 1n the 1940s that 
phenothiazines were g1ven anyt attention; 
antihistamines have a phenothiazine nucleus! Reaching 
beyond their use to treat the common cold and 
asthma, the French surgeon Labort pioneered the use 
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of antihistamines to reduce surgical shock. He noticed 
that they made his patients somewhat sleepy and less 
fearful about the impending operation. Laborit's work 
encouraged the drug compan1es to reexamine 
antihistamines in light of their tranquilizing effectrs. 
Shortly thereafter a Freach chemist, Charpentier, 
prepared a new phenothiazine derivative and called it 
chlorpromazine. It proved very effective 1n calming 
schizophrenics. Phenothiazines are now believed to 
block dopamine receptors in the brain, which gives 
them their therapeutic properties. 
Although the phenothiazine regimen reduces the 
positive symptoms of schizophrenia, so that patients 
can be released from the hospital, it should not be 
viewed as a cure. Typically, patients are kept on so-
called maintenance doses of the drug-that is just 
enough to continue the therapeutic effect. They take 
their medication and return to the hospital or clinic 
on occasion for adjustment of the dose level. But 
released patients who are maintained on phenothiazine 
medication may make only marginal adjustment to the 
community. As mentioned earlier, the phenothiazines 
keep the positive symptoms from returning but have 
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little effect on negative symptoms, such as social 
incompetence. In addition, reinstitutionalization is 
frequent. Although the phenothisazines reduced long-
term institutionalization significantly, they also made 
possible the revolving-door pattern of admission, 
discharge, and readmission. 
Some progress has been made in at least slowing 
down the revolutions per minute of the door. Weknow 
that applying social-learning principles in aftercare 
homes is one way of helping deinsutitutionalized 
patients remain in the community Paul and Lentz, 
1997) There is also some evidence that a training 1s 
efective at dreugs plus social skills trainig 1s 
effective at preventing relaped Hogarty et al, 1974). 
Finally, the potentially serious side effects of 
phenothiazines must be noted. Patients generally report 
that taking the drug is disagreeable, causing dryness 
of the mouth, blurred v1s1on grogginess and 
constipation. Among the other common side effects are 
low blood pressure and jaundice. Perhaps this 
unpleasantness is one of the reasons maintenance 
programs have proved so difficult. It is a problem to 
get patients to take these drugs initially andto keep 
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them on medication once they have left the hospital 
IVan Putten et al, 1981). Thus patients are now 
frequently treated with long-lasting neuroleptics (e.g. 
fluphenazine decanoate) that require an injection every 
few weeks. 
Recent research indicates that a new drug. 
clozapine (Clozaril), can produce therapeutic gains 1n 
schizophrenics who do not respond positively to 
phenothiazines (Kane et al, 1988) Interestinly, 
clozapine does not appear to produce its therapeutic 
effect by blocking dopamine receptors and does not 
produce extrapyramidal side· effects. Unfortunately, it 
can impair the functioning of the immune system, 
making patients vulnerable to infection and it can 
produce seizures. In addition clozapine is controsand 
dollars per year of treatment. The cost is due anot so 
much to the drug per se but to thefact that patiens 
must be carefully monitored to check for adverse 
effects on the immune system. 
In spite of the many difficulties phenothiazines are 
an indispensible part of treatment for schizophrenics 
and will undoubtedly continue to be the preimary 
treatment until someting better is discovered. They are 
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surely preferable to the straitjackets formerly used to 
restrain patients. 
PSYCHLOGICAL TREATMENTS 
Although Freud did not advocate psychoanalysis as 
a treatment for schizophrenia, other have proposed 
adaptations, and we will review some of them now.In 
addition, e will examine recent family and bhaviral 
therapies for schixophrenics and will suggest at the 
end of this section that it is best to combine bioogical 
and psychlogical treatments in an integrated approach 
to these debilitating disorders. 
PSYCHODYNAMIC THERAPY 
Freud dod little, either in his clinical practice or 
through his writings, to adapt psychoanalysis to the 
treatment of schizophrenics; the close interpersonal 
relationship that is essential for analysis. It was Harry 
Stack Sullivan, the American psychiatrist, who 
pioneered the use of psychotherapy with schizophenic 
hospital patients. Sullivan established a ward at th 
eShepard andEnoch Pratt Hospital in Towson, 
Maryland, in 1923 and developed a psychoanalytic 
treatment reports to be markedly successful. He held 
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that schizophrenia reflects a return to early childhood 
forms of communication. The fragile ego of the 
schizophrenic, unable to handle the extreme stress of 
interpersonal challenges, regresses. Therapy therefore 
requues to patients to learn adult forms of 
communication and achieve insight into the role that 
the past has played in current problems. Sullivan 
advised thevery gradual, non-threatening development 
of a trusting relationship. For example, he 
recommended that the therapist sit. For example, he 
recommended that the therapist sit somewhat to the 
side of the patient in order not to force eye contact, 
which is deemed too grightening inthe early stages of 
treatment. After many sess1ons, and wiht 
theestablishment of greater trust and support, the 
analyst begins to encourage the patient to examine his 
or her interpersonal relationships. 
The overall evaluation of analytically oriented 
psychotherapy with schizophrenics thus far justifies 
little enthusiasm for applying it with these severely 
distrubed people (Feinsilver and gunderson, 1972). 
Results from a long-term follow-up of patints bearing 
a diagnosis of schizophrenia and discharged after 
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treatment between 1963 and 1976 at the New York 
State Psychiatric Institute confirm the lack of success 
(Stone, 1986). These patients had received drugs in 
addition to what was described as analytically oriented 
therapy. An analysis of data from half the sample of 
more than 500 indicated that the patients were doing 
poorly. It may be as Stone hypothesized, that gaining 
psychoanalytic insight into one's problems and illnes 
may even worsen a schizophrenic patient's 
psychological condition (Focus Box 14.3). Earlier great 
claims of success were made for the analyses done by 
Sullivan and Fromm Reichmann, but a close 
consideration of the patients they saw indicates 
thatmany tended to be only mildy distured and might 
not even have beendiagnosed schizophrenic by the 
strict DSW -IV criteria for the disorder. 
FAMILY THERAPY AND EXPRESSED EMOTION (EE) 
Recent family therapy research has attempted to 
help schizophreenics dicharged from a mental hospital 
remain at home. Since high levels of expressed 
emotion have been linked with relapse and 
reinstitutionalization, a family therapy team at the 
University of Sourthern California decided to try to 
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lower, through cognitive and behavioral means, the 
emotional intensity of the households to wihch 
schizophrenics returned (Falloon et al, 1982, 1985). 
Family therapy sessions took place in the patients' 
homes, with family andpatient participating together. 
The importance of the patient's taking his or her 
medicaiton regularly was stressed. The family was also 
instructed in ways to express both positive andnegative 
feelings in a constructive, empathic manner and to 
defuse tense, personal conflicts through collaborative 
problem-solving. The patien's symptoms wer explained 
to the family, and ways of coping with them and of 
reducing emotinal turmoil inthe home were suggested. 
It was made clear to patient and family alike that 
schixophrenia is primarily a biochemical illness, but 
that proper medication and the kind of psychosocial 
treatment they were receiving can reduce stress on the 
patient and prevent relapses and deterioration. 
Treatment extended over the first nine months after 
the patient returned home, when the danger of relapse 
1s especialy great. 
This family treatment aimed at calming the home 
life of the family, was compared with an individual 
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therapy in which the patient was seen alone at a 
clinic, with supportive discusions centering on 
problems in daily livig andon developing a social 
network. Family members of patients in this control 
group were seldon seen, and when they were, it was 
not in conjoint hme sesions with the patients. These 
control patients received the typical, individual 
supportive management in widespread use in aftercare 
programs for schizophrenics. 
In all thirty-six patients were treated over a two 
year peroid, eighteenin the family therapy group and 
eighten in the individual therapy control group. Those 
receiving family therapy fared much better. Only one 
person in thes group had a major clinical relapse, 
compared with eight in the control. 
BEHAVIOR THERAPY 
Social-skills training as a means of reducig on 
pressed emotion is generally viewed as a form of 
behavioral therapy. In additon operant conditoning 
techniques, another measn of behavior therapy, have 
beenemployed in mental hsopitals; this work is 
discussed in greater detail in Chapter 19. For our 
present purposes we should not ethat hundreds of 
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hospitalized patiens, most of them carrying a diagnosis 
of schizophrenia, have lived in a token economy 
institutd to eliminate specific behavior, such as 
hoarding towels, to teach more socially appropriate 
responses, such as combing hair and arriving on time 
at dining halls, and to encourage activity, such as 
doing chores on the ward (Ayllon and Azrin, 1968). 
the study by Paul and Lentx ( 1977) demonstrated 
thepotential of a carefully designed and meticulously 
implemented therapy program based on social-learning 
principles. Some seriouisly ill schizophrenics were 
released to shelter care or to independetn living. 
At the present time it is generally acknowledged 
among mental health professionals that therapy 
programs with al learning framework are the most 
effective psychological procedures for helping 
schizophrenics funciton better. But the changes 
brought about by behavior thrapy are seldon so 
through going that we can speak of curing people with 
this group of mental illness. Behavioral interventions 
do, however, reverse somewhat the effects of 
institutionalization, fostering social skills such as 
assertiveness In people wh have been reinforced by 
hospital staff for passiveness. and compliance. 
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GENERL TRENDS IN TREATMENT 
A general trend seems to be emerging 1n attitudes 
loward and treatment of schizophrenia. Only a 
generaiton ago many if not most metnal health 
professional and lay people believed the primary 
culprit to be the psychological environment, and most 
especially the family- because the seeds for 
schizophurenia were seen as having beensown in early 
childhood. The thinkign now is that a biological, and 
probably a genetic, factor predisposes a person to 
become schizophrenic. the twin and high-risk studies 
reviewed earlier 1n this chapter provide strong 
supporting evidencefor this view. More careful research 
is needed on the kind of stressor that can triger a 
schizophrenic break in a. predisposed individual. In our 
view the most promising contemporary approaches to 
treatment, discussed belo, make good use of this 
increased understanding. 
1. Information about current scientific nowledge is 
conveyed to both family and patinet. they are 
given realistic information about schizophrenia as 
a disability that can be controlled but that 1s 
probably lifelong. As with many other chronic 
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disabilities, medication is necessary to maintain 
control and allow he patient to pertorm· daily 
activities. But what is not necesary, and what 
is even counterproductive is the guilt of family 
members, especially parents, believing that 
something in the patients up bringing has caused 
the problem. Consideable effort is devoted in many 
treatment programs to dispel this sense of 
culpability while encouraging a focus on the 
biological diathesis andthe associated need for 
medication. 
2. Efforts are made to reduce the stress experienced 
by the patient on discharge. This 1s done both by 
reducing hostility, overinvolvement or intrusiveness, 
and critically of the family- what has been 
termed expressed emotion (EE) - and by providing 
medication that is believed to have a quieting 
effect perhaps by helping the patient think more 
clearly about the world. The means employed to 
reduce stress include teacing family members to 
reduce their EE, teaching the patient how to 
interact with family so as to reduce EE in the 
home, and in gereral tryping to improve the 
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patient's skills so that he or she can function 
more normally outside the hospital and probably 
reduce the EE encountered both inside and 
outside the home. 
3. Networking among affected families 1s also being 
enocuraged (Greenberg et al, 1988) to reudce the 
isolation and stigmaassociated with havig a family 
member who is schizophrenic. Support groups and 
even formal organizations are increasingly available 
to help families cope with the stress associated 
with having a member who is schizophrenic. 
SUMMARY 
The symptoms of schizophrenia are typically 
divided into positive and negative types. Positive 
symptoms refer to behavioral excesses. Such as 
delusions, hallucinations, and disorganized speech. 
Negative symptoms refer to behavioral deficits, such as 
flat affect, avolitio, alogia, and anhedonia. 
Schizophrenics also show deteroration in functioning in 
occupational and social roles. The diagnosis requies 
that these symptoms be present for at least a month 
and also requires that there be a prodromal or 
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redidual pahse of at least five months wherein some 
sympotms persist but at a lower level of severity. 
Schizophenia is typically divided into subtypes, such 
as parenoid, catatonic and disorganized. These 
subtypes are based on the prominence of particular 
symptoms (e.g. delusions in the paraoid subtype) and 
reflect the fact that the behavior of people diagnosed 
schizophrenic varies considerably from case to case. 
Historically the concept of schizophrenia arose 
from the poineering efforts of Kraepelin and Bleuler. 
Kraepelin's work fostered a descriptive approach and a 
narrow definition,whereas Bleuler's theoretical emphasis 
led to a very broad diagnostic category. Bleuler had a 
great influence on the American concept of 
schizophrenia. His influence, together with the 
american interest in treatment and the addition of 
several poorly defined types of schizophrenia, served to 
make the American concept excesively inclusive. By the 
middle of the twentieth century the differences in the 
way schizophrenia was diagnosed in America and 
Europe were vast. Subsequent to the publication of 
DSM-III theamerican concept of schizpphrenia has 
become narrower and more similar to the European 
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Research has tried to determine the etiologicalrole 
of specific bioogical variables, such as genetic and 
biochemical factors and brain pathology as well as 
that of stressors, such as low social class and the 
family. The data on genetic transmission are 
impressive. The adoptee studies, which are relatively 
fre from most critcisms that can be leveled at family 
or twin studies. Show a strong relation between having 
a schizo phrenic parent and the likelihood of 
developing the disorder. Perhaps the genetic 
predisposition has biochemical correlates, although 
research 1n this area permits only tentative 
conclusions. At this point it appears that increased 
sensitivity of dopamine receptore in the limbic area of 
the train is related to dopamine underactivity in the 
prefrontal cortex. The brains of schizophrenics, 
especially those with negative symptoms, have enlarged 
ventricles, prefrontal atrophies, and a reduced 
metabolism in the frontal areas. 
The diagnosis of schizophrenia is more frequently 
applied to members of the lowest social class. 
Available information indicates this is so in part 
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because the stresses of lower class xistence are great andin 
part because the disorder keeps schizophrenics from 
achieving higher social status. Vague communications and 
conflicts are evident in the family life of schizophrenics and 
probably contribute to their disorder. The level of expressed 
emotion (EE) in families has been to fe an important 
determinant of relapse. 
Much of the information we have reviewedis consistent 
with a diathesis- stress view of schizophrenia. Investigators 
have turned to the high-risk method, studying children who 
are particularly vulnerable to schizophrenia by virtue of 
having a schizophrenic parent. Mednick and Schulsinger 
found that circumstances predicting maladjustment in 
adulthood differ depending on whether positive or negative 
symptoms are most prominent. 
There are both biological and psychological therapies for 
schizophrenia. Insulin and electroshock treatments and even 
surgery were in vogue earlier in the centry, but none is 
employed to any extent now, primarily because of the 
availability of neuroleptic drugs, in particulr the 
phenothiazines. In numerous studies these medications have 
been found to have a major and bendficial impact on the 
disorder lives of schizophrenic fatients. They have also been 
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very much a factor in the deinstitutionalization of hospital 
patients. but drugs alone are unlikely to be the anser for 
schizophrenics need to be taught or retaught ways of dealing 
with the challengs of everyday life, and perhaps as well of 
resolving the intrapsychic problems believed by some 
therapistis to underline their symptoms. 
Psychoanalytic theory assumes that schizophrenia 
represents a retreat from the pa1n of childhood rejection and 
mistreatment; the relationship gradually and patiently 
established by the analyst offers the patiets a safe haven in 
which to explore represed traumas. Good evidence for the 
effecacy of analytic treatments is not plentiful, although case 
stuies of dramatic cures are mahy in both the professional 
and popular literature. Family therapy, aimed at reducig high 
levels of expressed emotion, has been shown to be valuable 
in preventing relapse. More recently, behavioral treatments 
have helped patiens discharged form mental hospitals meet 
the inevitable stresews of family and community living, and 
when discharge is not possible, lead more ordered and 
constructive lives within an institution. The most effective 
treatments for schixophrenia are likely to involve both 
biological and psychological components. 
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clopenthixol (CLO) 1n 29 schizophrenic patients (aged 
19-37 years) has possible predictors of short term 
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assessmnt responders to subsequent treatment 
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identifying 17 of 18 responders and 8 of 10 non 
responders. 
The QEEG test doese procedure might be used in the 
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completion of the Ist year of the 2 year training 
course. At the follow-up assessment, marked 
improvemnet was seen in self-care and moderate 
improvemnt was seen in work role and independence 
of daily life finadings demonstrate that clinical 
variables influence socila ones and that social 
factors, in turn influence the more stricty clinical 
aspects of illness in a clearly reciprocal relationship. 
an intervention intended to modify a schizophrenic 
patients psychosocial conditons also alters, 1na 
positive sense, the course of the illness. 
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-----, AFFECT LOGIC 
( 19) CIOMPI (Luc.) After logic: Anintegrative model of the 
psyche and its relations to schizophenia British 
Journla of Psychatry. 164; 1994; 51-5. 
The article describes the integrative concept of affect logic 
as basedon an dhypotheis concerning the lowsof 
interaction bwtween emotion and cognition. this leads 
to an integratie psychosociabiological evolutionary 
model of schizophrenia 1n which a specific affective 
cognitive vulnerability 1s built up in a Ist phase 
through escolating interactions between unfavorable 
genetic biological and Psycholosocial in fluences. In a 
2nd phase, thomental systme is decompensated by 
psychosocial or biological stressors, which induce 
psychosis. the great varibility inlong term course (3rd 
phase) is conditioned by the complex interplay of 
many biological and psychosocial variables. the 
organizing functions of affects are eviden ts in 
schizophrenic core phenomena such as ambivalines 
1n coherenceand emotional flattening. 
-----, AFFRO CARIBBEAN COMMUNITY 
(20) SUGARMAN (Philip A) and CRAUFURD (David) 
Schizpphrenia inhe Afro-Caribbean community. 
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British Journal of Psychiatry. 164; 1994; 474-80. 
the article discusses about the used J. Endicott et al's 
( 197 5) family History RDC to com pore lifetime 
morbil \dity risks for ist-degree relatives of 36 Afro-
Caribbean and 39 white patients meeting RDC for 
schizophrenia admitted to a British hospitla bwtween 
1982 and 1988. 50% of the Afro-Caribbean Ss had a 
family history of broadly defined schizophrenia, as 
did 33% of white Ss. lifetime morbidity risk for 
patients of Afro-Carbibbeans was 8.9% and for 
parents of whites it was 8.4% for the siblings of 
Blacks however, the observations suggest that 
schizophrenia among Afro-Caribbeans is no less 
familialthan for the remainder of the population. but 
that the increased frequency of the disorder is due 
to invironmental factors that are most common in 
the Afro- Caribbean community. 
-----, AGE FACTORS 
(21) HOFFMANN (H) Age and other factors relevant to the 
rehospitalization of schizophrenic outpatients. Acta 
Psychiatrica Scandinaca. 89 13, 1994; 205 - 210. 
The article examined 50 schizophrenic long-term patients 
treated by a community based out patient service to 
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determine factors influencing patient readuission, 
especially age. The best predictor of future 
admissions was he number of previous hospitalizatin, 
with age also having a high predictive value. Other 
factors releven t to readucision were dryng 
compliance, autisocial behavior, and siwidal risk. 
----- AGE Role of 
' 
(22) BERATIS (Stavroula), GABRIEL (Jaanna) and HOIDAS 
(stavrrs). Age at onset in subtype of schizophrenia 
disorder. schizophrenia Bulletin. 20, 2; 1994; 287-
96. 
The article investigate age at onset and sex difference 1n 
the age at on set in theschizophrenic sebtyle of 
200 (patients) ( 1 OOmen) and bowanen). significant 
differences in the age at onset were observed among 
these sub differnce in the age at onset were 
observed among these sub difference the discrganised 
subtype demostratd the earliest and the paranoid the 
latest onset. the mean age at onset of a women was 
significantly greater than that of man. Specficultly 
in the paranoid subtpe the onset for men occured 
earlier than for women conversely 1n the 
disorganized subtype the disordes. apperared lartier 
in women there wasno s1gn1 sex difference in the 
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age at onset in the fifferenctialed and the residual 
subtype in the paranoid subtype most men developed 
the disease before age 30 years where as woman 
had an even distribution of the onset beore and 
after 30 years 96 Ss admitted for the 1st time 
demonstrated findings simiiar to those of the total 
sample. 
---- AGE SEX RELATONS , , , 
(23) LINDTROM (Eva) and VON KNORRING (L), Symptoms 
in schizophrenic syndromes in relation to age, sex 
duraton of illness andnuber of prev1ous 
hospitalizations. Acta Psychiatrica Scandinarica. 89, 
4; 1994; 274-78. 
The article demonstrats a correlation between the 5 factor 
model of schizophrenia with backgroudn tacters in 
140 patients (aged 19-75 years) wiht schizophrenic 
sundromes . Positive, negative, excited, anxions/ 
depressive and cognitive factors comprise the model. 
None of the 5 factors revealed any significant age or 
sex differences The positive factor correlated positively 
with the number of previous hospitalizations (NPHs) 
and the negatie facotr correlated. The excited factor 
correlated negatively with age at onset (AOS) and 
age at 1st hospitalizatin and Positively with the 
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duration of the Hlness (DOl) and NPHs. the cognitive 
factor correlated negatively with AOs age at ist 
hospitalization. 
----, ANATOMICAL CHARACTERSTICS EVALUATION 
(24) COLOMBO (Cristina), BONFANTI (Anna) (SCARONE) 
and SILVIO. Anatomical characteristics of the corpus 
callosum and clinical correlates in schizophrenia. 
European Archives of Psychiatry Clinical 
Neuroscience. 243; 5; 1994; 244-248. 
This article evaluates 19 DSM-41R schizophrenic patients 
and 15 matched normal Ss according to their clinical 
and corpus callosum structural characteristics. Ss 
were evaluated on their size of callosum by MRI. 
Statistical analysis evidentiater a relationship 
between DSM-111-R Axis V scores and corpus 
callosum length in schizophrenics and bwtweenage at 
onset of the illness and corpus callosumlength In 
schizophrenics. 
---, INTELLECTUAL FUNCTIONING RELATION 
(25) CRAWFORD (John R), OBONSAWIN (M.C.) and 
BREMMER (M). Frontal lobe impariment In 
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The article discusses that the 48 schizophrenic Ss and 
individually matched healty controls were 
administered the verbal scale (Vs) of the wechsier 
Adult intelligence scale (WAIS) and a lest of verbal 
fluency. the verbal fluency and Vs socies of the 
schizopherenic Ss wer esignificantly lower tha the 
scores of the control Ss. the verbal fluency scores 
ottained by the schizophrenic Ss wer esignificantly 
lower than the scores predicted from the regression 
equition whereas a significant differenece was not 
obtained in the matched contions. 
SCHIZOPHRENIC and PERSONALITY, RELATIONSHIP 
(26) BEREN BAUM (Howard) and FUJITA (Frank). 
Schizophrenia and presonality: Exploring the 
foundaries and connections bwtween vulnerability and 
outcome. Journal of Abnormla Psychology. 103; 1; 
1994; 148-58. 
This article discusses the issues and evidence concerning 
the relationship bwtween schizopherenia and 
personality. schizphrenia is associated with high 
levels of peculiarity and neutroticism and with low 
levels of exfravession. personality dunensions vary in 
the manner in which they are associated with 
avariety of correlates of psychpathology, such as 
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prognosis. 
SCHIZOPHRENIC and SCHIZOAFFECTIVE PATIENTS 
TREATMENT, CALIFORNIA CARD SORTING TEST 
(27) BEATTY (William W) , Joccic (Zeljko), MONSON 
(Nancy) and KATZUNG {VickieM), Problem solving by 
schizophrenic and schizoaffective patients on the 
wisconsin and califarnia card Sorting Jests. 
Neuropsychology. 8, 1; 1994; 49-54. 
This article shows the performacne of partients with 
schizophrenia or schizoaffective illness was compared 
with that of age and eduction matched normal 
con tols on the wisconsin and california card sorting 
tsts (SCST) & (CST). On the WSCT. bot groups of 
patients achieved fewer than the normal number of 
categories and made more perseverative responses 
and errors. On the complete andshort versions of the 
CCST, both patient groups generated identified and 
executed fewr than the normal number of concepts 
provided less accurate and less complete verbal 
explanation for the correct concept they did generate 
and made more verbal andnon verbal perseverative 
responses thant did the control. there were no 
differnces bwtween patient groups or either test. 
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ANTISYPCHOTIC RESPONSE 
(28) TERAO (Tareshi). Early antisypchotic response to 
resumption of neuroleptics in drug-free chronic 
schizophrenic patients. Biological Psychiatry. 35; 6; 
19994; 429. 
The article comments on the article by D. Glovinsky et al 
which demonstrated that neuroleptic remedication 
promptly improved psychotic symptoms in chronic 
schizophrenic patients. Teroo would like to know the 
correlatin between the duration of a neuroleptic free 
period and the response to neuroleptic resumption in 
their patients. 
ATTENTION DEFICIT 
(29) BELLAK (Leopold). Schizophrenic syndrome and 
attentiondeficit disorder: Thesis, antithesis and 
synthesis. American Psychologyst. 49; 1; 1994 25-9. 
The article shows the review research on the nature of 
schizophrenia and offers and highly personal view of 
he possible relationship between the schizophrenic 
syndreme and attention deficit disorder and their 
possible complex interaction five major points were 
considered ( 1) aim toward a population of 500 
patients of insure many heterogennous disorders (2) 
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read the authers 2 books on ego function (3) test 
the hypotheses attained through pestdiction (4) use 
"fractionated distillation", which yields types as well 
as profies and (5) look from the start few a 
therapentive test for the differentiation of 
schizophrenic synbdrome and attention defficit 
disereder. 
-----, AUDITORY ADDBALL ERP,METHODOLOGICAL 
CONSIDERATONS 
(30} SOUZA (V} Methodologicla considerations in 
measurement of the P 300 component of the 
auditory addbal 1n sechizophrenia. 
Electoencephalography & Clinical Neurophy Siology 
90, 2; 1994 ; 123-34. 
this article attemptes to asess the most suitalbe method 
of measurement and analysis of P 300 amplitude and 
latency for use in clinical studies of schizophrenia. 
the autors studies 2352 patients and 26 age 
matched contorl Ss, using the P 300 recorded dung 
the auditory oddball task, with counting. the effects 
of high pass filtering peak definatonmethod can 
recording electrode site were all investigated. A 
technique was developmed based ona least mena 
squares approximation to data that seemed 
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particularly well suited to dealing with multipeak P 
300 complexes. The spectral compesition of the P 
300 was investigated and evidence was found to 
support a proposed 2 frequency model of the P 300 
complex. 
, AUTISM 
(31) GUNDEL (H) and RUDOLF (G.A.E.). Schizophrenic 
autism; II proposal for a nonothetic defination. 
Psychopathology. 26; 5-6 ; 304-312. 
This article Asserts that the so called "basic symptom" 
autism has often been considered important within 
schizophrenic symptomatology, since its introduction 
by e. Bleuler in 1911. However, a Lack of precise 
definition has ereded the former importance of this 
term which cannot found in modern diagnostic 
systems. Using a text analyticla method, al accessitro 
publication on schizophrnic cutism were evaluated. 
This materila in summarised in 5 essetila points 
that provide a more reliable explication of the 
complex term of autism ( 1) extensive isolation In 
every day relationships (2) non assimilation that IS 
not reality eriented (4) rigid unwareing adherence to 
his unrealistic thinking and (5) Lade of effective 
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contact to the environment. 
--, HISTORICAL EVOLUATION 
(32) GUNDEL (H) and RUDOLF (G.A.F.) . Schizophrenic 
autism. I Historicla evolution and herspectives. 
Psychopathology. 26, S-6, 1993; 303. 
The article discusses Autism is viewed as a symptom on 
theone hand andas a theoretical construct on the 
other. the view put forward by E. Bleuler ( 1911) tha 
tschizophrenic autism was substantially different from 
otehr weakened ferms and from autistically 
undesciplined thiking seems to have falen inc 
reasingly into oblivion, especially diving the past 
20-30 years. maeing way for a more non- specific, 
ubiquitous perception of the term. the future 
development of the concept of autims remains 
unclear. 
, BENZODIAZEPINE, INDUCED SEDATION 
(33) BAILINE (Samuel H), SAFFER MAN (Allan), VITAL 
HERNE (jaeques) and BERNSTESN (Steven). 
Flumazenil reversal of benzodiazepine induced 
sedation for a patient with severe pre-ECT anxiety 
Convulseve Therepy. 10, 1; 1994; 65-8. 
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The article describe various meansjures to reduce severe 
anxiety that interfered with much-needed 
maintenance ECT in a 32-year- old man with 
schizophrenia, chronic undifferentiated type, with a 
cute exacerbation. The potential anticonvulsant effect 
of these drugs was successfully reversed by the 
administration of iv flumazenil just prior to the 
treatment. During this course the S became much 
less psychotic and his clinical state improved to the 
point that his return to the clinical residence was 
planned. 
, BELATERAL, ELECTRO DERMAL ACTIVITIES 
(34) GRUZELIER (John & Raine), ADRIAN, "Bilateral 
electrodernal activity and cerebral mechanisms in 
syndromes of sehizophrenia and the Sehizotypal 
personality. International Journal of Psychophysiology 
16, 1 ! 1994; 1-16. 
Reviews 108 electrodernal activity (EA) studies that have 
a bearing on central mechanism with relevance to 
both Schizophrenia (SCZ) and the Schizotypal (SCT) 
personality. Anumber of reconseptualizations & 
Psychophysiological research in SCZ and SCT are 
suggested. EA, because of its sensitivity to state 
factors, may prove importent as on adjust to 
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measures tied more to structure - based processors 
that themselves may be confounded by dynamic 
processes, as in the case of fuctional laterality and 
so provide an index of dynamic processes. It is 
proposed that the controversy surrounding the 
orienting and habitation anomalies In SCT 
personality may be Checidated by examining 
relationships with the 3-Syndrome modle and 
through bilateral EA measurement. 
BIOLOGICAL FACTORS 
(35) SYVALATI (E.K.G). Biological factors in schizophrenia: 
structural and functional aspects. Britsh Journal of 
Psychiaty . 164 (suppl 123) ; 1994 ; 9-14. 
This artical discusses structural and fuctional changes In 
the brains of schizophrenics and axamines central 
neurotransmiter hypotheses for the etiology of 
schizophrenia. Neuroma tomical and 
neuromorphological data have revealed verticular 
enlargement and diminished frortal and temporal lobe 
volume In some patients. These changes are 
concentrated particularly in the hippocampus/ 
parhippocampal gyrus I amygdala. Twin studies 
suggest that at least some changes may result. 
Frome other than genetic factors. Fun tional 
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disturbances of the brain have also been connected 
with frontel and temporal structures in some 
schizophrenic patients. Dopomine and serotonin 
appear to represent some of the central restitutive 
mechanisms whose junction is to maintain mertal 
stability the understanding of their interplay with 
other meurotransmiters should provide a more 
integrated view of both normal and disturbed brain 
function. 
, BIRTH COMPLICATIONS 
(36) ROFF (James D) and KNIGHT (Raymond A). Birth 
complications and subsequent negative symptoms in 
schizophrenia. Psychological Reports. 74; 2; 1994; 
635-41 
The article investigated the ralationship of pregrancy and 
delivery complicaitons to the sybsequent development 
of negative symploms in schizophrenic young adults -
29 mer with an initila asychotic episade dyring 
miilitery service ad diagnosis of shcihizophrenia as 
young adults were followed inot middle adulthood. 
All Ss had prior dchild guidance clinic contact 
Negative symptoms of affect deficit in yong 
adulthood but not the positive symptoms of thought 
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disodered were practicited by a history of birth 
complications Ss with birth complication who 
developed negative symptoms had a stable deficit 
over the follow - up period. 
----- BORDERLINE SYNDROMES 
' 
(37) BECH; (Per). Borderline syndromes of depression 
man1a and schizophrenia: The coaxial or 
temperamental appoach. Scandinavian sympos1um: 
borderline conditions. Acta Psychiatrica Scandinavica 
scandinavica: 89 (379, Suppl): 1994 ; 45-9. 
Presents a historical rev1ew of borderline conditions based 
on the ideas of P. tyroer (See PA. Vol 81: 37636) 
and H.S. Akiskal (See PA, Vol. 62; 11099). Akiskal 
found the diagnostic position of "necocosis" clinically 
meaning less because it lacks sufficient 
phenomenologicla characteriazation. In contrast, Tyrer 
found it meaningful becouse it explains the 
heterogeneity of nevrotic symptoms tyres uses the 
term "Borderline" in a very general sense. While 
akiskal found it without syfficient phenomonological 
characterization. Hence the DSM II concept of 
borderline personality diserder (BPD) include the 
temperament (TMP) borders of affective disorder. 
Tyrer's concept of neurosis 1s placed within the 
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melanchotie TMP or wild degrees of the 
schizophrenie spectrum disorder. 
BRAIN MORPHOLOGY 
(38) RAZ. Gross brain morphology in schizophrenia : A 
regional analysis of tradtional diagnostic subtypes 
Journal of Consulting & clinical Psychology. 62 , 3 , 
1994 ; 640-14. 
The article described about 56 patients with chronic 
schizophrenia were categorized into of group based 
on indices of corticle and sucortical CSF volume to 
explore whether the more virulent nonparanoid 
desorder was linked to cortical or subcortical 
morphalogical brain abnor malities. They were 
examined also to determine whether abnormalities in 
a specific corbral region were related to greater 
chronicity or severity of schizophrenia. The of groups 
significantly only in subcortical but not cortical CSF 
volume. The regional changes however, did not apear 
to characterize exalusively the virulent subtype. The 
results and their implica exclusively the virulent 
subtypes The results and their implication for future 
studies on the neuroanatomical correlates of 
schizophrenia subtypes on discussed Journal 
abstract. 
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-----, BRAIN STRUCTURE 
(39) D'AMATO (Theerry), ROCHE-T (Theery), DALERY) 
(Jean) and CHAUCHAT (Jea-n- Hugull). Seasonality of 
bith and ventricular enlargemeat in chronic 
schizophrenia. Psychotry Research. 55; 2; 1994; 65-
73 
The article examined the relationship between brain 
structura bab normalities and the season of birtain 
chramic schizophrenics and whether this relationship 
could be related to the sympromatology of the 
disorder. 42 chronic schzphrenc and 24 heathly 
volum tears was studies. An increased incidence of 
ventricular enlagemnet was found in schizophrenic 
patients born in the winter months. Although the 
relationship between seasonaling of birth and brain 
abmaledies is unclear these phenonean could be 
party linked. 
----, BRAIN TRAUMA NIGERIA 
(40) GURUJE (Dye) BAMIDELE (Rotimi) and RAJI 
(Oyepeju); Early brain trauma and schizophrenia in 
Nigerian partients American Journal of Psychiatry. 
151; 13; 1994; 368-71. 
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The article discusses the history of early brian trauma 
was associated with an adult diagnosis of 
schizophrenia. Schizophrenia patients with a history 
of early rain trauma were moree likely than those 
without early brain trauma to have shown poor 
scholastic performance in childhood. they also 
showed mixed cerepral laterality in adult hood 
results indicate that early brain trauma may be a 
specific risk factor for the later development of 
schizophrenia. 
-----, CANCER 
(41) MORTENSEN (Preben Bo) occurence of concer in first 
admitted schizophrenic patients. Schizopherenia 
Research. 12; 3; 1994; 185-94. 
This article studies the indidence of cancer in a cohost of 
all Ist admitted 9, 156 males and 3,498 females) 
patients in Denmark with a diagonosis of 
schizophrenia in the period 1970-198 7. the overall 
incidence of cancer was reduced 1n males. 
Adjustment for the smokig habits of psychatric 
patients enhanced this risk reduction. Fewer than 
expected has been diagnosed with can cern prior to 
the first schizophrenia admission. This tendency was 
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limited to the female patients. The reduced cancer 
incidence was particularly marked for genital concers 
in particular testicular concer, and skin cancers 
including malignant melanoma. 
----, AUSES 
(42) WALDO; (Merilyne C) SWTHRA (Ellen) ADLER 
(Lawnrence E) and DUB ESTER (Sherry). auditory 
Sensory goating hippocompla volume, and 
caterholamne metablism in schizophrennus and their 
sliblings. Schizophrenia Research 12; 2; 1994 ; 93-
106. 
The article compemes the dirtmbution of 3 pulative 
puthophysiological yactors (diminishic andilory 
Sonsovy gating decreared volume of the hippocampal 
gynus and increa do pamine me labolim in adults 
with schizophrenia and 20 of their adult subling Ss 
completed the sechedule you ayyeduie disordevs 
clinically uneyyected sib with schizaphrenia and in 8 
subling sanditory goting ahd larger hippocampla 
volume and lomer ho hononamilli and neiullnad 
acid levels than other subling Results suggest that a 
yamulial nerromal degycit undr ti yied by 
diminished sensory galing may be a nesessary (fun 
not sifficent yculte 1n the rethogensis of 
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schizophrenia. 
----, CHILD HOOD, BLIND RATE 
(43) CAPLAN (Rochelle), GUTHRIE (Donald), Blind rate in 
childhood schizophrenia spectrum disorder Biological 
Psychiatry. 35, 4; 1994; 228-34. 
The article measured spontanceous blink rate a putative 
measure of dapamne function in 30 schizphrenic 13 
schizotypal and 52 normal children (aged 5-613-3 
yrs) during 3 different cognitive tasks. The blink rate 
of the schizophrenic children who were nt on 
neuroleptics was significantly lower than that of the 
normal children there were no significant differences 
however, in the blink rates of the neuroleptic -
treated schizophrenic children and the normal 
children. Schizophrenic and schizotypal children 
hand similar spontaneous blink rates withing each 
cliagnositic group. The blink rate was lowest for 
listening intermediaate for conresation and highest 
for veobal recoiL Finadings imply thathe spontaneous 
blink rate of schizophrenics children differs form 
that of schizophrenic adults. 
----, CHILD, CLINICAL DIAGNOSIS 
(44) MCGOVERN (D) HEMMINGS (P) COPE · (R) and 
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LOWERSON (A). Long term follow up of young afro-
caribbean Britous and white Britous with a first 
admission diagnosis of schizophremia social 
Psychiatry & Psychiatric Epidemiology. 29; 1; 1994 8-
19. 
The article discusses group of Black and white patients 
between 4 year 9 mo and 10 year after a Ist 
admission with a clinical diagnosis of schizophrenia. 
98% of the sample was treed and historical. clinical 
and social data were obtained. There wasno evidence 
of greater misdiagnosis in Black. Patients but their 
outrome was poorer in termes of realmissons and 
allocation to schizophrenic calego classes on follow 
up. On follow up no differences were found 1n 
physical treatmnts and after care arrangemnets or 
contrats with services. More Black patients were 
nreaducited on forreisivne secitns and from pnson 
and more were treated in sourcre nits. the pooers 
clinical outcome found in Balck patients was 
associated with 4 factors apprrent before Ist 
advisssion livieing aong unemploment conviction and 
imprisoment. 
----, CHILD EXPRESSES EMOTIONS 
(45) ASARNOW (Joan Rosenbaum) TOMPSON (Martha) 
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HAMILION (Elizabeth Burney) and GOLDSTEIN 
(Michael J) .family exprssed emotion childhood onset 
depression and childhood onset schizophrnia 
spectrum disorders. It exprssed emotion a non 
specific correlate of child Psychopathology or a 
specific risk factor for depressio. Journal of 
Abnormla child Psychology. 22, 2; 1994; 129-46. 
The article examines expressed emotion (EE) usinghe brief 
for minute speech samplemeausre in families of 35 
children with depressive disorders 30 children with 
schizophrenia spectrum disorder and 2 1 normal 
controls screened for the absence of psychiatir 
disorder. Ss were aged 7-14 year consistent with the 
hypothesis of some specificity in the association 
between EE and the form of hild disorder rates of 
EE were significantly higher among families of 
depressed children compared with families of normal 
controls and families of children with schophrenia 
spectrum disorders. Within the depressed group the 
presence of a comerbid disruptive behaviour disorder 
waa associated with high levels of criticla EE. 
-----, CHALINE ACETYLTRANSFERASE 
(46) MONFORT MANUS (Andre) Schizophrenia and choline 
acetyltrenferase American Journla of Psychiatry. 151, 
94 
4; 1994; 627. 
the article Argues that bias may be the cause of the 
results of the study by (N Karsan showing reduced 
chorlinergic activity 1n schzophrenia. Schizophrenic 
patients and comparison Ss were not Matihed on 
duratins of the permortem agonal period; post 
mosterm concentrn ation of some neuretrnsmitters or 
enzymess could depend on the duration andthe 
severity of the permartern agonal period. 
, CITY RESIDENCE EFFECTS OF 
(47) FREEMAN (hugh) schizopherenia and city residence. 
British Journal of Psychaitry. 164; 1994; 39-50. 
The article exam1nes evidence from Sweden , the Us, 
Japan, England ,and germany to explore the Ualidity 
of social selection and social causation hypotheses 
for explaning higher rates of Schizopherenia in 
Cities. Factors such as migration, culture, infeection 
diseas, demographic rates ,and other socoal procces 
may attect geographical differences inrates. The 
excess ofschizophrenia in central city areas had 
beengiven 2 opposing explanations, the breeder 
hypotheis and social drift,. Data on incidence form 
various cities are compared but. do not reveal a clear 
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common picture. Environmentla facots connceted with 
urban living are of 2 main types (social and 
nonsocial) and are not muturally exclusive. Rather 
than urbanicity being an independent etiological 
factor in schizophrenia, its effect may b elargely 
explainec in terms of migration and social class. 
----, CLINICAL EFFICACY 
(48) BREIER (Alan), BUCHANAN (Kobertw) WALTRIP (Foyaw) 
LIST WAK (samcial) . Effect of elozapine on plasma 
norepinephrime : rlatioship to clinical efficacy. 
Newcopsychopharemacology . 10, 1994; 1-7. 
The article compared the effect of elozapine (CLZ) n = 11 
and haloperiodol (HAL) n= 15 on plasma levels of 
norepinephrine (NE) In 26 chronic adult 
schizophrenic outpatients previously treated with 
fluphenazine. CLZproduced marked increses (471 %) 
in plasma NE levels whereas N al had no significant 
efect. ELZ alos incresed DOPA and tended to increse 
dihydroxyphenylacetic acid level, without effects on 
3 ,4-dihydroxyphenylglycol (DHPG) ,ACTH or cartisol 
nitude of CLZ induced incremnet sin plams NE 
Levels was global symptomatology and was unrelated 
to the occurrence of extraphyramidal symptoms 
unchaged DHPG levels and absence of 
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hypertensionsuggest a more complex mechanism of 
aciton of CLZ than heightened NE relases alone. 
-----, CLINICAL FEATURES 
(49) EGAN (Michael F), FUNCAN (Connie C), SUDDATH 
(Richard L) and KIRCH (Darrell G). Eventrelate 
protential abnormalities correlate with structural 
being alterations and clinical features in patients 
with chronic schizophrenia. Schizophrenia Research. 
11; 3; 1994; 259- 71. 
The article examnes the volume of several brain regwns 
us1ng MRI and assessed information processing sing 
brain event related potentials (ERPs) and clinical 
symptomatology in 16 medicated schizophrenic Ss 
!aged 21-43 yers) Ss were teste using auditory and 
visula discrimination tasks N200 and P300 
components were idenfiied and mesured from the 
elicited ERps. All Ss also each 1 em thick significatn 
correlatin are found between hippocampal area and 
the amplitude of the auditory and visual N200. and 
between the right hippocampus andthe visual P300. 
Lower but significant correlations were seen 
bw\etween auditory P300 andmeasures of left 
temporal lobe structures. Audiory P300 amplitude 
corelated invesely with positive symptoms of 
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schizophrenia. these results suggest that rhe ERP 
abnormalities in parients are associated with 
temporal lobe pathology. 
-----,CLINICAL SUBTYPES 
(50) GUR (Raquel E) !MOZLEY (I) and DAVID 
(Shtasel), tDERRI (L) and L CANNON (Tyrone D). 
Clinical subtypes of schizophrenia; Difference 1n 
brain and CSF volume . American Journal of 
Psychiatry.l51, 13; 1994 ; 343-50. 
The article discusses that a man had higher cranial 
and brain volumes than did the women The 
patients had smalls cranial and brain volumes than 
did the comparisons Ss; they also had higher 
verticular CSF volumes and thus higher verticle -
brain ratios (VBRS)Ratio elevations were larger for 
female than for Male pateints. Patients Predominantly 
Schneiderian Synptpoms had higher VBRS than did 
the comparison Ssbut showed reduced cranial and 
brain volumes. The paranoid had normal VBRS, 
reduced Sulcal CSE-brain ratios, and lower cranial 
and sulcul CSF volumes. 
, CLOZAPINE, WITHDRAWAL 
(51) DEL LEON; (Jose), STANILLA (Joseph K), WHITE 
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(Aruby dour) and MIMPSON (Gearge M) 
Autuholinergies to treat clozapine withdrawal. Journal 
of clinical Psychiatry. 55, 3; 1994 119-20. 
The article dicusses 2 case studies in involving with 
drawal problems associated with clozapine (CLZ and 
the use of trihexyphenidyl to treat these side effects. 
Based on the results of these 2 cases. 1 mg of 
trihexyphenidyl for every 40 mg of CLZ provides 
rapid relief of symptoms attributable to the 
cholinergic effects of CLZ withidrawal. 
-----, COGNITIVE DECLINE 
(52) HYDE (Thomas M), SOFIA NaWROZ (Safia), GOLD 
BERG (Terry E) and BIGELOW (Liewellyn B). Is these 
congnitive decline in schizophrenia? Across 
sectional study. British Journal of Psychiatry. 164; 
1994; 494-500. 
The article studies possible progressive cognitive 
decline 1n 66 patients with schzophrenia by 
assessing intellectual deterioration with a battery of 
neuropsychological tests known to be sensitive to 
cognitive inpaisment ·in progressive dementia. No 
evidences of accelerated intellectual decline was 
found. No significant differences were found among 
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a 5 age derived cohorts (18-29, 30039, 40-49, 50-59 
and 60-69 years of age) on the Mini Mental state 
examination, Dementia rating scale or other tests 
sensitive to dementia. However, mean performances 
on the majority of the tests were abnormal across all 
cohorts studied. Results suggest that intellectual 
functions doesnot markedly decline during the 
adulthood of patients with schizophrenia. the couses 
of schizophrenia is more consitent with a stitic 
encephalopathy than a dementing disorder. 
----, COGNITIVE DEFICT 
(53) KLAHR (Dovtd) RAMIREZ (Paulm) and OPLEM (Lewin 
A). Cognitive dificits in affective disorders and 
schizophrenia American Journal of Psychiatory. 152, 
2; 1995; 303. 
The article shows study of differentiating cognitive deficits 
among patients with sechzopphrenia and patients 
with unipolar depression and dipolar disorder 
conducted by T .E. Goldbery. It is argued that 
Goldberg also should have cmpared cognitive of 
patients with schizoaffective disorder. 
-----, COGNITIVE DEFICT 
(54) LAPISTO (Brenda Love grane), ABRAHAM (Pamela 
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Pressly), LEWIS (M. Gall) and HAGA (Dristin). 
Prelimnary study of the comparision of behavioural 
scales with rochach varables pre and port clozapine 
international. British Journal of Profective Psychology. 
39, 1; 1994; 50-6. 
The article discuses the govnitive deficits and persunality 
porfites of 5 treatment resistant schizophrenic 
patients (aged 20-31 year) both befor eand after the 
introduction of colazapine. Devernex scales of 
psychopathology andthe Brief psychiatric rating scales 
were used to indentfy changes in behavior the 
rorsharch was ·used to measure cognitive and 
presanitity functioning. Ss improked significantly on 
the tow behavior scales following a therapeUtic 
response cognitive dysfunction as measured by the 
Rorscharch that were intractable. Results indicate 
increased information processing and responsibility to 
sensory stimuli (Pastientlarly spatial), inhibition of 
negative effect greater awareness of scoial was less 
withdrawal and detachment and greater ability to 
view interactions in a positive manner. 
-----, COMMUNITY CARE, FINLAND 
(55) SALOKANAGAS (Raimo K.R) Comunity care and need 
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for treatment of schizophrenic patients in Finland. 
British Journal of Psychiatry. 164 (supple 23}; 1994; 
115-20. 
The article descubes the development of community care 
for schizophrenic in finland. In recent year, the use 
of hospital care has decreased while outpatient care 
had expanded; a psychotherapeutic approach and 
rehabilitiative measures have been widely abopted. 
For schizpphrenic patients, these changes may also 
have improved outcome. However, their need for 
treatment and care has not been reduced to the 
extent tht was hoped; the need for altenative services 
has increased. There is an urgent need todevelop 
crisisinterumention services. male Schizophrenic 
patients reuire special attention form the community 
care system. the need for care support and eduction 
of patients families IS also increasing. 
CONCEPTS 
(56) STRAUSS (John S). Person with schizophrenia as a 
person: 11 Approaches to the subjective and 
complex. British Journal of Psychiatry. 164 (supple 
23); 1994; 103-7. 
The article argnes that much research on schizophrenia 
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has cocemtrated on symptoms and disease comcepts 
while ignoring the schizopherenic andhsi or her 
experience with the disease. rather than choosing 
between the patients subjective expreiecne and the 
researcher's objective measures, these 2 perspectives 
should be integrated. The individuals story is 
importent for understanding the course of the 
disease. An example is provided of how inadequate 
and incorrect a norrative can be whien one person 
writes about another. Rather the narrative must 
come form the S. It is suggested that the story with 
its capcity to combine subjective and objective 
aspects of experiecne a in a temporal context may 
be the optimal organizing structue for a science of 
psychiatry. 
----- CONCOMMITANT SETIPTILINE MOLLATE, 
EFFECTIVENESS 
(57) KUNIYOSHI (Mashiro), NAKAMURA (Jun), MIURA 
(Chishin) and INANAGA) (Kazutoyo). Effectiveness of 
conurtant septiptitine maleate (Tecipul) on negative 
symptoms of Schizophrenia. Progress n Neuro-
Psychpharmacology & biologicla Psyciatry: 18, 2; 
1994; 33946. 
The article sctiptiline maleate, anew tetracyclic 
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antideprssant, to 19 shizophrenic patients with 
market negative symptoms. moderate improvements 
were observed in 58% of the treated patient after 
the 12 wks of treatment. of plasma monoamine 
metabolites showed a tendency of 3-methoxy- 4-
hydroxyphenylglycol (MHPG) to decrease and a 
significant decrease in 5- hydroxyindoleacetic acid 
(5-HIAA-), but no chang in the level of homovanillic 
acid was observed, suggesting a relationship 
between the negative symptoms and noradrenaline 
and/ or serotonin systms. 
----, COLLEGESTUDENTS EVENT RELATED APTIENTS 
(58) OGURA (Chikara), HIRANO (Kigoshi) NAGEISHI 
(Yasuhiro) and TAKESHITA. (Sayoko). deviate P200 
and P300 in non-patient college students with high 
scores on the schizophrenia scale of the Minnesota 
Muttiphasic personality INvestory (MMPI). Journal of 
Psychophysiology. 16, 1; 1994 ; 89-97. 
The article Examines event related patientials (ERPs) 
1n 16 callege students who has high scores (HSS Ss) 
on the schizophrenia scale to the MMPT but who 
were without a hereditoary disposition for matar 
spychati \ric disorders 32 sexand age matched 
callege studnts served an controls. ERPs were 
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recorded during an auditory addbal TaSr. Although 
meither the P300 latencies nor the P200 tatencies 
differed between the 2 groups, the amphtudes of 
P300 to rare stimuli and P200 to frequent stimule 
were lower in the HSS Ss than in the cotrols 
resutls suggest that deficits in the P300- related 
congnitive functions to rare relavent stimule as well 
as matching and in thecomparison process for 
irrekvant frequent sitimule may be present in HSS 
Ss. there Ss may constitute I tuype of high risk 
group for schizophrenia. 
, COORDINATE DISPLACEMENT 
(59) NIKOLAENICO (N.N) and MENSHUTKIN (V.V) 
"Coordinate displacement and visual spece 
compression during right hemisphere inhibition. 
Human Physiology. 19, 2; 1993; 104-8. 
The article examins the peculiarities of drawing on an 
irregular raster under transient inhibition of the 
right or left hemiphere a mong 34 patient suffering 
form a depressive state arid schizophrenia. Ss were 
asked to connect any of 32 pints on an irregular 
raster to o brian a geometricla figure, Dwing left 
hemisphere inhibition andright hemisphere normal 
activity the initial and final points of thepicture shift 
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to the left. During right hemisphere inhibition (RHI) 
the initial andfinal points of the picute shift to the 
right. RHI resulted in defomation of the whole 
perceptive spece with compression of its right part 
and extension of its left part. This deformation 
might be based n a nonlinear distortion of the 
perceptive spece withdisplacement of the initial 
coordinate pint to the right from its geometrical 
center. 
-----, CORTICLA CHALINERGIC MARKEER 
(60) HAROUTUNIAN (V), DAVIDSON (M), KANOF (P.D.) and 
PERL (D. P). Cortical cholinergic markers in 
schizophrenia Schizophrenia Research. 12, 2; 1994; 
137-44. 
The article compared cholinergic arker (CM) activity in6 
different cortical regions derived postmortem form 9 
elderly controls (mena age 82.4 years) 19 chronically 
institutionalized geriatric schizpphrenic patients 
(menas age 75.8 years) and 16 Alzheimers disease 
(AD) patient (mean age 71 years) Heuropathologicla 
dicignosis were based on gross and neucroscopic 
examination of multiple brain section and em assays 
wer eperfermed on powdered brain sections. Cognitive 
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defects in schizophrenic Ss were nto due to 
dininished centical chalinergic activity. Activity of the 
(Ms Chlin acetylltrans ferase (A) and 
acetylcholinesterase was significantly dimished amogn 
Ss withAD but not in Ss with schizophrenia or n 
contlrls centicla CA activty was significantly and 
negatively correlated with clinical Dementia Rating 
scale scores among Ss with AD. 
DECLINING INCIDENCE 
(61) GEDDES (John R); BLACK (Roger J), WHALLEY 
(Lawerence J) and EAGLES (John M). Declining 
incidence ofSchizophrenia: British Journla of 
Psychiatry. 164; 1994; 564-65. 
The articledeclining incidence of Ist admission for 
shizophrenia to scottishhospitals. Rate of admission 
for the diagnosis of drug-indice psychosis are 
provided. it is conclued that the decline in the 
diagnosis of schizophreia in scotian over thelast 2 
decades in not adequately explained by chagnes 
intheaage structure of the population diagnostic 
parctice treatment setting or misclassfication of Ist 
admission. 
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----, DELUOIONS AND HALLUCINATIONS 
(62) DELEON (Jose), CUESTA (Mannel J) and VICTOR 
Peralta). Delusion andhallucinations inschizophrenic 
patients. Psychopathology. 26, 5-6; 1993 286-91. 
The article show that the scale for the Assessment 
of Positive symptoms was use dtomeasure delusions 
and hallucinations In 115- DSM 111-R adult 
schizophrenics. A factorial analyis resulted in 3 
factors withappropriate internla consistency and 
frequency; a Schneiderian delusional syndrome, an 
auditory hallucination syndrome, and a paranoid 
syndroms that was present in schizophrenics with 
later onset. 
--- DEPRESSION, CAUSES 
(63) HARROW (Martin), YONAN (Cynthia A), SANDS (James 
R) and MARENGO (Joanne), Depression 
inschizophrenia: Are neuroleptics akinesia or 
anhedonia involved; Schizophrenia Bulletin; 20. 2; 
327-38. 
The article investigates the presence of a full depressive 
syndrome in schizophrenia years after the acute 
phase and factors liked to these dipressive 
syndromes. 75 schizophrenia and schizo afffective 
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aptients and 32 patients with bipolar affective 
disorders were studied prospectively at index 
hospitalization andfollowed up 405 years latter as 
part of the chicago followup study. All Ss were aged 
17-30 years. Over 30% of the schizophrenia patients 
shosed full depressive syndromes during the followup 
years. Schizophrenia patiens on neuroleptic were 
significantlymore likely to show full depressive 
syndrom than those not on neuroleptics. this 
relationship held after the level of posthospital 
psychois ws controlled. Dat asuggest that neuroleptic 
use is one facotr linkied to the depressive like 
syndromes fund inhe posithospitla phase 
innonchronic schizophrenia samples. the data 
indicate a strong line between neuroleptic use and 
anhedonia. 
, DICHOTIC LISTENING 
(64) GREEN (Michael Foster), HUDAHI (Kenneth) and 
MITCHELL (SharonO. Dichotic listening during auditory 
hallucinations in patients with schizophrenia. American 
Journal of Psychiatry. 151,3; 1994 ; 357-62. The 
article Assesses the functional intigration of the left 
henuisphere in 24 hellucinating and 21 non 
hellucinating psychiotic patients. Using a consonent 
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vowel version of the Dichotic listening test. The test 
was administered under 3 conditions a non forced 
attention codition. A condition in which attention 
was forced to the left ear, and one in which 
attention was forced to the eight ear. Non 
hallucinting Ss showed the normal eight ear 
advantage, whichindica te s a left heauisphere 
superiority in the processing of linguistie Stimuli. In 
contrast, hallucinating and Ss showed no ear 
advantage. Asubgroup of patients was tested in both 
hlallucinating and non-haluucinating states, but the 
ear asymmetry was not noticiably different between 
these states. 
DICHOTOMY DISORDERS 
(65) MAIER (Wlfgang), LICHTERMANN (Dirk), MINES 
(Jurgen) and HUEN (Reinhard), Schizoaffectiveand 
mood in cogniruent psychotic affective disorders. 
"Reply American Journal of Psychiary. 151, 3, 1994; 
455. 
The article replies on thedicholomy of schizoaffectivemood 
disorder and affective disorders with mood incogquent 
psychotic features. In response to chages of 
inaccuracies, DSM III-R criteria are clasified the 
conclusion in defended andthe study inclusion in 
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alarger study is pointed out. 
---, DRUGTREATMENT EDUCAITON 
(66) LEFF (Jalina) working with the jamilies of 
schizophrenic patients British Journal of Psychiatry. 
164 (suppl 23) ; 1994 71-76. 
The article describes a treatment programme for 
schizophrenics and their jamilies that combines drug 
treatment eduction and therepy. Developed on the 
basis of research on relatives expressed emotion the 
programme begars with eduction about schizophrenia 
for patients and relatives family sessions in the 
home are run in communicaiton teaching problem 
solving skills lowering criticism and over involvemnt 
reducing social confact between patient and relatives 
expanding social networks andlower expectations. 
Individual work withthe patients is often undertaken 
and includes social skills training anxiety 
management and a cognitive approach to presistent 
psychotic symptoms. Therapists take a centrl role in 
co-ordinating the varietyof services needed by patient 
and relatives. 
-----, DYSKINESIA, NEUROLEPTIC MEDICATION 
(67) ELKASHEF AHMAD, EGAN (Michael F), RANK (Joseph 
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A) and HYDE (thomas M). Basal ganaglia iron in 
tradive dyskinesia. An MRI study. Biological 
Psychiatry. 35, 1994; 16-21. 
The article deals with alternation in beain iron could play 
an important role inthe deveopment of tardive 
dyskinesia (TD) in patients receiving neuroleptic 
medication. 10 Ss met RDC for persistent TD, and I 
were free of TD. The signal intengi ty of basal 
ganglia structures was obtained as a quantitative 
estimate of brain iron content. No difference was 
found in the signal in fensity ratios between the 2 
groups. And this suggest that iron deposition inbasla 
ganglia deoes notplay a role in the pathophysio way. 
-----, EEGDYNAMICS, NONLINEARto 
(68) ROSCHKE (Joachin), MANN (k) and FELL (J). 
Nonlinear EEG dynamices. during sleepin depression 
and schzophrenia. International Journal andNeuro 
science. 78; 3-4; 1994; 271-84. 
The article analysed EEG segment of 16,384 data pints 
(2 .44 min) corresponding to sleep stages and REM to 
calculated the correlation dimension D and the 
Principle Lyapunov-exponent 1, Ss were I unmediated 
depressive inpatients 11 unmediated schizophrenic 
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inpatient and matened controls. Its is propose dthat 
D2 and Ll are conrelated witcomplexity and flexity 
of information processing. Result pint to an alteratin 
of the non linear brain dynamics mainlydurng slow 
waves stages 1n depressed Ss. Whereas 
inschizophrenics alterating were minly oserved during 
REM sleep. A Disturabed slow wave sleep may be an 
express1on o fthe correlatin dimensions and 
increased principia lyapunov exponents during REM 
sleep may correlate with impaired information 
processing in Schizophrenia. 
-----, EGO-BUILDING 
(69) VOLKAN (Vamik D). Identified with therapist's 
function and ego-building in the treatment of 
schizophrenia. British Journal of Psychiatry. 164 
(suppl 23): 1994: 77-82. 
The article Discusses about the psychoanalytic 
psychothrepy approach for schizophrenia. people with 
schizophrenia lack the ability to differential and 
integrate their self -and object -represantation, and 
they suffer from primitive object - relation conflicts. 
When a therapist interacts beneficially with a 
schizophrenia patient and enables him/ her to 
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identify with the ego function involved 1n this 
intraction, the patients frail psychic structure rec1eves 
nourishment that will strengthen it.This process is 
similer human development, in which child attoms 
psychic organization by interacting with a nurturer. 
The recommanded appreach in the psychcanalytic 
psychotherapy of Schizophrenia is to allow the 
natural evulution of the fusion defusion and 
introjection projection proceses to appear in the 
experience of transference and countertransference. 
--, THERAPIST'S FUNCTION 
(70) SALOMEM (Simo). Identification with the therapists 
junctions and egobuilding in the treatment of 
xhizophrenia. British Journal of Psychiatry. 164 
(suppl 23) ; 1994; 83. 
The article comments on V. volkan's article on the use of 
psychoanalytic psychotherapy to treat schizophrenics. 
Volkan's case materila shows how a patients early 
maternal object was invigorated over the cause of 
transferece. The spsychotherapeutic sitution not only 
provides opportunities for strengthening the ego 
through selutive identificaitons but also furnishes an 
opportunity for the res ti tu tion of primary 
identificaiton and the capacity for psychic 
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iden tificai ton and the capacity for psychic 
representation. 
-----, ELECTROCONVULSIVE, TREARAPY 
(71) MUKHERJEE (Sukdeb) and DEBSIKDAR (Vijay 
Kumar); Absence of neuroleptive induced 
parkinsonism 1n psychotic patients rece1veng 
adjunctive electroconvulsive therapy. Convulsive 
therapy 10, 1, 1994; 53-8. 
The article ascettained the presence of movement disorders 
blind to treatment status in 35 schizophrenic 
patients Iaged 20-60 years). All wer on neuroleptics 
and were receiving or had received earlier durig the 
index episode adjunctive bilateral ECT. None 
manifested signns of neuroleptic induced 
parkinsonism !rigidity bradykinesia or abnormal gait). 
fince tremor of the hands wasnoted in 2 patients 
and only 1 met criteria for probable mild tardive 
dyskinesia. the implications associated with 
schizophrenia and its tratment with ECT are 
discussed. The hypotheis is proposed that ECT 
protects against neuroleptic induced parkinsonism 
andtheraby may reduce the risk for the subsequent 
development f tradive dyskinesia 
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-----, EPIDEMIOLOGY, INFLUENCE 
(72) HAFMEL (H) MAURER (K) LOOFFLER (W) and 
FATKENHEVER (B). Epidemology o early course 
schizophrenia influence of age and gender on onset 
and early course. British Journal Psychiatry 164, 23; 
1994; 29-38. 
The article descries the development and validation of the 
Interview for the Retrospective Assessment of the 
Onset of Schizophrenia (H. Hafner et al see PA vol 
79: 29709). In 2267 Germna schizophrenics the age 
at whichdiffernet diagnositic ad onset definition were 
satisfied the symptoms at the time of the interview 
and the accumulationm of positive andnegative 
symptoms until Ist admission were assessed. 
Comparison between the seses and among 3 age 
groups yielded hardly any differences in the 
accumulation of symptoms andtheri course until 1st 
admission. Substantial sex differences were found 
with rspect to disease behavior. the significantly 
higher age at Ist onset in women is explained by 
theneuromodulatory effec tof estogen on D2 recepors 
and by a higher vulnerability threshded in women. 
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----- EPILEPSY PSYCHOSIS 
' ' 
(73) BRUTON (C.J.), STEVENS (Janice R) and FRITH 
(C.D.). Epilepsy psychosis and schizophrnia: Clinical 
and neurophthologic correlations Neurology 44. 1994. 
34-42. 
The article Compares clinical, EEG and nuropathologic 
data from 10 Ss diagnosed with epilepsy plus 
schizophrenia like psychosis, 9 Ss diagnosed with 
epilepsy plus "epileptic psychosis," and 36 Ss with 
epilepsy who hasno history of psychosis. Epilectic 
colony Ss had an earlier age at onset of e1zures 
while epitectic colonyand epitectic psychosis Ss had 
mor frequent seizures. Epilectic Ss inthe community 
died at a youner ag ethan did epileptic Ss inion 
stay hospitla care epilectic Ss with Schizophrenia 
like psychosis were distinguished from all other 
groups by a significant encess of pinpoint pervascular 
white matter softenings. 
----, SOCIAL ETIOLOGY FACTOR, NORHERN NORWAY 
(74) SORENSEN (Tom) Intricacy of the ordinary. British 
Journal of Psychiatry. 164 (suppl 23); 194 108-14. 
The article considers community psychiatry for 
schzophrenics form the perspectives of total 
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population responsibility, understanding the social 
factors for etiology and treatment and clinical and 
preventive practices. Research and clinicla experience 
from lofatem the catchment area of psyciatric 
outpatinent clinic in Northern Norwayis cited. A 
modle that places schizophrenia ina community 
psychiatric perspective is described. This work 
stresses the quality oflike for the socila network 
aroundthe psychiatric patient as a consideration in 
its own right. The patinets copling resources and 
social network are regarded as a continuous 
professional concern. 
----, FAMILY MANAGEMNT 
(75) RANDOLPH (Eugenia T) ETH (Spencer), GLYNN 
(Shirley M) and PAZ (Georage G). Behavioural family 
management is schizophrenia: outcome of a clinic 
based intervention British Journal of Psychiatry. 164; 
1994; 501-6. 
The article compared a clinic based verswn of inhome 
behavioral family mangement (BFM) fro 
schizopherenic patient with customary care alone for 
41 schizophrenic patient sin a VA mentla health 
clinic BFM provided patients ad their families with 
eduction about schizophrenia, training 1n 
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communiction skils andinstruction in problem. 
Solivng Methods included role rehearsal modeling 
and socila reinforcement. Monthly Brief Psychiatryc 
Raitng scale ratings conducted by clinic psychiatrists 
who were blind to the patients assignment revealed 
that 3 patient who received BFM as well as 
customary care as compared with 11 patinet who 
received customary care alone had symptomatic 
exacerbations during the Ist year of treatment. 
----, FAMILY RESEARCH 
(76) TIENARI (Pckka), WYNNE (Lyman C), MORING (Juha) 
and LAHTI (Ilpo). Finish adoptive family study of 
schizophremia Implications for family research. 
British Journal of Psychiarty. 164 (suppl 23); 1994; 
20-26. 
The article compares a nationwide finnish sample of 
schizophrenics offspring given upfor adoption with 
matched controls who were adopted offspring of 
nonschizphrenic biological parents. the adoptive 
families and biological parents were investigate using 
interview and psychologicla tests. among the 155 
index offsprng the percentage of both psychoses and 
other sevse diagnoses (borderline syndrome) nad 
severe personality disorders) was sigificantly higher 
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than in the186 matched contorl adoptees. This 
supports agenetic hypotheis. However notale 
differeces bwtween these 2 groups only emeageed in 
the families ratd as disturbed. Thusthe genetic effect 
was only manifested as a psychiatric disorder in the 
presence of a disturbed family enviornment 
, FAMUTIDINE TREATMENT 
(77) OYEWUMI (L.K) , YOLLICK (D), MERSKEY (H) and 
PLUMB (C). Famotidine as an adjunct treatment of 
resistant schizophrenia. Journal of psychiiatry and 
Neuroscience. 19; 2; 1994; 145-50. 
The artile study about the famotidine, a patient highly 
selective H2 recepturant agonist that caresses the 
blood brain barrier was preseribed to 12 adult 
treatment resistant patients suffering from 
schzophrenia who demonstrated significant dificit 
symptoms of schizophrenia. Ss' antipsychotic 
medicatons were augmented withgamotidine inan 
open trial. All Ss showed marked improvemnt in 
their motivation and program participlation levle 
within 2-3 wks of adding famotiding totheir treatment 
and Ss made significant improvement resulting in 
discharge from hospital. Paranoid distrurbances and 
absence of comorbid substance use were predictors 
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of good response to famaotidine augmentation of 
heantipsychotic medications. Results imly that H2 
receptor activity inthe rain might play a rolein 
thepathogeniesis of deficit syndromes inschizophrenia. 
, FEMALE, ADULT, CHRONIC 
(78) MARNEROS (Andreas ) and KORNER (J) chronic 
palinopsia inschizophrnia. Psychopathology; 26; 5-6; 
1993; 236-39. 
The article discusses a 34 year old female patient with 
chronic persisting paliropsia associated with a 
plethore of rare sptic phesomena such as vivid visual 
hallumunation andphotopsias. This suggest the 
quuestion of whether there is a common Mechamism 
for all there optic phenomena. 
---, ELECTORDERMAL ACTIVITY 
(79) WIESELGREM (Ing-Maric), OHIUND (Lennart S), 
LINDSTROM (Life H) and OHMAN (ARNE). 
Electodermal activity a a predictor of social 
functioning in female schizphrenics. Journal of 
Abnormal psychology. 103, 3; 1994; 570-75. 
This article discusse about the 29 female schizophrenics 
and 20 female controls were presented with a series 
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of moderately intense tones in a standard arienting 
habituation paradign white skin conducionce was 
manitored. Premorbid adjustment and symptoms wer 
ealso rated, and the schizophrenics were obserced 2 
years later. The total schizophrenic groupwas divided 
into a good-outcome groupand a poor outcome group. 
Good social functioning outcome requred both self 
supporting ability in the jor market and at leat a 
minmal social life. the por outcome gorup had a 
significantly higher skin can ductance level and 
frequency of spontaneous skin conductance 
fluctuations than the control group whereas the few 
patient \ s with good outcome did not differ from 
controls. There results are contrary to prev1ous 
findings witha group of schizophrene men in which 
poor social functioning was associated with low 
elecrodermal activity. This discrepancy is discussed in 
terms of sex differences in schizophrence disorder -
Jurnal abstract. 
GENETIC STUDIES 
(80) CAMPION (Domnique), D'AMATO (Thierry), Bastard 
(Thristion) and AURENT (Clavdie) . Genetic sudy of 
dapamineD 1, D 2, and D4 receptors in schizophrenia. 
Psyciatry Reaearch. 51; 3; 1994 215-30. 
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The article studies the involuvem tn of the dopamine D 1, 
D2, and D4 receptor genes in the etiology of 
schizophrenia. Alinkage (LK) analysis using thelod 
score methord was performed in 32 families 14 of 
them originate form franace and 23 of them 
originally from the Island of la Reunion the Indian 
Ocea nO evidence of LK between Schizophrenia and 
genetic markecs loate at these ioci was found. 
Asimulation study was carried outrto gauge the 
significnance of these results. The conclusion of a 
non parametric LK test (i.e., the affected pedigree 
member method) were equally negaitve for each 
genetic marker an allelic association with the disease 
was also sought; 80 unrelated cant association was 
found. These results whihar e1n agreement with 
those obtained by other groups do not support the 
involvement of the dopamine D 1 D2 and D4 receptor 
genes the pathogenesis of schizophrenia. 
-----, GENETIC VULNERABILITY IMPLICATIONS 
(81) TIENARI (Pckka) WYNNE (Lyman C), MORNIGN (Juha) 
and WAHLBEERG (Karl- Erik.). Genetic 
Vulnerabilityor family enviornment? Implicaitons 
fromthefinish Adoptive Family study of schizophrnia. 
Psychiatria Fennia. 24; 1993 23-41. 
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The article compares a national sample of schizophrenics 
offspring given upfor odoption with matched controls. 
Biological parents and adoptive familieswere 
interviewed and psychologila tests. Among 155 index 
offspring the percentag eof both psychoses and other 
severe diagnoses was significantly higher than in the 
matched contorl adoptecs. However clear differecne 
between the 2 grups emerged onlyin adoptive 
families who were raed disturabed the genetic effects 
(ie the propensity for clinically serious psychiatric 
disorder in headoptecs) was expressed primarily in 
association with a disturabed adoptive faily rearing 
enviornment ad was not prsent inassociation with a 
healthy possibly protective adoptive family 
enviornment. 
, GENETICS, CORELATION 
(82)CORNBLATT (Barbard A) and KEIPL (John G). Impared 
sttention, genetics and the pathophysiology of 
schizophrenia. Schizophrenia Bulletin. 20; 1; 1994; 
31-46. 
The article describe the impaised attemtion commonly 
observed in schizopherenics likelyinvolves an under 
lying brain abnormality andmay contribute to the 
dvelopmnt of schizophrenia like synptoms andplay a 
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roe 1n theexpression of hte illness. It is sugggested 
tha tabnormla attention, as measued by CPT S9 is a 
main idicator of a biological suscepti bility to 
schzophrenia. 
-----, GEORAPHIC CORRELATION 
(83) BROWN (James S). Geographic Correlation of 
schizophrenia to ticks andtick borne encephalitis. 
Schijo phrenia Bullitin. 20, 4; 1994; 744-75. 
The article examines the geographical distribution of 
infections disease in the US release that the 
spreading foci of lyme disease and its vector Ixodid 
ticks (ITs) correlate with high schiizophrenia (SP) 
raten ITs arrevenction in north american and 
Throught thewould oftick borne encephalitin (TBE) 
and TBE is shown to be conceutrated cin counties 
wherther heighest rate of SP ae found. 
HUMENENTIC ANALYSIS 
(84) DZURFC (Laura COx) Schizophrenic (Lients expencnes 
of Power using humenentic analysis: Image Journal 
of Nursing Scholarship. 26, 2; 1994; 155-59. 
This article conducted a her meneutic stydy to discribe 
the character of power for 15 2 3-7 2 years old 
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pealple with schizophrenia la disorder that may laead 
to dependence uncesterinty or damination, DAta were 
generated through 2 sequentila individual inteview. 
Analyis revealeed athat for these Ss the essence of 
power was integratity idrectdness for wards the 
would) The extent of power was determined by 
personal aware ness of integratity among Ss the 
range of power was modest powr for people with 
schzophrenia differs form power for people in genaal 
in that it is respected to mundane consideration the 
characteris HS of power ofor perople with 
schzophrenia may intafe with theri ability toadopt to 
living in the community 
-----, HELOPERIDOL and REDUCED HELOPERIDOL 
RELATIONS 
(85) LEROUX (Jean Marc) ELlA (Eduvick) JACQUET 
(Michele) and POMMERY (Jean). Correlatin of clinical 
response (PANSS) and plasma levels of haloperidol 
and reduced ghaloperided in schizophrenia Progress 
in Neuro-Psychhopharmacology and Biologicl Psyciatry. 
18, 2; 1994 347-53. 
The article describes that the covvelute plasma 
conceentuations in halopenidol/ veduced halopevidal 
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(H/vH) and clinical efffivery form 8 whizophrenic 
patients .Ss mene treatment by oval H for 3 wks 
and then inchdihed to H decanoate. There was a 
tvend you the pleumalevle of H ot decrease while 
the perutive male socove increased. Implications you 
H treatment and noted. 
HEMIDITABILITY NIGENING 
(86) GUREJE (Oye), BAMIDELE (R), and ADERIBIGBE (YA). 
Heritability of of schizophrenia: A controlled family 
history investigation in Nigeria. British Journal of 
Psychiatry; 164; 1994; 481-86. 
The article studies 36 consecutively admitted patients 
with schizophrenia and 20 wiht mania in Nigeria for 
the morbid rish of psychosis in their first degree 
selatives. Using the family history method of 
asecrtainemtn the morbid risk of schizophrenia 1n 
the relatives of schiizophrenic pro bands. was 4.1% 
compared with 1.4% in the relatives of manic 
probands. While this difference was not significant 
that between the morbid risk for affective psychoses 
in the relatives of manic patients (7 .8%) was 
significantly higher than for the relatives of 
schizophrenci patinets ( 0%). Data support the 
traditional seperation of schizophrenia and affective 
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disorder. 
-----, HYPONATREMIC WATER INBALANCE 
(87) GOLDMAN (Morris B), NASH (Makeeta), BLaKE 
(Lesley) and PETKOUIC (Miljano S). Do electolyte 
containing beverages improve water imbalance in 
hyponatremic schizophrenics Journal of clinical 
psychiatry. 55, 4; 1994 151-53. 
The article discuss about four male chronic schzophrenic 
impatients with symptomatic hyponatremia drank 
water jor 1 wk gatorade plus water for 3 wks and 
then water again fr 1 wk. Afternoon plasma cinolatity 
and morrning serum solium levels were used to 
estimate hydration status and moring and afternoon 
onne creatinine concentration s were used to 
estimate jluid intake. During the baseline phase, Ss 
were midly polydipsic and midly overhydrated in the 
morning and severely overhydrated in the afternoon. 
All Ss stated they preferred Gatorade and appeared 
to consume large quantities of it. Indies of lluid 
intake and hydroation status did not differ between 
the 2 control phases nor between the treatment 
phase the other 2 phase. Frequency of severe hypo-
osmolemia was also unagected. 
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HYPOTHESIS 
(88) KERWIN (Robert W). Glutamate receptors microtubule 
associated protrins and developmental anamaly in 
schizophrenia: An hypothesis Psychological Medicine. 
23 3; 1993 537-51. 
The article hypotheisizes that developmental abnor malities 
in the temporal lobes of schizophrenics are due to 
faulty assembly of microtubule associated proteins 
due to deficinecy of trophic forms of N-Methyl -D-
aspartate (NMDA) receptors. Evidence to support this 
hypothesis is presented with regard to research on 
neuropathology andneuro development to neuro 
transimitter abnormalities and trophic function, and 
microtubule associated proteins. Ways of tastig this 
hypothesis potmostem are proposed. 
-----, IMAGING, MAGNETIC REDONANCE 
(89) HARVEY (I) RON (MA.) DU BOULAY (G) and WICKS 
(D). Reduction of cortical volume in schizophrenic on 
magnetic resonace imaging. Psychological Medicine. 
23, 3; 193; 597-604. 
The article compares the MRI Scans of 48 chizophrenic 
patients to those of 34 healthy matched controls the 
volume of he feontla and anterior parietal lobes was 
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significantly reduced 1n the schizophrenic group as a 
result of a selective decrease in cortical volume with 
a corses oponding increase in the volume of slulcal 
fluid. Mrl abnosmalities correlated poorly with clinical 
parameters although both unemployment and poor 
premorbid adjustment predicted reduced cerebral 
volume and increased sui cal volume. 
-----, ---, MAGNETIC RESONANCE, 
(90) MOZLEY (P DAVID), GUR(Requel E) RESNICK (Susan 
M) and SHTASEL IDEri L). Manetic resonance 
imaging 1n schzophrenia. Relationship with 
clinicalmeasures. Schizophrenia Research 12, 3; 
1994; 195-203. 
The article examines relationships between clinical features 
of shizophrenica and CSF volum in bran obtained by 
MRI is a sample of 59 adult patients. The volumes 
fo the cerebral hemispheres and CSF were measured 
with a computer program designed to seperate 
reliabel neural issue frm CSF. CSF to cranial volume 
rations were relate to history symptoms profile, and 
autoce functioning. Earlier age of onset was 
associated with higher sulcal CSF ratio. The 
anatomic Measures were unrelated to symptom 
severity. However patient subtypes differed in the 
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latesality of measures. Higher left henispheric ratons 
were seen inpatients with severe negative symptoms 
and left predominance of ventiricular relative to 
sulcal ratios was associated with the presence of 
halluciantions and delusions. 
-----, IMPACT 
(91) ALBUS (Margot), SCHERER (Josef), HUEBER (S) AND 
LECHLEUTHNER (T). Impact of familial loading on 
gender differences in age at onset of schzophrenia. 
Acta Psychiatrica Scandinavica. 89 2; 1994 132-34. 
the article evdulats the age at onset of schzophrenia in 
197 patients ( 106 men, 91 women). Diagnoses were 
assessed according to the DSM -III-R by means of 
the structured clincal Inteview for DSM - III-R 
Disorders Ss with familial loading had an earlier age 
at onset without gender differences. Data indicate 
that both gender and familia loading contribute to 
the betrogenity of schizophenia. 
----- IMAPAIRD and ANAMALOUS SEMANTIC 
MEMORY 
(92) CHEN (E.Y.H.) WILKINS (A.J) and MC KENNA (P.J.). 
Semantic memory is both imparied and anomalous in 
sechzophenia. Psychologila Medicine. 24, 1; 1994 ; 
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193-202. 
The article examines the integrity ofsemantic menory in 
schizopherenia in an RT tesk requiring Ss to verity 
workd as members or non member of a conceptual 
category. Compared to matched normal controls 28 
schizophrenic patients were mpeired on the taks 
showng slowr responses in all conditions. In 
addition, tey tok longet to respond to items that 
were outside the category but semantically related to 
it in contrast to the controls who took the lognest 
to respond to ambignous words. In both speed and 
accuracy responding there was an outward shift of 
semantic category boundaries in sehizophrenia. 
INDICATORS 
(93) CANNON (Tyrone) and MARCO (elysa). Structural 
brain abnormalities as indicators of relnerability to 
schizophrenia. Schizophrenia Bulletin. 20, 1; 1994 
89-102. 
The article describes the relationship of abnormalities to 
familial risk temoral couse and phenomenologic 
demnesions of schizophrenia is also discussed 
ventricular eblalaegement and linbic systems 
pathology are sugested as valid markrs of 
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vulnesability to schizophrenia. 
-----, INDUCED PSYCHOSIS STIMULANT 
(94) ELLISOM (galard) stimulan induced psychosis the 
dopamne theory of schizophenia and the habenula. 
Brain Research. 19; 1994; 223-39. 
The article nots that both continuous amphetamine and 
coco1ne recently hav been found to induce 
degeration that is highly cofined to the lathal 
hebenula and fasilulus retroflexus. The haenula has 
consistently been show to be highely seasitive to 
dopamine (DA) agonists anantagonists. Thedorsal 
diencephalic system has maJor predominantly 
inhibitory connections onto DA contianing calls and 
1n part mediater negfativ efeedhack from DA 
receptors into DA cell bodies It represent one of the 
major input ot the raphe nucler and has 
anatomicla and functional connectins tomodulates 
functions such as sensory gating through the 
rauspaingating through centro gray and raphe and 
motor seroypies and rewards medhanism thurgh 
substani rigra and the ventraltegm ental area. 
Altraton n these pathway and idenal compdate for 
producing the behaviors that occurs during 
psychasis. 
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INTERMITTENCE VERSUS MAINTENANCE 
(95) PIETZCKER (Adolf) GAEEBEL (!wolfgang), KOPCKE 
(wolfgang) and LINDEN (Michaed. Intermittent versus 
main tnce neuorleptic long terms treatmen 1n 
schizophrenia 2 years results of a greman 
multrierter study. Journal of Psychiatric Research. 27 
4; 1993; 321-39. 
The article presnts the results of a 2 year multicenter 
study on the comparative effecacy of different 
neuroleptic long term treatmnt strategies in 364 
schizophrenic outpatients. The following 3 treatment 
sare compared prophylactic maintence treatment (MT) 
prophylactic early inerventin (EI) and neuroleptic 
crisis intervention (CI ) . althoug relapse rate were 
significantly lower under EI (49%) than under CI 
(63%) those under MT wer ey far the lowest (23%). 
Dropout and rehospitalization rate under both 
intermittent treatment strategies were also 
significantly less favorable than under MT wereas 
psychopathology sccial adjustment subjectiv esell 
being ahd side effects were not significantly differnt 
between treatent strategies. Low-dose prophylactic 
treatment is considered thebest treatment formost 
patients. 
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KORSAKOFF'S SYNDROME 
(96) HEIN RICHS (R Walter). Performacne on tests of 
diecephalic - hippocampal uerbal memory funciton n 
schizophrnia kersakoff's syndrrome an personalty 
disoder. Schizophrenia Research. 13, 2; 1994 127-32. 
The article revelen the performance on selected seere of 
the california verbal learnign test (CVLT) was 
compared in so schizophrenia 8 korakoff's syndrome 
and 8 personality disorder Ss to asses verbal 
memory in schizophrenia. Five CVLT scores semitive 
to dysfuciton in thediencephalic hippocampal (DEH) 
memory system and on attentin sensitive nasiale 
areenamined Ss were matched onage education and 
verbla ability by wechsker adult intelligenc escale 
evised (WAIS-R). Dchizophrnia Ss different consitently 
from korsa koffs Ss on DCH memory raniables but 
they did not diffr significantly from Ss with 
persoonality disorder. The three groups were 
compareale onimmediate memory. The results effirms 
the sensitivity of componet scores of the CVLT to 
orginic memory disorder; there is little support for 
impaised DCH function in schzophrenia. Th nature 
of memory problems in schizophrenia and how they 
reflect dysfumcitoal subcorticla processing is dicussed. 
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LOCK OF INSIGHT 
(97) CUESTA (Manuel J) and PERALTA (Victor) Lackof 1n 
signt in schizophrenia Schizophrenia Bulletin. 20; 2; 
1994; 359-66. 
The article invvestigated the neuropsychological pathogeny 
of lack of insight (LOI) in schizophreia. Ss were 40 
schizpphrenia impatients (aged 17-46 years) admited 
because of a recrudescence of symptoms. neurologic 
exploratons included an assessment of frontal 
neurologic signs abnormal involuntary movements 
and soft neurologic sign LOI was assessed through 3 
items from the Manula form theAssessment and 
Documentation of Psychopathology A glo bl index 
formthse 3 items lack of feeling ill LOI and 
uncoopearativeness) was obtained A 
neuropsychologicla batbery composed of test involving 
many functiona area ofthe brainwas used . LOI was 
associated with better perfromacne on immediate 
verbal immdiate visual and delayed visual membory 
tasks. The 3 components of LOI were extraced as an 
independent factorwhen they were included together 
with the positive andnegative symptoms neurologic 
abnormalities (frntal and soft neurologic signs and 
abnormal movemnts), and a globla measure of 
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cognitive performance. 
-----, LEGAL CONSTRUCTION 
(98) KAUFMANN (Coroline L). Reasonable accomodaton to 
mental helath disabilities at work legal constructs 
and practical appliations. Journal of Psychiatry a low 
21, 12; 1993 153-74. 
The article examines the use of the reasonale 
accomadation (RAs) concept of title I of the 
Americans with Disabilities Act of 1990. this act 
requires employers to make RAS to workers with 
physical andmental health disabilities RAs for mentla 
illnesses involve adjustment in scheduling superv1s10n 
and interpersonal relationships on the job. Three 
case studies of RA to wokers with schzophrenia are 
prsented . The cases involve work adjustment 
unauthorsed leaves of absence nad thefailure of RAs 
to compensate for poor work perormmance. The the 
most common accomodation is llexible scheduling to 
allowfor psychiatric treatment during work hours 
followed by adptaton of the interpersonal 
enviornment to protect the workkers prinacy and to 
reduce stress the cases of successfull and 
unsuccessful oucoes to theaccomodation process 
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indicate that some functional limitation cannot be 
acconodated. 
LIDDLE'S SYNDROME MODEL, 
(99) BASSETT (Annu) BURY (Alisan and HONER (Willang) 
Testing liddles three syndrone model in families with 
schizophrenia Schizophronia research. 12, 3; 1994; 
213-121. 
The article describes a 3 synelrome model conprised for 
redsty distortion psychonotor poverty 
anddisorganization symptm clusters. The autors 
assessed this modle in 72 members of 5 familie 
segregating schizophrenia. A wide range of 
psychopathology was present across a spectrum of 
diagnoses Data on symptoms used inLiddle's molel 
were derive dform the positive and Negaive syndromd 
scale and a mentla status examination Factor 
analysis indicated 3 clusters of symptoms. the 
psychomotor poverty or negative symptom cluster 
wasconfireme in the familial sample. the other 2 
factors differd somewhat frmtheLiddle modle 
Hallucian tin delusin disorganized thinking and 
inappropriate affect formed one factor suspiciousness 
and stereotyped thiking formed the other. 
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MALE OLFACTORY and DENAFICATON DEFICTI 
100. HOULIHAN (David) FLAUM (Michael) ARNOLD (Steven 
F) and indentification deficits in schzophrenia. 
Schizophrenia Reaseach. 12 2; 1994 179-82. 
The article determined whether male schizophrenic 
patients would performs significanly worse than 
contorls ona standardized test of olfactory 
identification even if attentional factors and smoking 
history were adequately controlled 23 male and 19 
female adult schizphrenic Ss and22 male and 15 
female normalcontrls complete the University of 
pennsylvania smellldentificaton test UPSIT) and the 
picture LJ Seidamn etal see PA vol 79: 23690) that 
schizophrenic Ss have inpared olfactory identification 
relative to contorls controls scored higher than 
schizophrenic Ss whether or not they smoked and 
smokers scored lower than nonsmokers whethe or 
not they were schizophrenic. 
MANIC DEPRESSION 
101. LAPIERRE (Yvon D). Schizopherenia and manic 
depression : Separate illnesses or a continues 
Canadian Journal of Psychiatry. 39, 9(Suppl); 1994; 
559-64. 
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The article shown E. Kraepelin proposed that 
Schizophrenta and mante depression are distinct and 
separable disorders. This hypothesis has been 
challenged recently by proponeuts of the unitory 
psychosis theory, which posits a continuum from 
unipolar to bipolar disorder, con tiring through 
schizoaffective and sclinzo phronic illness. More 
problematic is a diagnosis of schizoaffective disorder 
which does not appear top be a stable clinical 
entity. This would suggest that schizoaffetive disorder 
is not a true clinical syndrome but rather a 
phenotipc variation. 
--MEDICAL TREATMENT, COST 
102. RUBIO-STIPEC (Maritza), STIPEC (Bartolous) and 
(ANI NO (Glorisa). Cost of schizophrenia in Puerto 
Rico. Journal of Metal Health Administration. 21, 2; 
1994: 136-144. 
Presents data from a model that examined the costs 
associated with schizophrenia in Puerto Rico. In this 
model labor impairment cost living costs, medical 
treatment time issues. and prevalence were 
estimated. Results show schizophrenia to be a costly 
illness. Annual loss of income represented 37% of 
the annual gross national product of the island. The 
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expenditures for mental health services were 26.8% 
of the total budget of themental Health Secretariat. 
MEMORY and PLASMA CHANGES 
103 GILBERTSON (Mark.W), YAN (Jeffrey K.) and, 
VANKANMEN (Daniel P). Memory and plasma HVA 
changes in schizophrenia : Are they episode markers 
? Biological Psychiatry. 35; 13: 1994; 203-16. 
Evanine changes in standardized memory function as 29 
male schizophrenia patients (aged 20-51 yrs.) wer 
ewithdrawn from newoleptic medication. Data indicate 
that selective cognitive deterriration occurs prior to 
and may be predictive of relapse and that increases 
in plasma homovanillic acid (HV A) following 
haloperidol discontinaution collelate with this 
cognitive deterioration. Thefinding suggest that 
memory impairment in schizophrenia may represent a 
dynamic process as opposed to ablatic feature of 
theillness. 
MEMORY DEFICIT 
104 CATTS (Stanely V), Shelly (Anne-Marie ) and WARD 
(Phillip B). Brain potential evidence for an aiditory 
sensorymemory deficit schizophrenia. American 
Journal of Psychiatry, 152, 2; 1995; 213-19. 
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104. The articl examines the effect of medication on this 
match negativity (MMN) amplitude in schizophrenia 
(SCZ) and determined whether the multiple disorders 
of selective attention found in SCZ were secondary to 
disturbances in sensory processing. 11 medicated 
and 11 neuroptic free SCZ patients, 11 patients with 
bipolar affective disorder and 33 age and sex 
matched healthy comparison. participate recorded 
MMNs. MMN amplitude was significantly lower in 
SCZ Ss (Regardlessof medication status) than in a 
healthy comparison Ss. There was a significant 
negative correlation between age and MMN 
amplitude. MMN amplitude was significantly corelated 
with ratings of negative SCZ symptms but not with 
positive symptoms, indicating that MMN may be a 
chronicity marker or reflect or predisposition to the 
development of SCZ. Ss with bipolar affective disorder 
did not show lower MMN amplitude results implicate 
the anditory cortex in the pathophysiology of SCZ. 
--, MEMORY Effect of 
105. CALEV (Arraham Edelist and SANDA. Effect and 
memory in schizophrenia Negative emotion words 
are forgotten less rapidly than other words by 
longhospitalized scheizoprenics. Psychopathology. 26, 
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5-6; 1993; 229-35. 
This article investigted that effect of emotion on the rate 
of forgetting and attempted toreplicate the finding of 
rapid forgetting long-hospitalized schizopherenics. 
Neutral, positive and negative emotion world lists 
were read by 14 long hospitalized schizophrenics 
and 14 normal controls. Ss were tested for recall 
immediately and after a delay of about 48 hrs. 
Results show that long hospitalized schizophrenia (i) 
remembered less infermationly forgot reapidly over tie 
and (3) forgot the negativ emotion list less rapidly 
than the positive emotion list. The conclusions 
drawn were that long-hospitalized schizophrenia are 
characterized by the rapid fergetting of verbal 
materials and negative emotion materials are 
forgotten less rapidly by schizophrenia than are 
other materials. 
---, FLOW OF BLOOD. 
106. GUR (Raquel E), JAGGI (Jurg.), SHTASEL (Derri L) 
and RAGLAND (J Daniel). Cerebral flow of blood 1n 
schizophrenia : Effect of memory processing on 
regional activation. Biological Psychiatry. 35, 1; 1994; 
3-15. 
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Measured regional cerebral blood flow (rCBF) with the 
Xenoin clearance technique and a high resolution 
(254 detectors) Scanner during the performance of a 
verbal and a facial memory task in 18 patiens with 
schizophrenia and 18 sociodemographically matched 
controlls. Patients had less global increase, which 
was relatively higher in the left hereisphere, and 
this was more pronounced for the verbal task. 
Patients failled to show appepriate laterality change 
in themedtemporal region, but instead showed such 
change sin other regions. Patients showed greatest 
impariment in specificity of verbal recognition 
performance, and this correlated with severity of 
hallucinatings and delusions. This supports a model 
of left temporal to be dysfunction In schizophrenia. 
MEN and WOMEN CLASS ANALYSIS 
107. CASTLE (David J), SHAM (P.C.), Wessely (S) and 
MURRAY (R.M.). Subtyping of schizophrenia in men 
and women : A laten class analysis. Pschiological 
Mediaine. 24, 1; 1994; 41-51. 
The article conducted latent class analysis on an 
epidemiologically based series of 447 Ist contact 
British Patients with a broad diagnosis of 
schizophrenia. Results revealed evidence for 2 
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subtypes : a neurodevelopmental type characterized 
by early onset, poor premorbid social adjustment, 
restricted affected and a male : female ratio of 7:3; 
and a paramoid type characteized by later onset, 
perceutary delusions and an almost equal sex ratio I 
A 3rd Schizoaffective, subtype was almost entirely 
confined to females and characterized by dysphoria 
and persecutory delusions and had negligible familial 
risk of schizophrenia. 
MEN, PILOT STUDIES 
108. BURKE (Michael) A, McEVOY (Joseph P) and 
RITCHIE (James C). Pilot study of a structured 
interview addressing sexual function 1n men with 
schizophrenia. Biological Psychiatry. 35, 1; 1994; 32-
5. 
Gives the details the patients specific complaints of 
impariment, and item 15, the interviews glo hal 
judgment of impairment; were significantly correlated 
with each other and with the defference between 
and pleasent lepolted frequencies of erection and 
masturation. More severe implainent on these 
survaney measures was significantly associated with 
greater biological evidence of dipamone blockade 
more severe entrapyramidal side effects and highes 
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serum prolactine levels). 
--, METABOLISM, GENDER DIFFERENCE Role of, 
RELATION 
109. WEI (Jun), RAMCHAND (C.N.) and HEMMINGS 
(Gwynneth P.). Are gender differences generally 
related to catecholoanine metabolism in schizophrenia 
? Journal of Psychitric Researh 27, 4; 1993; 335-60. 
The article measures serum homovanithric acid 
(HVA), norepinephrine (NE). Serum dopanine- b-
hydroxylase (DBH), platelet monoamine oxidase 
(MAO), and erythocyte catechol-o-methyltrasferase 
(COMT) in 86 healthy parents of schizophrenia Ss 
and 36 control Ss to study a genetic relationship 
between catecholamine metabolism and gender 
differences of schizophrenia. Results show that serum 
HBA concentration was significantly higher in 
mothers of female Ss than in mothers of male Ss 
and that erythocyte COMT activity was siginificantly 
increased only in mothers of male Ss compared to 
female contorl Ss. No significant difference in 
platelet MAO and serum DBH activity was fond 
among the 3 groups. Catecholamine metabolism 1n 
mothers of schizopheric Ss may play a geneticrole 1n 
the gender difference of schizophrenia. 
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METROLOGICAL PROBLEMS 
110 FRIEDMAN (David), SQUIRES (Wheeler) and 
ELIZABETH. Event related potentials (ERPs) as 
indicators of risk for schizophrenia. Schizophrenia 
Bulletin. 20, 1; 1994; 63-74. 
This article Methodological problems, including the 
standaridization of number and placements of 
electrodes and the need to control for age, are 
discussed ERP data from adult schizophrenia 
patients and their families reported in a number of 
studies are evauated. ERP measurements are shown 
to be reliable, but additional research is needed with 
regard to ERP component stability and transmission 
of ERP paraments within normal families. 
MODALITY SHIFT EFFECT 
111. FERSTI (Roman) HANEWINKEL (Reiner) KRAG (Peter) 
Is the modality shift effect specific for Schizophrenia 
patients? schizophrenia Bulletin. 120, 2; 1994; 367-
63. 
This article tested whether the RT of schizophrenia 
patients is longer when successive imperative stimuli 
are of different modality (eg light by sound) than 
when they are identical (eg sound followed sound). 
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This effect is called the odality . shift effect. The RTs 
of 17 5 persons were anslysed : 54 schizophrenia 
patients 33 patients withmodel disorder 13 alcoholics 
17 patients with rehematoid arthritis, 13 patients 
with internal diseases and 45 normal control. The 
disproportionate RT slowing of schizophrenia patients 
due to a shift in sensory modality of the stimuli. A 
shift from light to sound stimuli lengthened the RT 
for schizophrenia patients considerably more than for 
alcoholics patients with rhemotoid arthitis patients 
with dinternal disease, or normal controls. No 
difference was found between the RTs of 
Schizophrenia patients and patients with mood 
disorder. 
MOLECULAR, GENETICS 
112. LONNQUIST (Jouko) and ELTONEN (Leena). Molecular 
genetics of schizophrenia; special advantages in the 
genetically isolated populations. Psychiatria Fennica. 
24; 1993; 9-21. 
The article shows that the Finnish population is a genetic 
isolated, where a limite number of predisposing 
genes for schizophrenia have probably become 
enriched especially in multiplex families and in some 
isolated communtries. A combination of the unique 
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structure of the Finnish population and high quality 
of the health care system with accurate national 
register makes Finland an ideal country in which to 
search for predisposing genes for schizophrenia. 
Chances of identify genes predisposing to 
schizophrenia are higher than 1n more 
heterogenouys, mixed populations. The national 
Public Health Institute is launching a research 
project to study the molecular genetics of 
schizophrenia in Finland. 
--, INVESTIGATION 
113. NOVELLI (Emanuela), NOUIE (Maria), DIAFERIA 
(Giuseppina) and SCIUTO (gabriella). Molecular 
investigaton suggests no relationship between 
observie compulsive disorder and the dopamine D 2 
receptor. Neuropychobiology. 29, 2; 1994; 61-3. 
The article investigate the relationship between obsersive 
compulsive disorder (OCD) and giles de La Tourette's 
syndrome by screening 3 important exams of the 
dopamine D2 receptor (DRD2) gene for mutations 1n a 
group of 45 adult OCB patients with or without tics. 
No strucural changes were found, suggesting no 
relationship between DRD2 and OCD. Moreover, the 
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frequency of the polymorphism in exon 6 was 
different from that found in schizophrenics. 
MOTOR, PERFOMANCE 
114. GRIFFITH (Jay M.), ADLER (Lawrence E.) and 
FREEDMAN (Robert). fine motor performance in 
schizophrenia. Neuropsychobiology. 29, 4; 1994; 179-
84. 
The article Assessed that the peripheral and central 
aspects of motor dysfunction in 12 schizophrenic and 
12 normal Ss, using a test of control of finger 
movement based on the widely used smooth pursuit 
eye movement (SPEM) task. In this task, Ss used 
finger movement to track a visual target. 
Simultaneously, an EMG of the extensor digitorcen 
communis, the primary muscle used in the task, 
was recorded. SPEMS were also asseed. 
Schizophrenics demonstrated poorer finger tracking 
than did controls. However, there was no evidence 
for motor unit dysfunction. Schizophrenics also 
performed more poortly on SPEM. Severity of 
extrapyramidical symptoms was correlated with 
poorer performance on the finger tracking task, but 
not SPEM. Findings support the hypothesis that 
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schizophrenics tracking abnormalities are due to 
deficits rather than peripheral pathology. 
--, NEGATIVE AND DEPRESSIVE, SYMPTOME 
115. JONES (J), STETIN (D.J), STANLEY (Michael) and 
GUIDO (J .R.). Negative and depressive symptoms in 
suicidal schizophrenics. Acta Psychiatrica scan 
dinavica. 89, 12; 1994; 81-87. 
The article Determines the value of positive, negative 
and depressive symptoms, and of the dexamethasone 
suppression test (D ST) 1n differentiating 
schizophrenics with and without a history of suicide. 
57 hospitalized patients with schizophrenia were 
assessed at the end of neuroleplic free interval with 
the Brief psychiatric Rating scale (BPRS), the 
Hamilton Rating seal for Depression (HRSD), and 
with a denamethasone chalenge. Suicide attemptless 
were significantly more likely to meet criteria for 
major depression than nonattemptes. DSTAM and 
PM cortisol values differentiated suicide attempters 
from nonattemptless and HRSD scores correlated 
significantly with cortisol levels. Results confirm the 
importance of depressive symptoms in schizophremic 
patients with a. history of suicide. 
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NEGATIVE SYMPTOMS 
116. AXELORD (Bradley), GOlDMAN (Robert S), WOODARD 
(John L) and AIPHS (Larry D). Factor structure of 
negative symptoms assemnet Psychiatry Research 52, 
2; 1994; 173-79. 
This article evaluated the factor structure of the 
negative symptoms assessment (NSA) a standardized 
negative symptom rating scale, in a group of 223 
inpatients with schizophrenia confirmatory factor 
analyses found that a 6 factor model best describe 
the NSA. More specifically, the domains of 
communication, Emotion, Affect; social Invalument, 
Mothation Gross cognition and Retadation 
characterized therating scale. This latent structure 
ofthe NSA is consistent with a multidimensionals 
concen tualiza tionof negativ symptom. 
117. Gerbaldo (Hector), Helisch (Andreas), Schneider 
(Barbara) and Philipp (Michael). Subtypes of negative 
symptoms : Teh priomary subtype in schizophrenic 
and non-Schizophrenic patients. Progress in Neuro-
Psychopharmacology & Biological Psychiary. 18; 1994; 
311-20. 
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The article Investigated about pnmary negative symptoms 
in schizophrenic and non Schizophrenic patients. 84 
consecutively admitted psychiatric patients were 
studied 5 yrs. after their discharge using the scale 
for the Assessment of Negative Symptoms and 
theschedule forthe Deficit Syndrome. All negative 
symptoms (including theprimary subtype) could be 
identified in all diagnostic groups. 
NERVOUS SYSTEM 
118. HOLLISTER (J .Meggin), MEDNICK (Sarnoff A.), 
BRENNAN (Patricia) and ANNON (Tyrone D.). Impaired 
autonomic nervous system habituaationin those at 
geneticrisk for schizophrenia. Archives of general 
Psychiatry. 51, 7; 1994; 552-8. 
The article tested the hypothesis that higher level of 
genetics predisposition to schizophrenia would be 
associated with increasing impairment of habituation 
of autonomic nervous system activity and that 
development of schizophrenia in later life would be 
associated with habituationimpairment of childhood. 
Data were collected from a study of 207 adolescents 
(aged 10-19 yrs.) that identify antecedents of 
schizophrenia. 104 Ss were classified as low risk 
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high risk and super-high risk, according to whether 
or not their parents were diagnosed with 
schizophrenia or spectrum disorders. In a series of 
analysis, Ss at super-high, risk evidenced little or no 
habituation, Ss at high risk evidenced an 
intermediate level of habituation, and Ss at low risk 
evidenced rapid habituation. Ss who become 
schizophrenic in adulthood also evidenced significant 
deficits in habituation in adolescence. 
NBURODEHAVBORAL, HETEROGENECITY 
119. GOLDSTEIN (Gerald). Neurobehavioural heterogeneity 
in schizophrenia. Archives of clinical Neurop-
sychology; 93; 1994; 265-76. 
The Article discusses attempts to anve at meaningful 
subtypes of cognitive function in schizophrenia 
through the use of cluster analysis. The subtypes 
obtained were related to variables extrinsic and 
intrinsic to schizophreniaitself. While classification of 
Ss was associated to some extent with extrinsic 
factors, such as age, education, and neurological 
comorbidity, a portion of the heterogeneity could still 
be associated with intrinsic factors. These factors 
might be consistent with currently proposed 
neurobiological subtypes of schizophrenia. 
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Neurochemical Indicators 
120. CSERNANSKY (John.G.) and Newcomer (JohnW.). Are 
there neurochemical Indicators of risk for 
schizophrenia ? Schizophrenia Buletin. 20, 1; 1994; 
75-88. 
This article describe that there 1s little evidence that 
either basal cerebla-spinal or plasma markers berdict 
incresed risk for development of schizoprenia. Hwever 
platelet and neurodonela markers of 5-HT fucntion 
and an individua's capacity to decrease plasma 
homovanilic acid concentration following neuroleptic 
blockage are suggested as possible risk markers. 
NEURODEGNERATIVE, INFREVENT 
121. ARNOLD (Stenen E), FRANZ (Bryan R) and 
TROJANOWSKI (John Q). Elderly patients with 
schizophrenia exhibit unfrequent heurodegnerative 
lesions. Neurobiology of Asing. 15, 3; 1994; 299-303. 
The article examines the brain of 10 de cased elderly 
patients with both schizophrenia (SCZ) and dementia 
tocharacterize the neuropathology of their cognitine 
deteriration control cases· included 5 non-demented 
elderly patients with SCZ, 5 age compatible 
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symptoms. Psychological Reports 74, 12; 1994; 481-
82. 
The article Euplenes the relationship between neurodeptic 
dose enpnerred as chlorpromazine equvalents and 
positive and negative cymptoms of 28 schizophrein 
patients (mean age 30.2 yrs) while does was 
positively ere;ated to overall as well as specific 
negative symptoms scores no relaton ws yound with 
positive symptoms scores. 
--, TREATMENT 
124. RAMCHAND (R), WEI (J), RAMCHAND (C.N.) and 
HEMMINGS (G.P.). Increased serum lgE 1n 
schizaphrenic patients who responded poorly to 
neuraleptic treatment. Lifer Sciences, 54, 21; 1994; 
1579-84. 
The article assesses total serum IgE and plasma 
interleukin (11)-4 in 107 schizophrenic patients (aged 
19-61 yrs) with schizophrenia (26 neuraleptic-free 
and 81 neuroptic treated) and in 46 control Ss. The 
total serum IgE was significantly higher in the 
patients who responded poorly tne uroleptic 
treatment compared with the other 4 groups. No 
significant changes were found in plasma (L-4 leels 
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Alzheimer's disease (AD)patients, and 5 neurologically 
normal elderly patients. The unexpected lack of 
neuropathological findings to explain the cognitine 
deterioration in this group of elderly patients with 
SCZ prompts spe culation about alternative etiologies. 
NEUROLEPTICS, ANTIPSYCHOTIC ROSPONSES 
122. GLOUINSKY (David). Early antipsychotic response to 
resumptionof neuroliptic in drug-free chronic 
schiliphrenic patients. Biological Psychiatry. 35, 16; 
1994; 429-30. 
This article responds to the question by T. Terao of the 
study by D.Glovinsky et al which demnstrated that 
neuroleptic remedication promptly improved psychotic 
symptoms in chronic schizophrenic patients. A 
preliminary analysis would not conclusively address 
the posibility of a causal relationship between a 
prolonged neuroleptic free period and a sibsequent 
delauyed response toneuroleptic remediation. 
--- POSITIVE AND NEGATIVE SYNPTOMS 
RELATIONS. 
123. JOHNSON (patrick B.) RAMIREZ (Paul M.) OPLER 
(LEW I SA) and MALGADY (Robert). Relationship 
between neurololeptic dose and positive and negative 
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between any of the 5 groups. It is possible that 
raised serum IgE levels may characterize a subgroup 
of schizophrenia. 
--, CLINICAL SIGNIFICANCE 
125. WIESEL (Fruits Axel). Neuroleptic treatment of 
patients with schiophrenia mechanisms of action and 
clinical significance. British Journal of Psychiatry. 
164 (Suppl 23); 1994; 65-70. 
This article show the Reviews evidence showing that a 
blockade of D 2 dopamine receptirs mediates the 
effects of antisychotics. Biochemical and receptor 
mechanisms that have been researched include 
dopamine and themajor monoamine metabolities in 
the brain clinical support the importance of a 
dopamine receptor blockade 1n the alleviationof 
psychotic symptoms. Position errission tomography 
studies have made it possible to identify receptors 
in vivo, demonstrating that the radiolabeled tracer 
will not accumulate in the caudate and putamen of 
neuroleptic treated patients since the D 2 dopamine 
binding sites are blocked by thedrug. results also 
suggest that amore pronounced antipsychotic effects 
should not be experted from combining neuroleptics. 
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TYPICAL AND ATYPICAL QUANTITATIVE 
EFFECTS. 
126. Litman (Robert E.), Hommer (Daniel W.), RADANT 
(Alen), ELEM (Thomas), Quantitative effect of typical 
and atypical neuropeltics on smoth pursuit eye 
tracking in Schizophrenia. Schizophrenia Research 
12, 2; 1994; 107-20. 
The article enemines smooth pursuit eye movements. (SPT) 
in 26 adults with utizuphunier and 42 healthy adult 
controls. The effect of treatment typical and atypical 
neumatepties on SPT was examined in a leukyvoup 
of 16 Ss with schizophnenia pantiukerting in a 
study compns1ng fluphenazine (FPZ) and cilozapine. 
Cilozakine might manthly reduced SPEM gain and 
significantly increased toterl and catch up remaines 
when compared with controls or Ss remaining FPZ. 
NEUROPSYCHOLOGICAL, GORRELATES 
127. KAHN (Rene S), HARVEY (Philip D), DAVIDSON 
(Michael) and KEEFE (Richard S. E.). 
Neuropsychological correlates of central monoamine 
function in chronic schizophreria relatonship between 
CSF metabolites and cognitive function. 
Schizophrenia Research. 11, 13; 1994; 217-24. 
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The authors enan1nes the relationship between cognitive 
dysfunction and central doparine (DA) activity in 
schizophrenia. Neuropsychological measures 
(visuispatial and verbal recalb; performance on the 
wiscosin card sord test (WCST); visuospatial 
percenption) were examined in H drug free male 
schizophrenia patients and related to CSF (on 
centrations of themetabolites of DA (homovanillic acid 
(HVA), Serotonin (5 hydronytryptamine), and more 
p1ne phine. CSF HVA concentrations were correlated 
with the ability to recall visuospatial infornation with 
attention to verbal tarks, and with WCST 
performance but not with the aboility to recall 
verbally presented material and visuospatial 
perception. Low CSF HVA concentrations predicting 
poor performance on these tests. 
---, NEUROPSYCHOLOGICAL MODELS. 
128. BLANCHARD (Jack J.), Kring (AnnM) and NEALE 
(John M). Flat 1n the schizophrenia : Atest of 
neuropsychdogial models. schizophrenia Bulletin. 20, 
2; 1994; 311-25. 
The article evaluate the associated between 
neurosycological indies of pfrontal to be and right 
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and right henairphere impairment deficits in the 
expression of effect 1n schizophrenia 28, 
benmedicated male adult schjophrenics were studied 
and releveant denographics characteristics were 
controlled. Deficts in affectives expression were 
assessed both in a clinical interview and in Ss 
response to affect eliciting films schizophrenia Ss 
demonstrated significantly higher clinical ratings of 
affectives flattening and less facial expression while 
ve1w1ng films than isdemographtically matched male 
control Ss. Neuropsychological performance was not 
consistently related to these expressive drficts in 
schizophronia. The characterization of flat effect as a 
purely emotional defict is quistioned. 
NEUROPSYCHOLOGICAL PREFORMANCE. 
129. SEIDMAN (Larrdy J.); Yurgelun TODD (Deborah), 
Kremen, (William S. ) and WOODS (Broyon T). 
Relationship of prefrontal and temporal to be MRI 
measures to neuropsy chological performance 1n 
chronic Schizophrenia. Biological Psychiatry. 35, 4; 
1994; 17. 
The article discussion about 17 adult schizophremic 
inketients received an MRI and a heurophychological 
tert battery after clinical itabilization on auenay 2 
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mo after admission measured included related 
subterts of the wechrles Adult intelligence scale 
Review (WAIS-R) Wechsut memory scale review (WMS-
R) and Wisconin Card sorting test. The schtral 
finding was a right rt univese correlation between 
neutrocoghtine measures of pvefrontal function and 
prefrontal cortex (DLPFC) area strong est in the left 
hemisphene A number of eneutive attention. Defects 
in Schizophniner ave in the pent associated with 
pnefrontal contiputions of attention akrract reasoning 
and enetic function. 
NEUROPSYCHOLOGICAL RISK . 
130. KREMEN (William S.), SEIDMAN (Larry S), PEPPE 
(John R) and LYONS (Michael J). Neuropsychological 
risk indicators for schizophrenia: A review of family 
studies. Schizophrenia Bulletin. 20: 1; 1994; 103-9. 
The article Reviews studies of neuropsychological deficits 
in adult relatives and children of schizophrenics and 
the similarity of such deficits to those seen In 
Schizophrenics patients. The strongest evidence of 
impairment in relatives is seen In sustained 
attention, pesceptual motor speed. Concept formation, 
and to a lesser en tent, mental control/ encoding the 
deficit pattern is found to parallel that found in 
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schizophrenic patients themselves and is similar for 
children and adult relatives, thus suggesting 
dysfunction in he preforntal temporal limbic, and 
attentional systems. 
NICOTINIC ACETYLEHOLINE. 
131. MUKHERJEE (Sukdeb), MAHADIK (Sahebarao P.), 
KORENOVSKY (Anna) and LAEV (Helio). Serum 
antibodies to nicotinic acetyleholine receptors in 
schizophrenic patients Schizophrenia Research. 12, 
2; 1994; 131-6. 
The article examined serum levels of antibodies to risticric 
alltylcholine receptors (antirachral) and the presence 
of trdive dyskiresia (TD} in 17 chronic schizophrenic 
adults, 7 of whom had persistent TD,a dn 10 
normal control to determine if this autommume 
status was realated to the presence or severity of 
tardive dyskineria. Serum antinachr Ab levels were 
significantly higher in all schizophreric Ss than in 
controls. However, eleuated serum level sofantirocher 
Ab were not related to either the presence or the 
serverty of TD. 
OBSTETRIC COMPLICATIONS 
132. MCNEIL (T.F.), CANTOR-GRAAE (E), TORREY (E.F.) 
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and SJOSTROM (K). obstetric complications in 
histories of monozygotic twins discordant and 
concordant for Schizophrenia. Acta Psychiatrica 
Scandnavica. 89, 3; 1994; 196-204. 
The article investigated histories of sbertetric complications 
(OCS) during pregnancy, labordelivery and 
thenesratel period using detailed material reports for 
23 monozytgotic (Mz) twin pairs discordant for 
schizophrenia (SCZ) 10 Mz thin paris condondant for 
sez and z normal Mz control paris. Satistically 
significant differences in OC rates were found seros 
these 3 groups, OCs being most frequent in 
discordant. Ss and least frequent in normal Ss. 
Labor complications were significantly more frequent 
in discordcont than condordant Ss. The result provide 
evidence far the role of Ocs in the development of 
Scz with complications at thetime of birth being 
especially associated with the development of Scz in 
disordant twins. 
OLDER, NEUROLEPTIC MEDICATIONS 
133. RUSKIN (Paul E.), BLANC (Walter) and FELDMAN 
(Stephanie) continuous vs targeted medication 1n 
order schizophrenic outpatients. American Journal of 
Geriatric psychiatry. 2; 1994; 134-43. 
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The article compares targetedas oposed to continous 
neureleptic medication for the treatment of older 
(SO+yrs) schizophrenic outpatients. 17 patients (the 
continuous medication group) received maintenance 
neuroleptic mediation throughout the 12 mo study 
period. 14 patients the targeted group) received 
medication only during periods of prodrome. 
Significantly fewer maintenance Ss had at least 1 
prodromal episode, and fewer experienced relapse, 
compared to the targeted group. No significant 
differences were found inthe rate of hospitalization 
between the groups. Ss in the targeted groups took, 
cumulatively, less medication. There were no 
significant differences between the 2 groups on 
measures of symptoms, side effects, or quality of life. 
A targeted approach was therefore judged inferior to 
maintenance medication for older schizaphrenic 
outpatients. 
OLFACTORY HALLUCINATION role of 
134. KOPALA (LC) and HONNER (W.G.) Olfactory 
hallucinatios and olfactory idnentification,ability 
inpatients with schizophrenenia and other psychiatric 
disorders Schizophrenia Research. 12, 3; 1994. 
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The articel olfactory identification ability and the 
prevalence of olfactory halucianation were examined 
in 183 hospitalized patient aged 14 to 64 yrs.) from 
3 diagnostics groups 132 pateints with schizophrenia 
21 patients with major depression and 31 women 
with eating disorders along with 77 moral controll 
S.S. were examined using the unviersity of 
Pennsyluania smeel, Idnetification test (UpSII) and 
were questioned regarded the presence of olfactory 
hallicinatios. Olfactory identification deficts were 
observed only in pateints with schizophrenia In 
contrst, Olfactory hallicination were reported by of 
all psychiatric diagnostic categories (24.6%) ofpatients 
with Schizophrenia 19% of depressed patiens and 
29% of eating disorder patietns. for patients with 
schizophrenia, womenwere more likely to report to 
alfactoryhalucinationand hadhigher UPSIT scores than 
men. 
--, NEUROPYSCHOLOGICAL FUNCTIONS, PARANOID 
AND NON PARANOID 
135. KERMEN (william S .) SEIDMAN (Larry J.), 
GOLDSTEIN (Jill M.) and FARAONE (Stephen V.) 
Systematized delusions and neurophyschological 
function in paranoid and nonparanoid schizophrenia. 
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Schizophrenia Research. 12, 3; 1994, 223-36. 
This article deals with Extended research originating 
with the M.T. Tsuang and G. winokur (1974) criteria 
for paranoid and non paranoid schizophrenia. 41 
consecutive adult admission meeting DSM-III-R 
criteria for schizophrenia were subdivided according 
to whether they ever experienced prominent 
systematized delusions. Neurophschological profiels for 
paranod patients and nonpaeanoids with a history of 
systematized delusions were extremely similar. When 
combined, this systematized group had significantly 
better general verbal ability and verbalmemory than 
patietns who never manifested systematized 
delusions. There was also a significant 
neuropsychological function by group interation. the 
neurophyshological data suggested that systematized 
patietns had better premorbid cognitive functioning 
as well as greater discrepancy btween premorbied 
verbal ability and current attentional functioning. 
----,PARANOID NON-PARANOID, VISUAL FIELD 
PROCESSING 
136 AHRONOVICH (E), KARANAY (N) NACHSON (I). Visual 
field processing in paranoid and non-paranoid 
schizophrencis,. European Psychaitry. 89; 1993; 301-07 
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This article discussed that the paranoid and non 
paranoid schizophrenics are differentially associated 
with unilateral hemisphre dysfunction in a sample of 
12 paranoid and 12 nonparanoid schizophernic Ss, 
as well asaffectvie patients and 24 yrs. SS were 
presented with series of digit pairs ad open nngs 
to the left or right visual field. however, performance 
of the paranoid and nonparanoid schizophrenics was 
relatively poores in response to the right and left to 
visualfied, respectively. These testing found the light 
on themodality specific associations of paranoid 
schizphrenia with left hemisphre dysfunction, nd of 
non paraoid schizophrenia ith right hemisphre 
dysfunction. 
PATHOGENESIS, PRENATAL FACTORS 
137 HUTTUNEN (mattia) MACHON (Richard A) and 
Mednick (Sarnoff A). Prentatal factors 1n the 
pathogensis of schizophrenia. British Journal of 
Psychiatry. 164 (Suppl. 23); 1994; 15-9. 
The articel discusses the excess of winter sprng 
births among individuals suffering from scizophrenia. 
Recent epidemological findings suggest athat malernal 
viral infections during the second trimester of 
pregnancy may pay a crucial role in the etidology of 
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adult schizophrina. A " 2-hint -window" hypthesis of 
the mechanism of action of prenatl factors in the 
pathogenesis of schizophrenia suggest at least 2 
times specific prenatal etiological events. Th observed 
association bteween parental viral infection 
andincreased incidnce of adult schizophrenia need 
not to be direct cytotoxic result of viral infection, but 
may be casused indirectly, for example from fetal 
minor cerebral hemorrhags produced by 
theanticoagulatn effects of aspirin or by maternal 
stress. 
--, PATIENTS, RETROSPECTIVE STUDY 
138. MERCIER (Celine), RENAUD (claude) and KING 
(Suzanne). Thirty year retrospective stud of 
hospitalization among seerely mentally ill patiets 
Canadian Journal of Psychiatry. 39; 12; 1994; 95-
102. 
This article examined theeffects of deinstitutilization 
policies on Psychatric hospitalizati rates over a 30 
yrs. period. The hospitalization histories of 169 
patients (aged 18-65 yrs.) with schizophrenia or 
affective psychoses were retroactive! examined to 
study the total number of days of hospitalization 
and the percentage of time that a patient was 
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hospitalized during 5-yrs periods. However, data from 
Ss. admitted since he 1970s suggest that the 
process of change assoicatedwith deinstitutionalization 
way have reached its limits. 
-----, PERAPHRENIA, SYNDROME, CHARLES BONEET. 
VISUAL HALLUCINATIONS 
139. HOWARD (Robert), LEVY (Raymond) and CHARLES 
(Bonnet). Complex visual hallucinations of Charles 
Bonnet Syndrome type in late paraphernalia. 
International Journal of Geriatric Psychiatry: 9, 5; 
1994; 399 - 404. 
The article reveals 18 (aged 71-85 yrs) of a senes of 10 1 
late paraphrenic patients in England experienced 
complex, prolonged and repetitive visual 
hallucinations that resemble the characteristic 
experiences of individuals with the Charles Bonnet 
syndrome, a rare and heterogeneous disorder. Cases 
were predominately female (reflected the overall sex 
ratio described in late paraphrenia), 50% had 
accompanying auditory hallucinations, 42% were 
visually impaired and only one patient had insight 
into the hallucinatory nature of expenences. 
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-----, PERSONALITY, FAMILY STUDIESAND 
140. BERENBAUM (Sheri A), TAYLOR (Michael Alan) and 
CLONINGER (C Robert). Family study of 
schizophrenia and personality. Journal of Abnormal 
Psychology 103, 3; 1994; 475 - 84 - the purpose of 
this study was to determine whether the abnormal 
characteristics observed in relative of schizophrenia 
represent variation in normal personality Relative 
(N=340) of patients with schizophrenia affective 
disorder, and medical or surgical condition were 
personally interviewed about psychiatric symptoms 
and completed with multidimensional Personality 
Questionnaire relative who were themselves ill had 
elevated scores on all personality scale, but relative 
of affectivity ill portends differed from other relatives 
on Well Being and measures of Negative 
Emotionality, when schizophrenic propounds were 
subtyped by symptoms relative of emotionally 
blunted schizophrenics were found to have slightly 
lower scores on social closeness than did relative of 
controls. Overall, these result suggest that 
schizophrenia is unrelated to normal personality. 
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PERSONALITY FEATURES, HIGH RISK PROJECT, 
NEW YORK 
141. SQUIRES-WHEELER (Elizabeth) . Personality features 
and disorder in the subjects in the New York High-
Risk Project. Journal of Psychiatric Research. 27, 4; 
1993; 379 - 93. 
The article Assesses 175 offspring (aged 18-28 yrs) of 
parents in 2 psychiatrically ill groups (at high risk 
for schizophrenia [HRS] and at high risk for 
attentive disorder (HRAD) and normal controls for 
Axis II personality traits and disorders as defined by 
the DSM-III-R. Trained interviewers administered a 
standardized direct interview and were blind to 
Parental Clinical Status and to Previous Clinical 
Status of the offspring. Findings show the rates of 
probable and definite paranoid and schizo typal 
personality disorder are elevated in the HPS and the 
HRAD groups compared to the control group. 
-----, PHARMACODKINETIC, STUDIES 
142. DENCKER (SJ),and NORDEN (T); long-term cross-over 
pharmacokinetic study comparing perphenazine 
decanoate and haloperidol decanoate 1n 
Schizophrenic Patients. Psychopharmacology. 114, 1; 
1994; 24 -30. 
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The Article discusses that the clinical and 
pharmacokinetic parameters of perphenazine 
decanoate (PN) and haloperidol decant (HD) in 24 
schizophrenic SS (aged 22-62 yrs) Treatment cause 
given every 3 wks during a SI-WK study pinned Ss 
global improvement was higher however with PD than 
with HD. The elimination of bath PD and HD was 
very slow and no interaction effect were seen 
between the two drugs. 
-----, PHARMA COLOGICAL, TREATMENT 
143 ZARATE (Carlos A) and COLE (Jonathan 0). 
algorithm for the pharmacy logical treatment of 
schizophrenia. Psychiatric Armals. 24, 7; 1994; 333-
40. 
The article proposes a systematic approach to the 
pharmacological treatment of schizophrenia (SCZ) an 
approach that can be revised as new treatments and 
information's become available. Ferment of acute 
exacerbation of SCZ, maintenance treatment of SCZ, 
treatment refractory SCZ and the relationship between 
SCZ and comorbid disorders. The offer patients a 
consistent treatment progression and insure that they 
are not diagnosed as treatment-refractory without having 
been treated in an orderly way. 
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----, POSITINE and NEGATIVE SYNDROME 
144. LINDSTROM (Eva) and WEISELGREN (I-M). Interrater 
reliability of the structured clinical Interview for the 
positive and negative Syndrome Scale for scale for 
schizophrenia. Acta Psychiatrica Scandinavica. 89, 3; 
1994; 192-95 . 
This article Evaluates if the interrater reliability (IR) of 
the Positive and Negative Syndrome Scale (PANSS) 
for schizophrenia (S.R.Kay 1987) can be increased 
by means of the structured Clinical Interview for the 
PANSS. IR was increase as compared to the IR 
achieved by means of the PANSS alone. This step 
forward allows more emphasis to be placed on 
negative symptoms, which are probably the most 
valid in the diagnosis of schizophrenia. 
, POSITivE AND NEGATIVE SYNDROME 
145. TANDON (Rajiv), and GOLDMAN (Mona). Positive and 
negative symptoms cavalry during clozapine treatment 
1n schizophrenia. Journal of Psychiatry Research. 27, 
4; 1993; 341 - 847. 
The article Assesses the positive and negative symptoms 
in a sample of 40 schizophrenic patients before and 
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about 8wks after an open clinical trial of clozapine 
(CLZ) to determine its efficacy: findings show that 
both positive and negative symptoms improved 
significantly with CLZ treatment change in positive 
symptoms CLZ'S apparent greater efficiency on 
relative symptoms may be related to its greater 
efficiency on positive symptoms In otherwise 
neuroleptic-refractory plaints and its lesser propensity 
to cause extrapyramidal side effects. 
POST MORTEM BRAIN CHANGES, 
CORRELATION 
146. HOHNSTONE (E.C.). Clinical correlates of postmortem 
brain changes in schizophrenia: Decreased brain 
weight and length correlate with indices of early 
impairment. Journal of Neurology, Neurosurgery and 
Psychiatry.57, 4; 1994; 474 - 79. 
The article expiates from a postmortem study of the 
brains of 56 patients with schizophrenia and 56 
normal controls, 38 cases whose clinical start has 
been objectively documented in life were examined 
to determine whether relations existed between 
features of illness and postmortem findings. 
Decreased brain weight was significantly related to 
poor premorbid global function and to poor academic 
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record and decreased brain length was related to 
poorer premorbid glo hal function and more severe 
negative symptoms. These relations are consistent 
with the view that morphological changes in the 
brain occurs in the early course of the disease. 
-----, POST PSYCHOTIC DEPRESSION 
14 7. SHUWALL (Mitchell) Suicidal ideation in postpsychotic 
depression. Comprehensive Psychiatry 35, 2; 1994; 
132 - 4 
The article Investigated the relationships between 1n 
suicidal ideation annuity, and psychosis in 68 
schizoid and schizoafecive patients with operationally 
defined cases of poilprychortic depression. Psychosis 
contributed to the Vivienne in suicidal ideation over 
the effects of depression and anxiety. 
·--, PREFONTAL CORTEX, DISEASE SPECIFICITY 
148. DOLAN (R.J .) and FRISTON (K.J .) Dorsolateral 
prefrontal cortex dysfunction in the major psychoses: 
Symptoms or disease specificity. Journal of 
Neurology; Neurosurgery & Psychiatry. 56, 12; 1993; 
1290 - 94 
The article test the hypothesis that dorsolateral prefrontal 
cortex (DPC) dysfunction 1s synpton-rather than 
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disease-related in depression and schizophrenia. 40 
patients with depression and 30 patients 
schizophrenia were categorized into SS with and 
without poverty of speech, a symptom that is an 
observable manifestation of psychomotor impairment. 
The profile of regional cerebral blood flow (rCBF), 
measured in all SS under resting conditions, was 
subsequently compared in these 2 groups. Study of 
symptoms, or symptom dusters, can provide 
information additional to that of traditional diagnostic 
system in the study of the major psychoses. 
----, PRODRONAL SYMPTEMS 
149. MALLA (Ashok. K) Prodromal symptoms 1n 
schizophrenia. British Journal of Psychiatry. 164; 
1994; 487 0 93. 
Describes a prospective study of relationship between 
nonpsychotic prodromal symptoms and psychotic 
symptoms in 55 schizophrenic outpatients. Once a 
month, for 12-29 mo, nonpsychotic and psychotic 
symptoms were assessed with standardized 
instruments, including the Beck Depression Inventory 
and the Scale for the Assessment of Negative 
Symptoms. Results show that in less than on-fifth of 
Ss did may of the prodromal symptoms, individually 
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or 1n combination, show a significantly positive 
correlation with the subsequent level of psychotic 
symptoms. 
-----,PROGNOSTICRISH FACTORS 
150. CLARIDGE (Gordon). Single Indicator of risk for 
Schizophrenia. Probable fact or likely myth? 20,1; 
1994; 151-68 
The Article Discusses problems in identifying prognostic 
risk factor for schizophrenia (SCZ) related to the 
heterogeneity of SCZ and the associated difficulty in 
defining SCZ unreel. Results are revived from 3 
types of experimental paradigms drawn from 
cognitive psychology, psychophysiology and the new 
psychology of hemisphere function. 
-----, PROGNOSTIC VALUE 
151. DEISTER (Arno), Prognostic. value of initial subtype in 
schizophrenics disorders. Schizophrenia Research. 
1212,2; 1994; 145 - 7. 
The article Investigate about the power of initial subtype 
diagnosis to predict various aspects of long term 
outcome among 144 narrowly defined schizophrenic 
patients lagged (27 -84 yrs.) at follow up (average 23 
yrs.). Psychopathological outcome, social adjustment 
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and psychological deficits were evaluated using 4 
criteria. The influence of predominant clinical 
features at initial episode on aspects of long-term 
outcome differed among the 4 diagnostic systems 
used. 
-----, PSEUDOAUTOSOMAL REGION 
152. D' AMOTO (Thierry) and WAKSMAN (Gilles). 
Pseudoautosomal region in Schizophrenia: Linkage 
analysis self Seven loci by sib-pair and lod-score 
methods. Dr Ds. Psychiatry Research 52,2; 1994; 
131-47 
The Article Explanation on a prev1ous study by T. D. 
Amato et.al ( 1992) on a nonrandom Segregation 
between Schizophrenia and the pseudoautosonal 
locus DXY SI4 in a sample of 33 sibships. 16 new 
Sipships from 16 different families were added and 
data from 6 other loci of the pseudoautosomal 
region have also been analyzed. No clear evidence 
for linkage was obtained with any of these models. 
However, maximum lod score sere positive were 
positive with most of the markers with highest 
scores generally being obtained for the DXYSM 
locus. 
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PSYCHIATRICDISORDERS, PILOT STYDY 
153. MANTON (K.G.). Symptom profiles of psychiatric 
disorders based on graded disease classes: An 
illustration using data from the WHO International 
pilot study of schizophrenia. Psychological Medicine. 
24, 1; 1994; 133 - 44. 
The article Applied M.A. woodbury and J. Clive's (1974) 
grade of Membership Model, a classification 
procedure that Allows a person to be a Member of 
More than I diagnostic class, to the symptomatology, 
history, and follow - up 1,065 cases in 9 countries 
a subtype of paranoid schizophreniform disorder 
found primarily in developing countries was 
identified. 
-----, PSYCHIATRIC SYMPTOMS 
154. PERSUAD (Rajendra). Reporting of psychiatric 
symptoms in history: the memorandum book of 
Samuel coatis, 1785 - 1825. History of Psychiatry. 
4, 16; 1993; 499 - 50 
The article Compares a nurse's unpublished note book of 
psychiatric cases Seen in philadelphia in the 1 790s 
with an equivalent British notebook published in 
1823. Of the cases mentioned only 1 account 
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reported symptoms of anything approaching 
schizophrenia, white the 1823 note book reported 
many cases of schizophrenia. The comparison 
provides evidence for the hypothesis that 
schizophrenia became much more common after 
1800. 
----, PSYCHOACTIVE SUBSTANCE, TYPOLOGY 
155. ROSENTHAL (Richard N). positive and negative 
syndrome typology in schizophrenic patients with 
psychoactive substance use disorders. Comprehensive 
Psychiatry. 35, 2; 1994; 91-8 
The article Investigates the interrelationship between 
psychoactive substance use disorders (PSUD) and 
schizophrenia in 29 psychiatric in patients (aged 29 
- 46 yrs) with concurrent schizophrenia and PSUD 
(PSID/Sapience) 93.1% of Ss regularly abused 
cocaine and alcohol, as well as marijuana. 58.6% of 
Ss had mixed - syndrome typology; 24.1% had 
Negative syndrome; and 16.7% had positive 
syndrome. 
-----, PSYCHOBIOLOGICAL INTERACTION 
156. LEHTONEN (Johannes). From dualism to 
psychobiological interaction: A comment on the study 
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by Tienari and his co-workers. British Journal of 
Psychiatry. 164 (suppl. 23); 1994; 27 - 18. 
The article comments on the Finnish adoptive family 
study, which showed both genetic and environmental 
influences in the etiology of schizophrenia. The 
question of how joint nature effects are brought 
about in addressed, with particular emphasis on the 
earliest interactions between mother and new born. 
-----, PSYCHOPATHOLOGY, ACTIVE MEDICATION, 
TREATMENT 
157. LIBIGER (Jan) and VOLAVKA (Jan). Does the change 
of psychopathology during the placebo period predict 
the response to subsequent treatment with active 
medication ?. Psychiatry Researchs. 52, 2; 1994; 107 
- 14. 
The article discusses that 123 acutely exiacerbated chronic 
schizophrenic or schizoaffective patients received 
placebo for 6.2 days on average. Afterwards, fixed 
haloperidol plasma levels were maintained for 6 wks. 
Psychopathology was evaluated on the basis of the 
Brief Psychiatric patting schlep (BPRS), which was 
administered weekly by trained raters. The patients 
who had low scores on admission to the study and 
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high scores at the end of the placebo period showed 
the greatest improvement. 
PSYCHOSOCIAL AND VENTRICULAR 
PATYHOLOGY, IMPLICATIONS 
158. LEVITT (James J), SHENTON (Martha E), Me 
CARLEY(Robert W) and FAUX (Steven F). Premorbid 
adjustment in schizophrenia: Implications for 
psychosocial and ventricular pathology. Schizophrenia 
Research. 122; 1994; 159 - 68. 
The article Assesses premerbid adjustment among 12 
Schizophrenic male veterans and 12 normal age-
matched male controls. Ss were assessed with the 
premorbid Adjustment Scale in 4 major domains: 
Social accessibility vs isolation, peer relations hips, 
ability to function outside of nuclear family and the 
capacity to form intimate socio-sexual ties. 
Schizophrenic highly correlated with current clinical 
state, more current negative symptoms, less 
independent living and longer hospitalizations were 
premorbid adjustment was associated with larger 
magnetic resonance ventricular brain ratio 1n 7 Ss. 
-----, PSYCHOPATHOLOGY INSTRUMENT 
159. LINAKER (Olav M) and HELLE (Jan). validity of the 
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schizophrenia diagnosing of the psychopathology 
instrument FOR MENTALLY Retorted Adult (PIMRA): 
A comparison of schizophenenic patients with and 
without mental retardation. Research In development 
Disabilities. 15, 6; 1994; 473 - 86 
The PIMRA was designed to asses psychiatric disorders 
among milady and moderately mentally retorted 
persons. In a psychiatric population without mental 
retardation, the PIMRA schizophrenia scale had on 
internal consistency coefficient alpha of 52. By 
Removing 1 outliner item this increased to an alpha 
of 61. By comparing the PIMRA schizophrenia 
diagnoses with DSM - III-R diagnoses in the 
psychiatric population. A Regression analysis of DSM 
- III-R diagnoses based on the PIMRA items 
identified of 5.5% of the DSM - III-R schizophrenic 
disorders in the psychiatric population. This equation 
correctly identified 7 5. 5% of the PIMRA 
schizophrenia's in a mentally retarded population. 
----, RATING, MEDICATION, INFLUENCES 
160. WElDEN (Peter) and MOTT (Tosha). Rating of 
Medication Influences (ROMI) Scale in schizophrenia. 
Schizophrenia Bulletin. 20, 2; 1994; 297 - 310 
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The article Describes the development of the (ROMI) Scale 
which assess factors influencing patients, compliance 
with neuroleptic treatment. ROMI was development as 
part of a longitudinal study of neuroleptic non 
compliance in schizophrenia and administered to 115 
discharged schizophrenia out patients Most (95%) of 
the ROMI patients report item were reliable. There 
were significant correlation between those subscale 
and independently correlation between these 
subscale and independently obtained family report 
ROMI items were significant with 2 other published 
measure of dysphoric response to neuroleptic find 
suggest that the SOMI . is a reliable and valid 
instruments. 
-----, READMISSION RISK, PREDICTORS 
161, MORTENSEN (Preben Bo) and EATON (W.W.) 
Predictors for readmission risk in Schizophrenia. 
Psychological Medicin. 24, 1994; 223-232. 
The article discusses Readmission risk was assessed at the 
Ist and subsequent discharges in a total Danish 
national sample of 8, 705 Ist -audited patients who 
had been discharged at least once with a diagnosis 
of schizophrenia. Following the Ist discharge, 19% 
had not been readmitted often 10 yrs. of following-
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(5 th th th up. At later discharges , 10 and 15 ) the 
effect of these variables gradually disappeared. At 
th 
the 15 discharge, readmission were mainly 
predicated by the duration of the admission and 
discharge periods. 
-----, RECEPTOR, SEROTONIN 
162, KAHN (R.S.) AND DAVIDSON (M). Serotonin receptor 
responsively in schizophrenia. International clinical 
Psychopharmacology. 8 (Suppl 2); 1993; 47-51. 
The article discuses a role for serotonin or 5-
hydroxytryptamine (5-HT dysfunction as a possible 
pathogenic mechanism in schizophrenia, although 
most studies comparing 5-HT function 1n 
schizophrenic patients and healthy controls have 
produced conflicting result. Response to various 5-ht 
challenge agents, though not consistent, suggest 
decreased 5-Ht receptor function 1n some 
schizophrenic patients induced by 5-HT against such 
as m-chlorophylpiperazine, fenfluamina and MK-212 
indicate decreased 5-HT responsively in some 
schizophrenic patients. 
-----, REFRACTROY, ANXIETY, TREATMENT 
163. KUOPPASALMI (Kimmo}, Clozapine decreases are 
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the level of anxiety and aggressive behaviour in 
patients with therapy-refractory schizophrenia. 
Psychiatria Fennica. 24; 1993 153-62. 
The article studies, the effects of clozopine (CLZ) on 
anxiety and aggressive behaviour retrospectively in 
103 patients with therapy refractory schizophrenia. 
Evaluation of the symptoms profile was performed 4 
times during the year before CLZ treatment and 3 
times in the Ist yr of CLZ treatment. 36% of Ss had 
been able so leave the hospital and altogether 705 
had benefited from CLZ treatment. 
--, REHOPITALISATION, FACTORS EFFECT OF 
164. SONI (Som. D.) and REED (Pual). Factors affecting 
rehospitalisation rates of chromic schizophrenic 
patients living in the community Schizophrenia 
Research. 12;1994; 169-77. 
The article Determined factors that may contribute to high 
rates of rehospitatliztion among 88 patients with 
Schizophrenia Caged 27-68 yrs) in remission and 
attending depot neuroleptic clinic. A detailed 
psychiatric history exposure and treatment 
compliance were rated. 
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RETINOID DYSREGULATION 
165. GOODMAN (Ann B). Retinoid dysregulation as a 
cause of schizophrenia. amencan Journal of 
psychiatry .. 151, 13; 1994; 452-53. 
The articel Argues for an association between the 
aphorism "Cold a a witch's lit" and a retinoid related 
titiology for Schizophernia. Findings are cited to 
support the hypathesis that cubryomic atterations of 
genetically or epigenetically cotnrolled ecotioned 
retlated activities related to the citology of 
schizophrenia. 
---, RESPIRATORY DYSKINESIA TREATMENT 
166. SANDYK (Reuven) and DERPAPAS (Kyriakos). 
successful treatment of respiratory dyskinesia with 
pico tesla range magnetic fields. International 
Journal of Neuroscience. 75, (1-2); 194, 91-102. 
The article presents a care of a 66 yr. Old Greek 
meman who developed psycholic behaviour in her 
early 405 and was diagnoared with schizophenria, 
part and coment thereby inluded me of neurobtic 
and othe psychatnaki medications. The S present 
with symptoms of neukinateen distress. But 
normalhemodynemic values. features of taurduce 
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dyskinesia (TD) and was subsequtnly diagnosed as 
having reskuration dystuneria whichrapidly attenutaed 
the orofenh and respiratory. 
----, RURAL ALCOHOL USE DISORDER 
167 OSHER (Fred C) and TEAGUE (Gregory B.). Coroletas 
and outcomes of alcohol used disorder among rural 
outpatients with schizoprenia. Journal of Clinical 
Psychiatry. 55, 3; 1994. 
This article exam1nes several demographic, 
psychorocial and clinicalfactors in relation to alcohol 
use (AU) among 75 rural patients with schizoptrenia. 
results show that unstable housing, conceptual 
disorganisation denial of metal illness, and retospit 
alination during the 1 yer. follow up were related to 
Au disorder. 
----, SACCADIC, TASK PERFORMANCE 
168. NAKASHIMA (Roshifumi) and MOMOSE (Rashimisku). 
Cortical control of saccade 1n normal and 
schizophrenia subjects : A Pet study us1ng a 
taskevoked RCBF paradigm. Schizophrenia Research; 
12, 3; 1994. 
This artice evaluated cortical control of saccads us1ng 
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position emission tomography (PET). Regional cerbral 
blood flow (RCBF) patterns demonstrated by Owater 
PET during saccadic task performacne were tested in 
13 normal volunteers and 20 ICD -9. The left 
dorsolateral prefrontal cortex controls. The RCBS fo 
posterior parietal cortex increased in parallel with 
that in the D PFC 
---, SALENIUM role of 
169. BROWN {James). Role of salenium and other Nacl 
elements in the Geography of schizopherenia. 
Schizophrenia Bulletin. 20, 12, 1994; 387-98. 
The articel describes the uses medical geology the 
application of trace element to epidemicology 
tocomapre the geographic distribution of selanium 
{lSI) and other trace element in soil and food awith 
taht of a high schizophrenia rates in the US and 
other countries. Sincere the comparisons most 
significant for los SL the SL theory of Scizo 
Shizophrenia is evalujated by the principles of 
environmental epidermilogy. The strength of SL 
deficiency, the consistency of the SL/ Schzophrenia 
assocation,and SL/ S association with other 
schizophernia related diseases are exained. Research 
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position emission tomography (PET). Regional cerbral 
blood flow (RCBF) patterns demonstrated by Owater 
PET during saccadic task performacne were tested in 
13 normal volunteers and 20 ICD -9. The left 
dorsolateral prefrontal cortex controls. The RCBS fo 
posterior parietal cortex increased in parallel with 
that in the DPFC 
---, SALENIUM role of 
169. BROWN (James). Role of salenium and other Nacl 
elements in the Geography of schizopherenia. 
Schizophrenia Bulletin. 20, 12, 1994; 387-98. 
The articel describes the uses medical geology the 
application of trace element to epidemicology 
tocomapre the geographic distribution of selanium 
(ISl) and other trace element in soil and food awith 
taht of a high schizophrenia rates in the US and 
other countries. Sincere the comparisons most 
significant for los SL the SL theory of Scizo 
Shizophrenia is evalujated by the principles of 
environmental epidermilogy. The strength of SL 
deficiency, the consistency of the SL f Schzophrenia 
assocation,and SL/ S association with other 
schizophernia related diseases are exained. Research 
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questions are generated to test the theory further 
and so investigat the cuases of schizophrenia. 
---, SCALE, CALOGARY DEPRESSION 
170. ADDINGTON (Donald) and MATICKA TYNDALE 
(Eleanor). Specificity of the calogary depression scale 
for schizophrenics. Schizophrenia Research. 11, 3; 
1994; 239- 44. 
The Article determines the specificity of the calogary 
depression scale (CDS) for 100 out patients and 50 
impatients with schizophrenia. Negative symptoms 
were assessed with the positive and negative 
syndrom scale (PANSS); entraphyranedal symptoms 
extrapyranidal symtpks were assessed with the 
simpson Angus scale (SAS) and depression with the 
Schizophreniac impatients and out patients It 1s 
concluded that the Cosachieves a suseful degree of 
seperatio between mmeasures of depression negative 
and entrapyramidal symptoms 1n SS with 
Schizophrenia when combined with the other 
measures used in this study. 
---, ---, PSYCHOSIS PRONENESS 
171. MERRITT (Rebecca Daibs) and BALOGH (deboran 
Ware). Comparison of the MMPL and the psychess 
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proness scales intheir classificatio of normal cotrol 
for use 1n schizoprenia spectron research Journal & 
Personality Assesment. 62, 2; 1994; 204-12. 
The Article used K-corrected MMPL Profiles and item 
endorsement rates on 4 psychosis provenses scales 
(PPSs to from 2 normal control groups each with 
50 female and 50 male. under graudes). However, it 
wa predicated that a relatively high number of Ss 
classified as normal onthe PPs would produced 
clinically elvated MMPL profiles many & which were 
schizophernia spectrum related. However, 71% of 
MMPL normals has scores in thenormal rnage on all 
4 PPSs. None of the MMPL. Controls produced PPs 
wales asociated with specturm memebrship. 
SUB STANCE ABUSE 
172. BERTII (Alessandra). Schizophrenia and substance 
abuse: The interface. Progress 1n neuro 
Psychopharmacology and Biological psychiatry. 18, 2; 
1994; 279-84. 
The article reveals that schizophrenia is not defined 
disease entity but part of a variety of a normalous 
need diserders oand examined whethr shizophrenia 
and substance abuse are cuased by different factors 
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or generated by similar process. The symptoms 
indicated a common deminator of the two disorders 
a lading structure where the symptom wold 
substitute the defective element. 
---, SCHIZOAFFECTIVE DISORDERS 
173. MAJ (Mario). Schizoaffective and mood incongurent 
psychotic affective disorders. american Journal of 
Psychiatry. 151, 3; 1994; 455. 
The article gives his point for the inaccuracies 1n 
the articles by W. Maier et al., on the dichotomy of 
schizoaffective disorders and afective disordes with 
modd incongruent psychotic features. A study was 
creditedas the Ist DSM-III. Some data did not 
support conclusion, and controlgroups were not used. 
---- SEASONAL, OVOPATHY 
174. PALLAST (Esther G.M.) and ZIELHUIS (GERHARD A.). 
Excess seasonality of births among patients with 
schizophrenia and seasonal ovopathy. Schizophrenia 
Bulletin. 20, 2; 1994; 269-76. 
The articel examines whether the well known winter 
excess of schizophrenic births exists among 
DutchSchizophrenia patiens when statical artifacts 
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such as age incidence and age prevalence effects ae 
avoided. Ss were aged 12-28 yrs in the crude and 
correction analysis and 16-24 yrs. in the window 
analysis. Results show a winter excess of births 
among Dutch schizophrenia patients, even when 
statistical artifacts are avoided, and suggest that the 
SPROO hypothesis might be an explaination for ths 
excess. 
SECULUSION HALLUCINATORY 
175. KENNEDY (Bernice R) and PESUT, (Daniel J). 
Hallucinatory experiences of psychiatric patients In 
seclusion. Archieves of Psychiatric Nursing. 8, 3; 
1994; 169-76. 
This article explord the seclusion expenences of 
seriously ill psychiatric patients and examined the 
relationship between hallucination and sensory 
stimulation, as reflected in staff visits and length of 
time secluded. 25 consenting psychiatirc inpatients 
with diagnoses of schizophrenia or schizoaffective 
disorder were interviewd with 5 days after a 
seclusion experiene Approximately half hallucinatied 
seclusion; however, 70% of these had alsohallucinated 
before seclusion. Therewee no significant 
relationships between hallucinating In sclusion and 
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frequency of staff vissits or length of times 
scheduled. 
---- Concept 
ZOLFAGHARI (Fazeela). Flow optimal is the self concept 
in disease states. Journal of Personality of clinical 
Studies. 9, 1-2; 1993. 
-----, SELF CONCEPT 
176. ZOLFAGHARI (Fazeela). How optimal is the self 
concept in disease states. Journal of personality & 
Clinical Studies. 9, 1-2; 1993; 107-16. 
The article highlights the importance of the self-concept 
theory across the fulminate heath continuum and 
votes its conceptual relevance for personality 
assessment in terms of both the deficit and growth 
approaches. The self-concepts of 30 neurotics, 30 
schizophrenics and 30 normal were determined based 
on the Tennessee self-concept Scale and the Self 
confidence Inventory. Significant differences in Self 
perceptions were not observed between the neurotics 
and schizophrenics. 
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----- SELF CONSIOUSNESS, AND SOCIAL 
COGNITION 
177. SMARI (Jakob) and THORGI LESSON (Mordur). 
Paranoia self-consciousness and social cognition in 
schizophrenics cognitive. Therapy and Research. 18, 
4; 1994; 287-99 
The article Investigated the validity of the paranoia scale 
(PS) of a Fenigstain and P.A. venerable (see PA Vol 
7: (6381) in 30 male schizophrenics consolations 
were computed between Ss' scores on the PS and 
their scores on the feeling of being watched 
measure, as well as clinical ratings of paranoia the 
Sc with diagnose contrary to previous findings 
paranoia was related to private but not to public self 
- consciousness. Fenigstein and vanable's arguments 
concerning paranoid personalism in social cognition 
were also investigated. It was expected that paranoia 
and public self consciousness would be related to 
extreme evaluations of people. 
-----, SEMANTIC, PHONOLOGICAL PRIMING 
178. SPITZER (Manfred) and MAIER (Sabine). Semantic 
and phonological priming in schizophrenia. Journal 
of Abnormal Psychology. 103, 3; 1994; 485 - 94. 
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The article studies of 70 schizophrenic patients used a 
lexical decision task involving the recognition of 
words that were preceded (Primed) either by 
meaning fully or phonologically associated or by 
nonassociated words to study the intrusion of 
contextually inappropriate associations in thought 
disorder (T.D). TD schizophrenic patients exhibited 
more semantic priming than non-TD patients and 
controls, and differences in phonological priming 
dependent on stimulus onset asynchrony (SOA) were 
obtained. 
----- SENSITIZATION, IMPLICATIONS 
179. AKIYAMA (Kazufumi), UJIKE (Hiroshi) 
Methamphetamine induced behavioral sensitization 
and its implications for relapse of Schizophrenia. 
Schizophrenia Research. 12, 3; 1994; 251 - 52 
the article summarizes behavioral and neurochemical 
studies on methompheta (MAP) induced behavioral 
sensitization from the view point the mechanisms 
involved in initiation of psychotic symptoms and their 
expression differ. First dopamine release from the 
cerebral dopaminergic neuron terminal containing 
areas in response to rechallenge with MAP or 
cocaine or evoked by intrastriated ouabain infusion is 
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enhanced second, behavioral responses to dopamine 
D2-and sigma - receptor agonists are augmented A 
third form involves changes indicative of 
transsynaptic neural circuits. 
----, MALFORMATIONS SEPTUM PELLUCIDUM 
180 WOLF (Stevens) and WEINDERGER (Daniel R). 
Malformation of the septum pellucidum: Two distnctives 
cases in association with schizophernia. Journal of 
psychiatry & Neuroscience. 19, ; 1994 ; 10-44 
This article discuss about two male patients (aged 31 and 
35 yrs) with schozophernia had markedly abnormal 
neuroimaging studies; ones had large, cystic cavum 
vergae, while the other demonstrated complete agenisis of 
the septum pellucidum with a monoventricular system 
the increased prevalence of developmental abnormalities 
of midline forebrain structures in patients with 
schophernia suggests that dysgenesis of these structures 
may be contribtory to the neurobiology of schizophernia 
and other psychotic disorders. 
, SOCIAL COMPETENCE DEFICIT 
181 DWORKIN (Robert H); Social comptence deficits in 
adolescents of risk for schozophernia" : Correction . 
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Journal of Nervous & Mental Disease. 182, 5; 1994; 301 
The article discuss about result of the present analysis 
corroborate the previous reports that individuals at risk 
for schizophernia have poorer social competence than 
those risk for affective idsorders and normal - comparison 
subjects in early adolesnce and adolesnce but not in 
childhood. Examnies social competence 1n at risk for 
schozophernia and effective disorders (AFD) and in 
normal companson the adolescents at risk for 
schizophernia has significantly poorer peer relationships 
and decreased hobbies interests than the adolescents at 
risk for AFD and the comparison adolescents. 
, SOICIAL HERMENITICS 
182 DOUBT (Keith). Sociological hermenetics for scihzophernic, 
languagesSocial Science Journal. 31, 2 ; 1994 ; 111-25 
The article shows that drawing upon K. Burkes ( 1989) 
distinction between semantic and poetic meaning in all 
languages used by human actors, this study develops a 
sociological heumentics for understanding the social 
charcaters for schozophernic languages. The study's 
prestive is identified through a critical review of work of 
R. H. Wolcott (1974), H.S. Sullivan (1964), N- Camerious 
(1938) G. Batason et al (1972), and t. wrobel (1990) on 
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the language of schizophernia 
, SOCIAL SUPPORT AND DEPRESSION 
183 NEELEMAN (J) and POWER (N.J.). Social support and 
and depression in three groups of psychiatric patients 
and a group of medical controls. Social Psychiatry & 
Physchiatric Epidemology. 29, 1 ; 1994 ; 46-51 
The article eaxmines & levels of depression and aspects 
of social support in 21 chronic schizophernia, 26 
depressed and 26 parasuicide patirnts and in a group of 
25 medical controls. Ss completed the Beck Depression 
Inventory and significant others scale. Psychotic Ss and 
controls also completed the UCLA Lonliness Scale. 
Depression was equally severe in the parasuicide and 
depressed groups and low in the schizophrenmic and 
control groups. 
, SOCIO ECONOMICS STATUS 
184 LAFOSSE (Jose M) MEDNICK (Sarnoff A) . Influence of 
perental socioeconomic status on CT studies of 
schizophernia . Schizophernia Reasearch ; 1994 ; 285 -
90 
This article investigates that relationship between parental 
SES and computed tomography (CT) measures in 19 
200 
Schizophernic Ss and 94 Healthy controls Ss were aged 
10-19 yrs at the inception of the study Sylvan tissue 
and interios interhemisphearic enlargement cerebellas 
pathology, and orain volume. No significant differences 
emerged. Between the high and low SES - of - origin 
Ss. 
, STRESIS, CAUSES 
185 CHANDRA (Prabhas ; and CHANNABASAVANNA (S.M.) 
Family therapy in poor outcome schizophernic member, 
focusing in family interactions , structure, an other 
variables to expression and communcation with the 
patient . An laternate approach to families with 
schizophernia (SCZ) in then presented Individual 
physchiatric problems in family members of schizophernia 
patient and inreformecial discord were high rates of 
depression and adjustments disorders as well are negative 
affective patterns. 
, SUPPORTIVE PHYSCOTHERAPY 
186 GILBERT (Sidsel) and UGELSTAD (Endre). Patients and 
contributions to long - term supportive phscoythrapy in 
Schizophernic disorders. British Journal of Phsyciatry. 
164 ( Suppl 23) ; 1994 84 - 88. 
The article describes a study based on a Nordic 
201 
multicentre reasearch project concerned with organizing 
phsycotherapetically oriented treatment for Ist - episode 
schizophernics within the public system of 
physhotherapy. Based on I- yr screening and sampling of 
all new schizophernic cases in a ctachement area in 
also, Norway, 12 patients and therapists were interviewed 
after 2-3 years some patients seem to have played a 
much more active part in establisihing and breaking 
therapeutic contacts and in setting the terms for the 
relationship than is usually acknowledged. 
, SUSCERTIBLITY LOCUS 
187 BARR (Cathy L ) and (ASIGTIGIIONE) (Carmela) . Linkage 
study of susceptiblity locus for schizophernia in the 
pasodoustosomal region, Schizpphernia Bulletin 20, 2 ; 1994 
277 - 86 The article prposed that there is a 
pesudoutesomol location for a schizophernia susceptibly locus 
on the basis of a higher - than exppected concordanc for sex 
among sibling with schizophernia as well as findings of 
cytogenic abnormalities of the sex chromosomes in some 
schzophernia patients. In addtion, multipaint analysis with 
smoker spanning the region to test for the presence of 
schizophernia suscepetiblity locus in the pesdoutomal region 
was used. No evidence was found for linkage to schizophemia 
under given genetic model. 
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, SYNATATIC PROCESSING 
188 THOMAS (Philip) and JOHNSTON (Margaret). Syntactic 
processing and written language output in first onset 
physcosis. Journal of Communication Disorders 26; 4 ; 
1993 ; 209 - 30 The artilce comparises unitteh language 
samples from 4 schizophanu patients and 18 non 
phychimatically ill controls (all aged 16 - 50 yrs) Using a 
modification of design and methadolgy using by R.E. 
Haffman et al (See PA Vol 72; 255481. Sc performance 
on the hunt test was examined with the results of 2 
other test of conjutijuction at a same time Howevere 
both manu and schizophermium Ss made more errors 
and had more difficulty in succesfully integating 
information that did controls results indicate an 
unpairmrent in language provision caused by phscosis. 
, TRADIVE DYKENSIA 
190 CADET (Jean Cud) and KAHLER ( Linda A). Free radial 
mechanism in schizo phernia and tradine dyskinsea 
Nuerosceinc and biobehavioral Reviews . 18. 4 ; 1994 ; 
467 - 67 
The article discussion the destribution of free radials processes 
1n the CNS, specifically the environment of oxyradicals 
in the normal metabolism of cate chalamine. Proposals 
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are reviewd regarding the importance of these 
compounds in the development of neuropechiatric and 
movement disorders such as schiophiatric and movement 
dosorders such as schzophernia and neuolaptic - induced 
attradive dyskinesia (TD) respectively Clinical studies have 
shown that antioxidant treatment can attentive the 
movement abnormalities observed in TD, but further's 
studies are necessary to evaluate the statue of specific 
scavenging systems in these two disorders. 
, MEMORY TEST IMPARTMENT 
191 - DUFFY (Louise) and ARROLL (Ronam). Memory 
impairtment is schizophernia ; A comaprision with that 
observed in the Alcohalic Korsale off Syndrome 
Phsycological Medicine. 24, 1 ; 1994 ; 155-65 
The article admisntered the Mini - Mental State Examination 
and the rivermeand behavioral memory test as well as 
other tests of memory and intelligence to 40 
schzophernics. In comparison with 18 patients suffering 
from the Alcohalic Karsaleoff Syndrome (AKS) , the 
level along term episodic memory umapairment was 
found in the schizophernic group. 
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, TREATMENT 
192 LEHNIN (Kala us). Need adapted treatment of 
schizophermia family interventions. British Journal of 
Physchiatry. 164 (Suppl 23) ; 1994 ; 89-96 
This articles describes the need adapted treatment of 
schizophernia as on integrative treatment modle that 
includes both family and individual therapy and meiliue 
therapy in hospital an outpatient wards. It is based on 
the intercational view point and understanding on the 
intercational level experience of family and network 
therapy has shown that immediate interactions-oriental 
intervenation is an assentials starting - point for the 
treatment for clinical purposes, patients are devided 
among 3 groups ; the methods and focus of the family -
oriented work differ some what between the groups. 
193 MELTZER (Herbert) . New drugs for the treatment of 
schizophernia"; Erratum . Phischistric Clinics of North 
American 17 ; 1994 ; 365 - 85 
The article states that " Clozapine products as much EPS 
as halophridal an apparently loses its advantages over 
ha)operidol for treating psychosis" This should have read 
" risperidone produces clozapine in emaphasized becaues 
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it repersents a major advance for the therapy for 
treatment - resistant schizophremia. 
---, CLOZAPINE 
194 HARING (Christan) and HUMMER (Martina) . EEG 
alterations in patients treated with clozapine in relation 
to plasma levels. Physchopharmocolgy . 114 ; 1994 97-
100 -
The article investigates the influence of clozopine plasma 
level on frequency of EEG alterations in 29 Ss ( 
Schlozopine and Schiaffedine in patients) recurring 
clozapine ata dose of 126 to 600 mg,. All Ss had 
normal EEGs before taking clozapine 15 Ss showed 
pathologic changes and 14 showed as changes in EEG 
showed patalogic changes 14 should variable such as 
dose age sen weight and duration of treatment were no 
it stastifically relevant it is suggested that clozapine 
plasma such are a valid induction for the apperance of 
electrophisogical reactions. 
PHARMACOLOGIC 
195 KANE (Jhon M) : New development in the pharmacologic 
treatment of achizophernia . Journal of Phiscatrist 
Research 27, 4 ; 1993 ; 379 - 53 
206 
The article presents 
development 1n the 
commitary concerntng new 
pharmacoligic treatment of 
schizophernia in area such as the benefit to rink 
amusement of long terms drugs treatment comparisions 
of low dose mentenance to standard does treatment 
targeted tanged intermitted or early intervention and the 
impetance of new reasearch to better understand and 
prevent relopes additionally clozapines effect on reduction 
of negative symptans in refaicting patients is examined. 
SIGMA RECEPTOR use of 
196 GORMAN (JACK M) MACALUSO (Joseph) . BMV 14802 a 
sigma receptor ligand for the treatment of schizophernia. 
Neuropsycopharmacology. 10 ; 1994 ; 37-40 
The article tests the hypothesis that BMV 14802. Which 
has been shown to have efficency in animal mobels of 
psyocsis would have auolipholic effects in humans 
without production entiphynamidal side effects typical of 
standards neruleptis. These were no change involving 
movement as measured by the abnormal involumanetary 
movement scale or in entraphymidal systems as 
measured by the simkons - angus sacle. Results suggests 
that the use of animals models of to asses the efficacy 
of BMY 14802 be reconsidered. 
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, VISUAL or AUDITORY STIMULI 
197. COCCHI (Renata). A control study of left and right hand 
reaction times to visual or auditory stimuli in 
schizopherenics ; Preleiaminary report Italian Journal of 
Intellective Improvement . 6,2 ; 1993 ; 155 - 62 
The article examines RJ for visual and auditory stimuli 
among 25 drug treated adult patients with Achizophernia 
and is healthy age matched controls Ss used there 
dominator non dominant hand to react to visual and 
auditory stimuli presented by a computer Ss with 
schizophernia should more frequent auticibations and 
time out during the visual task, indicating an increase in 
distraction for visual stimuli. 
, WECHSLER ADULT INTELLIGENCE SCALE 
198. MISSAR (C.David) and GOLDBERG (Terry E.) WAIS - R 
Short forms chronic schizophernia. Schizophernia 
Reasearch. 12, 3, 1994 ; 247 - 50 
The article discussion that short forms of the Wechsler Adult 
Intelligence Scale - Revised (W AIS - R) provide a 
relatively quick screen of an individuals general cognitive 
ablity. This study attempted to measure the merit of 3 
WAIS-R Results suggests that the 4 -subsets short from 
provided the most reliable estimation of full scale I.Q. 
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---- , WHITAKAR INDEX, HETIGENEOUS EFFECT. 
199 GODOY (Jaun F) I, FERNANDEZ (M);, MELEI (J) and 
ROLDAN (G). Discrimination between and among 
schizophernics and other patalogi.es using a spanish version of 
the whitaker index of schizophernics thinking. Journal of 
Clinical Phsocology. 50; 1994 158 - 6 
The article adminstere a spanish version of forms A and B of 
the whitaker index of schizophernic thinking (WISI) to 2 sets 
of Ss. In the Ist study the WIST was admistrated 10 14 7 Ss 
grouped into 1 to 6 categories. Result reaveal significant 
groups difference in that SCZ Ss scored significantly higher 
than did non paranoid scored higher than did acute SCZ Ss. 
, WISDOMS CARD SORTING TEST 
200 GOLDBERG (Terry E) and WEINBERGER (Daniel R) 
Schizophernia trainning haradigims and the wiscosin card 
sorting Test redux Schizophernia Reasearch. 11, 3 ; 1994 ; 
291-196 
Article Examines whether and to what extent coaching can 
improve poor performance in the Wiscosins Card Sorting Test 
(WCST) in patients with schizophernia on furter study it was 
found it was found in patients with schiphernia performance 
can frequently improve, but usually remains in the abnormal 
range 
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